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CUMANA
/r The best name in memory

The names you can trust for all
your computer requirements.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Desktop system prices include delivery!
Mouse mat & [Printers setup includod <l_ii< • i •: ii • >I.-• i i<i >

A7000+ Computer Systems
A7000+ 8Mb HD 4Gb

32 Speed CUMANA' CD, 14" Monitor &
200Watt speakers or headphones
£793.13 inc \sat

'Peak Performer' A7000+ as above

(80watt speakers) plus either
'Foundation' or 'Extreme'

software pack
£821.33 inc vat

[These bundles are aimed at the private user or small primary as the
titles are single user.]

All Acorn machines will include EasiWriter.

15" Viewsonic Monitor upgrade available for
all Acorn Machines for an extra £17.63 inc VAT

RiscPC Computer Systems
SA RPC 233T MHz 10Mb HD 2Gb, 32x

'CUMANA' CD, 14" Monitor &
200Watt speakers / headphones
£1150.33 inc \A£it

SA RPC 233T MHz, 42Mb RAM, HD 2Gb
5x86/1 OOMHz PC Card & PCPro 2,

'CUMANA' DVD ROM drive
(24 speed CD read & dual speed DVD read)

14" monitor, Windows '98 installed,
HP610c printer & either 200Watt

speakers or headphones
£1820.08 ino vat

Place your orders now for RISCOS 4 with us.
£99.00 -t- vat

(E116.33 inc vat)
Fitting and installation service available, call for details.

RISCOS 4 option available
with new machines for an extra

£59.00 + VAT (£69.33 inc vat)

®

Ujf ffl 1§ Us§ff iisst pack

M mothM1 11 inm

Offer ends

30/9/99

A saving worth £2385.00
Call us NOW to arrange a demo or to receive

our FREE 'ICT Planning' Document
Offer only applies to Educational Establishments

CDR/W and CD-ROM Drives - All Prices include VAT

CD-R SCSI, (Panasonic 7503 8x24) Internal drive £314.31
CD-R SCSI, (Panasonic 7503 8x24) External drive £417.13
CD-RW SCSI, (Yamaha 4416) Internal drive £269.08
CD-RW SCSI, (Yamaha 4416) External drive £356.90
CD-R - Blank Writable CD's (Dysan) £1.41
CD-RW - Blank Re-Writable disc (Dysan) £20.00
ICDBIaze CD-R/W Software for Acorn £79.35

Oscar Encore - Parallel port External CD-ROM drive £198.58
Panasonic 32 speed internal atapi CD £81.08

THIN CLIENT TECHNOLOGY

AUTHORISED RESELLER

CITRIX
The Acorn NC

(Network Computer)

'Sprinter' - NC (Network Computer)
client station with 16Mb RAM,

QWERTY Keyboard,
Mouse & 14"monitor

(Ideal for Acorn RiscOS software, Windows PC software
when used with Citrix and also Internet & Web browsing)

£379.00 + VAT (£445.33 inc.)
[Please note : NCs require connection and configuration to

host server, locally or remotely]

See a demo of Citrix and Thin Client Technology
on our stand at the RISCOS '99 Show Oct 30th & 31st.

All

CDR/W

Drive

prices
include

a copy

(>»'

CDBIaze

Monitors - All Prices include VAT
14" Viewsonic £116.33

15" Viewsonic £151.63

15" Viewsonic Stereo £189.00

17" Viewsonic E771 £247.53

15" liyama Vision Master 350 FST 0.28dp £146.88
17" liyama Vision Master 403 FST 0.26dp £269.08
19" liyama Vision Master 450 FST 0.26dp £468.83
21" liyama Vision Master 502 FST 0.27dp £734.38
200 Watt Speakers £23.99

Call us now on Tel+44(0)1279-730800/730900 Fax +44(0)1279-730809. sales@cumana.co.uk, www.cumana.demon.co.uk
Cumana is a trading name of: Cannon Computing, Whitegate, Dunmow Road, Hatfield Heath,
Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM22 7ED. AU Oct 99. authorised reseller
Without Prejudice.All Registered Trademarks acknowledged. Partners: Nigel D. &Sara L. Cannon. dTTTRUv
All prices are UK £ sterling &, unless otherwise stated, include VAT, exclude delivery. E&OE. •
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News
The latest on a C++ compilerfor RISC
OS,plentyof new hardware news,and
RISC OS4 shipping info

Comms
Website maintenancemade easy,
connecting computers withTheMad
Cow and more

PC page
Transferring documents from RISC OSto
PC- a correction, plus a fontyquestion

Public domain
Giveit a Thump with Rick Hudson,
more on how to Samba, and a new

FTP clientby Graham Allen

Cover disc
This month's has a demo of TechWriter

Pro,and a preview of what's to come
with TopModel

Free ads
Lots of second-hand hardware and

software, lovely jubbley!

Game show
The latest Quake news and the Guess
the Gamecompetition winners

Subscriptions page
Take advantageofour fantastic
subscription offersand get yours today

Letters
Windowsshells, praise for the dealers,
and a letter from the author of

Eurofighter Typhoon

The Regan Files
This month Steve Turnbull, MD of Tau
Press, is Jill's firesidecompanion
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£Q Education news

Pam Turnbull lets us know what's

new in the world of education

TQ Education reviews
Pam looks at two of Logotron's
latest educational packages
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HTMLPro update
JohnPettigrew postsa briefupdateon
Levens' OvationPro-to-HTML converter

CRT monitor
TonyHoughton looksat a budget
priced17inmonitorfrom Philips

Techwriter
Jim Lesurf looks at the art of
wordprocessing with TechWriter

Viruses
AlasdairBailey reviews the threemain
virus killers on the RISC OSplatform
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Wetake a long overdue look at EFF's
TrueTypeFontTranslator and
Handwritten Font collection

Data Harvest
MikeBattersby reviews the latest
control software from Data Harvest
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MIDI controllers
The last in the series on MIDI

controllers. This month it's Channel
Mode Messages

OOP
Greg Scott does some interesting
things with polymorphism

Photodesk series
Walter Briggs gets his scissors out for
somedigitalcut-and-paste

Run the Rise
Mike looks at the theory ofbuilding an
8-inputanalogue-to-digital converter

Hfa Rambles through
Acorn Wood
DoctorCook dispenses some more
helpful advice down in Acorn Wood

Next month
Next month sees reviews of DrawWorks
Millennium, TopModel2, Messenger Pro,

Anthem, the Psion 5, and Irlam's i16
sound sampler.

November issue on sale 30th September

http://www.acornuser.com October 1999
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Curriculum Training Associates
Dept.AU09, 168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS
EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 797777 Fax - 01942 797711

Finance Deals
* 0% Buy now, pay 6 months

later

* Can convert into standard

finance package, no penalty
(still get 6 months interest free)

* Low Cost Finance Option (5)
1.5% per month (19.9% APR)
up to 5 years to pay

* No early settlement penalties.

* Can make additional purchases
up to your credit limit without
re-application.

* Ring For full details

Desktop FAX MODEMS
56k X2/V90 3Com USR £118.30 £129.00

56k Flex/V90 (Rockwell) £55.32 £65.00

ISDN modem (external) £99.00 £116.33

High speed serial cards from £67.23 £79.00

Internet & Modem Software

ANT Internet Suite

Wobster XL

Uava CD

ArcFax Fax software

£94.05

£21.28

£33.19

£26.38

£110.51

£25.00

£39.00

£31.00

^:;:;~1lr monitors
Ex VAT Inc VAT

14" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £85.00 £99.88

14" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media £99.00 £116.33

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £99.00 £116.33

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media £129.00 £151.57

17-SVGA 0.28 (1yrRTB) £149,00 £175.08

17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £170.00 £199.75

17' SVGA 0.28 m-media(3yr) £190.00 £223.25

19" SVGA 0.26 (lyrRTB) £280.00 £329.00

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site) £360.00 £423.00

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site) £540.00 £634.50

38" SVGA (1yr on-site) £1500.00 £1762.50

15" llyoma Vision Master 350 £125.00 £151.27

17" liyama Vl3lon Master 702 £235.00 £276.13

17" liyama Pro 410 £269.00 £316.08

19" liyama Pro 450 £440.00 £517.00

21" llyama Pro Dlamondtron £659.00 £774.33

AKF53 Mullisync 14" lyrRTB £160.00 £188.00

AKF50Multisync14" lyrRTB £195.00 £229.13

AKF12PAL I4"rofurO90(Jays £65.00 £76.38

AKF52/53 Msyncrelurb90 days £99.00 £116.33

AKF60SVGA I4"refurb90aays £65.00 £76.38

Multisync A300/A3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

"Ask abou! 2nd liter mon's available with 90 laysWTY

THE BEST PRINTER PRICES

( Please ring for latest prices )

Canon BJC 1000 colour A4

Canon BJC 2000 colour # A4

Canon BJC 2000 Scan #1 A4 £158.00

Canon BJC 4650 colour # A3 £228.00

Canon BJC 4650 Scan #! A3 £275.00

Canon BJC 7000 colour # A4 £169.00

Epson Stylus 440 colour A4 £85.00

Epson Stylus 640 colour A4 £99.00

Epson Stylus 850 colour A4 £195.00

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £350.00

Epson Stylus Photo 700 # A4 £135.00

Epson Stylus Photo EX # A3 £265.00

HP 420C

HP 610C colour

HP 895CXI colour

HP LASERJET 1100

HP LASERJET 2100

Photo drivers for #

Scanner drivers for I

A4

Ex VAT

£77.00

£89.00

£65.00

£75.00

A4 £200.00

£249.00

£454.00

£58.72

£29.79

"FREBAcorni driver by rcqucsl"

Inc VAT

£90.48

£104.58

£185.65

£267.90

£323.13

£198.58

£99.88

£116.33

£229.13

£411.25

£158.63

£311.38

£76.38

£88.13

£235.00

£292.58

£533.45

£69.00

£35.00

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or LOW cost finance
on all new systems, & FREE Internet connection

6 months Interest Free Credit On All Systems inc peripherals, software and 2/3 vr optional warranties

Rls£Statl@p
RISC Based Technologies

233Mhz SA RiscPC Offers

m i
e.g. RPCSA

2M+32Mb/4G/40x CD

& 17" monitor for only

£1125 + VAT or

£34.00/month via

L.C.F. * RPC SA bases from £850 inc VAT

or £22.00/month via L.C.F. * AND we will

match or heat vour best offer

A7000 + Peak Performer

29 Mips 16M/
AG J 40x CD /

15" mon &

Stereo Spk free
-software bundle

£699 + VAT or

£21.00 /month

on L.C.F.

(£789 + VAT for internet bundle)

8Mb basesfrom £499 + VAT

internet bundle includes S6K modem

and Ant internet suite

add £99.00 + vatfor Flash
upgradeable network card

Please askfor other combinations

R7500 50 mip PCI based system with
16M / 4.3G / 40x CD /14" mon & Stereo

Spk for only £649 exc vat (£762.58)
FREE Software Bundle

See www.riscstation.co.uk for details

SA J233 Web Wizard
2M+32Mb/4G/40x CD/15" mon/stereo Spk.
inc IBrowsc. Jarva and Word 6/7 compatibility
& 56K modem for only £1145 + VAT

Available now

Casio OV100

Digital Camera

PC s/w only £170.00
exc vat (£199.75)

Acorn & PC
£255.00 (£299.63)

QvlIa/QvlOOs/wkit
£96 (£112.80)

ACORN

TRACKBALL

& MOUSE

£29.79 + VAT

HARD DRIVES AND SUB-SYSTEMS WHY PAY MORE??'?
A3000/A3010 A3020 A4000/A50007A400

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

170Mb £95

340Mb £112

512Mb £127

810Mb £135

1Gb £145

£111.63

£131.60

£149.23

£158.63

£170.38

Ex. VAT

£49

£65

£79

# £109

# £119

Inc. VAT

£57.58

£76.38

£92.83

£128.08

£139.83

210Mb refute-

420Mb

540Mb

730Mb

1.2Gb

Ex. VAT

£25

£40

£49

£80

£95

2Gb £155 £182.13 I « £129 £151.58 2.1Gb • £100

3Gb £165 £193.88 : « £139 £163.33 3.2Gb • £105

4Gb £175 £205.63 : * £149 £175.08 4.0Gb • £115

Inc. VAT

£29.38

£47.00

£57.58

£94.00

£111.63

£117.50

£123.38

£135.13

A3000/A30K) version includes CD ROM i/fj
which can also lie used in A3020 or A4000.

For external A3000 i/f add £20.00 +VAT

# includes partitioning software

* inc. internal removable HD

& CD ROM i/f.

For partitioning software only
deduct £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

RPC / A7000 / Rise-Station
Ex. VAT

210Mb refurb £25

512Mb

3.2Gb

4.3Gb

6.4Gb

8.4Gb

16.8Gb

25.0Gb

£50

£60

£70

£80

£89

£130

£230

Inc. VA

£29.38]
£58.71

£70.50

£82.21

£94.0(

£104.51

£152.7;

£270.2;

Partitioning software for
RISCOS 3.5/.6/.7

only £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

CD-ROMS
IDE

40x £39.00 (£45.83) 40x

24x £35.00 (£41.13) 32x

8x £30.00 (£35.25) 8x

SCSI

£65.00 (£76.38)

£55.00 (£64.63)

£30.00 (£35.25)

For external IDE or SCSI 1 add £50.00 + VAT (inc.cable)
For external SCSI II add £55.00 + Vat. (inc. cable)

IDE driver for RiscOS 3.5 £15 + vat

IDE int. filling kit £5 inc. Int. SCSI fitting kits from £10 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES
540Mb # limited supply £50.00 (C58.75)

1Gb £60.00 (£70.50)

2Gb (5400 rptr^ £90.00 (£105.75)

2Gb (7200 rpm) It £100.00 (£117.50)

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200rpm) £140.00 (£164.50)

9.1Gb (7200rpm) £235.00 (£276.13)

18.6Bg (7200 rpm) £425.00 (£499.38)

For EXT. SCSI I case £50.00 + VAT (inc. cable)
For EXT. SCSI II case £55.00 + VAT (inc. cable)

CD-ROM WRITERS IDE Removable Drives
IDE dm ct require luiublc dm en or rurdw ire

Zip 100int £65.00 (£76.38)

Zip 250 in! £85.00 (£99.88)

Parallel Removable Drives
Puallel dnvei include Acorn Software

Zip 100 £99.00 (£116.33)

Zip 250 £159.00 (£186.83)

JazIG £239.00 (£280.83)

Jaz 2G £299.00 (£351.33)

SCSI Removable Drives

ZiplOOMinl

Zip 250M ex!

230M in! MO

PD650.CD

Nomai 750

SyJat 1.5M

Jaz 2G in!

Jaz 2G ox!

.

' Prices Start

from

£170.00 +

2x2x6x £170.00 (£199.75)

4x4x16x £235.00 (£276.13)

CD-BURN £49.00 (£57.58)

CD-SCRIBE 2 £49.00 (£57.58)

SCSI 8x

Autochanger
£85.00 + vat

(£99.88)

Removable Drive Media

100MB Zip

Zip 5 pock

?S0MDZip

120MLS120

750MB Nomal

1GB Jazz

2Gb Jazz

OKVAT

£8.00

£35.00

£12 76

£7.00

£1900

£38.00

£58.00

£69.00

Inc VAT

£9.40

£41.13

£1499

£8.23

£22.33

£44 65

£68.15

£81.08

l.50BSyqu03I £58.00 £68.15

•x VAT Inc VAT

5 2GB DVD RAM £25.00 £29.36

CDH CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR 10 pock £10 00 £11.75

CDR 25 pack £21 28 £25 00

CDR 80mm 10 pek £1200 £1410

CDR 80mln 25 pek £2553 £30.00

CDRW CD ROM £5 00 £5 88

coaw to pack £40 00 £47 00

6 Drive CD-ROM SCSI Towers

40x £499 (£586.33inc)

£85.00 (£99.88)

£135.00 (£158.63)

£85.00 (£99.88)

£139.00 (£163.33)

£165.00 (£193.88)

£199.00 £233.83

£235.00 (£276.13)

£235.00 (£276.13)

Interface Adapters

£103.40Storm SCSI 8-bit (A30x9 int) £88.00

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32-bit (podule) £128.00 £150.40

Powertec SCSI3 32-bit (podule) £170.00 £199.75

Simtec 8-bit (A3000/A3010) £55.00 £64.63

Simtec 16-bit (AX00/A5000/RPC) £45.00 £52.88

APDL 16-bit DMA £45.00 £52.88

APDL BlitZ 32-bit DMA £99.00 £116.33

RapIDE32 £119.00 £139.83

Removable IDE or SCSI housing unit £20.00 £23.50



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY why Pay More?? NETWORKING

High Quality MEMORY RISC PC MEMORY

NEW PRICES
Also for A7000 Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM £10.00 £11.75

16Mb SIMM £20.00 £23.50

32Mb SIMM £42.00 £49.35

Ex VAT Inc VAT 32Mb high clearance £53.00 £62.28

4-8MbUp.(A310.440.3000*) £84 £98.70 64Mb SIMM £85.00 £99.88

4-8Mb Up. (A5000*)cncmatcneOMEMCs £99 £116.33 128Mb SIMM £160.00 £188.00

•rework for A3000/5000/25Mhz £25 £29.38 1Mb VRAM £38.30 £45.00

A3010 1-2Mb Upgrade £25 £29.38 2Mb VRAM £76.00 £89.30

A3010 1-4Mb Upgrade

A3020/4000 2-4Mb Upgrade

A5000 2-4Mb Upgrade

A3000 1-2Mb Non-Upgrade

£45

£40

£45

£20

£52.88

£47.00

£52.88

£23.50

1-2Mb (exchange) £66.00 £77.55

33 Mhz Arm 3 upgrade
A3000 1-4Mb Upgrade

A3000 Serial Port Upgrade

A310 4Mb Upgrade

A400/1 1Mb Upgrade (per Mb)

RISC OS carrier board (A310)

£45

£23

£45

£25

£19

£52.88

£27.03

£52.88

£29.38

£22.33

with FPA socket £99.00 inc.

with FPA 10 fitted (25Mhz) £159.00 inc.

RiscOS 3.11 Rom upgrades
MEMC1A Upgrade (short supply)

NEW A540 4Mb

£45

£85

£52.88

£99.88 £25.00 exc Vat (£29.38)

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex. VAT Inc VAT

A3000 int. 10baso2 or T. Access* £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10base2 or T Access* £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10base2 ST Access* £99.00 £116.33

A3020 10baso2Access*/ext. MAU £99.00 £116.33

A3020 lObaseT AccessWetx. MAU £99.00 £116.33

Rise PC/A7000 10base2 S T Ace. £99.00 £116.33

Rise PC/A7000 10base2 Access* £89.00 £104.58

Ant Access* ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Cables

2M £3.00 £3.53

3M £5.00 £5.88

5M £6.00 £7.05

10M £10.00 £11.75

20M £15.00 £17.63

State 10base2 or KlbascT

any size made to order
Network Hubs (more available)

10baseT 16+2(18) port

100/10 Auto 16 Port

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£75.00 £88.13

£249.00 £29.58

We supply and / or install all
network components please
ring for your requirements

RISC OS 4 £99.00 +vat
(£ 116.33) place your order now

Fitting & data transfer, if required, £25 inc vat
(£15 with new HD). Stock Available NOW

MICE & KEYBOARDS

[ Br^Vj 1 High Quality
! * > ^B I Acorn ERGO
; At 1 Mouse £12.00

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Acom TracKerball'Mouse NEW £29.79 £35.00

, Acom Original Mouse £25.00 £29.38

Acom ERGO Mouse NEW £12.00 £14.10

A7000 toplacemonl Mouso NEW £12 00 £14 10

Ergo(»!d)Rise PC Keyboard £2128 £25.00
Ergo curved Rise PC Keyboard £29.78 £35.00

A100. A5000 replacement rvbrd £59.00 £69.33

A400'A5000 Ergo Keyboard £69.00 £81.03

Replacement Floppy Drives
A3000/400/500 £29.00+vat (£34.08)

A30X0/4000/50OO floppyallows
cross - formatting of HD and DD

discs £29.00+val (£34.08)

Consumables
PremierQualityInkRefills

Single refills (1x22ml) £6.00 inc

Twin refills (2x22ml) £10.00 inc

Triple refills (3x22ml) £14.00 inc

Tri-Colour (C.M.Y) £15.00 inc

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £20.00 inc

125 ml £21.00 inc

250ml £38.00 inc

500ml £50.00 inc

1 litre £70.00 inc

All sizes available in C.M.Y.K

FLOPPY DISKS @ 20p!!
Ex VAT Inc VAT

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 10 £2.00 £2.35

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100 £17.02 £20.00

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10 £2.00 £2.35

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100 £17.02 £20.00

HD Branded 10 pack £3.50 £4.11

20 cap Disk Box £1.69 £2.00

40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

3.5" Floppy head cleaners £2.50 £2.94

CD-ROM cleaner £4.25 £4.99

POWERED SPEAKERS

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

60 watts with PSU £13.50 £15.86

240 watts with PSU £21.00 £24.68

Subwoofer system £42.00 £49.35

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS

All scanners inc Acorn Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 (£116.33)

Mustek A4 600dpi £119.00 (£139.83)

Mustek A4 1200dpi £149.00 (£175.08)

Epson GT7000 £199.00 (£233.83)

Epson GT7000P £249.00 (£292.58)

Imagemaster& Twainalso available
separately

Character Mouse Mats

Southpark Kenny E4.99

Soulhpark Cartman £4.99

Disney Mickey, Pooh. Donald, etc £4.99

X-Files (lour types) £4.99

Garfield or novelty £4.99

Standard mal £1.00 / Econ. £0.65

Switch Boxes

2-1 with cable £15.00 £17.63

2-1 Auto with cable £15.00 £17.63

4-1 with cable £19.00 £22.33

2-1 Monitor/K'board £29.79 £35.00

R-Comn CD-ROM Software Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges,

New/Recycled Laser Toner Carts
Prices available on request

Doom* Trilogy £30.00
(£32.50 with book)

Horoos ol Might £32.00
and Magic 2

Towors of Oarknoss £30.00

(Hoxon Trlplo)

Doom socrols Book £10.00

(CTA Special)

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT

Acorn Software Bin
A3010 Joystick Controller Software £15.00

Acorn Pocket Book..Schedule £10.00

Alone in the Dark £29.00

Arm Tech Labeller £9.00

Arm Tech ClipArt(various per pack) £8.00

Birds ol War £20.00

Boxing Manager £8.00

ColourSep (Colour Separation Software) £8.00

Crealor 2 £25.00

D'File Font Pack (Academy) £10.00

D'FileFont Pack (Balmoral) £10.00

D'FileFont Pack (Freestyle Script) £10.00

D'FileFont Pack (Manhattan) £10.00

D'Filo Fonl Pack (Mastercard) £10.00

D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536) £12.00

Diary♦ £9.00

Drifter £30.00

FIRE and ICE £15.00

Frak(forRPC) £13.00

Galactic Dan £10.00

Game ON (lor RPC) £15.00

Global Eilect £25.00

Guile £10.00

HERO QUEST £15.00

Imagery Art Package £25.00
Jafiangir Khan Squash £8.00

KV( Platform Game) £8.00

MyWorld Support Disc Ancient Egypt £12.00

MyWorld Support Disc Ancient Greece £13.00

Nuclides IIand Elements II (save £5.00) £25.00

Quest lor GOLD

Revelation 2

SilvsrBall

StrongGuard

TURBO DRIVER - Epson Stylus

Visual Backup

Wavelenth

World Class Leaderboard (GOLF

Zool (on HD)

£5.00

£29.00

£9.99

£25.00

£45.00

£15.00

£12.00

£10.00

£10.00

Werewolf Software
Shuggy was £25.95 now £14.95

T.A.N.K.S. was £25.95 now £16.95

RAMplify was £19.95 now £17.95

ChildPlay (desktop) £14.95

1/2 price (or less) Book Bargains
Dabhand Guide "Budget DTP" £3.00

Dabhand Guide "C" ver 3 £8.50

Dabhand Guide "C" ver 2 £3.00

Dabhand "Graphics on the ARM £7.50

Dabhand Guide "Impression" £7.50

Internet info server £20.00

SQL £17.50

Acorn CD-ROM Software
Crystal Maze £15.00

D'File PDCD 3 or 4 £5.00

D'File PDCD 5 £10.00

Hutchinson Encyclopedia £39.00

Robert Duncan Cartoon KIT £39.00

TopicArt CD £5.00

Tots TV ABC £15.00

YITM Electricity and magnetism £15.00

YITM Elements £15.00

YITM Materials £15.00

YITM (all three titles) £35.00

Various Hardware bargains
A3000 2Mb bases Irom £65 £76.38

A3010 2Mb bases Irom £85 £99.88

A3020 2Mb bases from £125 £146.88

A4000 2Mb bases Irom £150 £176.25

A5000 4Mb bases Irom £250 £293.75

A4 Portables (6 months wty) £500 £587.50

RPC bases Irom £435 £511.13

SVGA Monitors Various Irom £45 £52.88

Pioneer SCSI 4x 6x slack £139 £163.33

CD General Resource Titles

10000 Clip Art (Draw Format) £5.00

550 fonts £5.00

Symphony Music collection £5.00

Internet Clipart (new) £25.00

COREL DRAW 5 £29.00

ARCSHARE
Acorn networking for PCs

£29.95 exc Vat £35.19 inc Vat

see network section for Cards etc

StrongARM Rev "T"
£259.00 inc VAT

(with any Hard Drive /
Memory purchase)

RiscPC PC Cards

DX2-66 £145.00 inc VAT

DX4-100 £195.00 inc VAT

586-100 (Acorn) £290.00 inc VAT

586-133 (CJE 512) £300.00 inc VAT

We can repair/upgrade your
machine(s) and monitors at

competitive prices please ask
All Acorn's, BBCs & PCs

Refurbished RiscPCs
Available now refurbished RiscPC

Systems with AKF60 Monitors

on.y£499 + Vat

We have a large collection of
Budget PC software suitable for

RPC Pc Emulators and PC clones

inc, Education, Home, games an
utilities please ring for list

Alternative PC Bases

i.e. Siemans Nixorf Pentium

200 MMX from ONLY £249.00

-f- VAT ring for latest prices.

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, let. no. card no, expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packagingchargedat cost
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50 + vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval



RISC OS C++

compiler Initiative
While RISC OS applications have
often benefited from some superb
hand-coded assembly language
programming, the lack of an up-to-
date industry standard C++ compiler
for general application development
has been a serious disadvantage for
the RISC OS platform.

This problem could well be on the
verge of being solved if a couple of
initiatives see some success this year.
Currently, RISC OS application
programmers wishing to produce C
code have to make do with the

'official' Norcroft compiler which
uses CFront extensions to support a
very limited sub-set of C++ features.

It's very out of date and has
limited peripheral support in terms
of templates and other critical
specifications. There is a RISC OS
port of the popular GNU C/C++
(GCC) compiler, but it is quite old
and also only supports a limited set
of C++ features.

RISCOS Ltd itself has made
approaches to ARM Ltd to
investigate the possibility of
licensing the ARM SDK, which
includes a native C++ compiler. In
the past, Acorn has always stated
that this was not absolutely
necessary, though many suspected
that the huge cost of licensing the
SDK (software development kit) was
the real reason behind Acorn's

reluctance. RISCOS Ltd feel they
have a better chance of negotiating a
cheap deal with ARM Ltd. Time will

tell if this hope will bear fruit. Other
concerns include end-user cost and

the lack of RISC OS desktop
application tools for the ARM
compiler, but RISCOS Ltd probably
has the ability to fill in gaps like
these over time.

Meanwhile, a collection of
programming enthusiasts started a
discussion on the comp.sys.acorn.
programmer Internet newsgroup in
July which has led to an independent
initiative to port the latest version of
the GCC compiler to RISC OS.

Nick Burett, who did a lot of the
original work in porting GCC to
RISC OS, offered to do the new
porting job, but he no longer had a
Rise PC to do the work.

Steffen Huber assumed the

role of organiser and the GCC
initiative was formed. Between 12th

July, when the newsgroup discussion
first started, and 2nd August - just
three weeks - a number of people
offered to donate funds towards

sourcing a Rise PC for Nick, the
machine was delivered and Nick

duly produced early versions of the
basic C++ compiler, Fortran compiler
and associated libraries.

Indeed a 'beta' version of the

compiler is now available for public
download, although it is currently
unsupported and Nick is keeping a
low profile until more fundamental
work on the compiler port is
completed. There is work available
for like-minded enthusiasts - among

New training schedule from Insight
Insight Training, the Cambridge-based IT training company, has released
details of its 1999/2000 courses and dates.

Insight specialises in training for school staff and offers courses covering
networks, key application packages, technical aspects and security matters.

The company offers courses for PC and Apple Mac users as well as Acorn
RISC OS users. Courses for the latter include Impression Style/Publisher,
Ovation Pro, Eureka, ArtWorks, DataPoiver and a technical exploration of RISC
OS. In addition, they have a course on Acorn support and servicing. Insight
Training can be contacted at tel: 01223 812 927 or via e-mail: insight@argonet.
co.uk
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other things, documentation needs to
be produced. If yoLi want to help,
e-mail Steffen at: steffen.huber®

icongmbh.de
There were some concerns that

RISCOS Ltd would be uninterested

in seeing an independent GCC
initiative launched, as it would
distract from their ARM SDK efforts

and potentially reduce sales of any
resulting RISCOS Ltd solution.
Happily, RISCOS Ltd has given the
initiative its seal of approval.

If RISCOS Ltd is successn.il in its

ARM Ltd efforts, the 'official' SDK
will co-exist with the free GCC one,
with commercial developers more
likely to go for the RISCOS Ltd
solution in order to benefit from

official support and other advantages
RISCOS Ltd could offer.

Although progress has been
impressively fast to start with,
Steffen points out that to revitalise
interest in RISC OS software

development, a modern compiler is
only the first step.

The final step would be the
availability of an integrated
development environment with
debugger, editor, a RISC OS class
library and a GUI builder.

Some usable parts are already
available, like a decent text editor
(StnmgEd, Zap), a source code control
system (RCS, CVS) and various
template editors (the first step to a
GUI builder) like WinEd and
TemplEd. Future tasks would include
the porting of various Open Source
utilities and even Sun's Java 2
platform. The GCC port will be free
and hopefully it will spark renewed
activity in the RISC OS application
development arena.

If interest and activity is
sustained, it could mark another
crucial milestone in the stabilisation

of RISC OS and the rest of what used

to be the Acorn computer market.
For more information on the GCC

project, see the Website at: http://
www.arcsite.de/hp/gcc/index.html



news

Castle's smart
new keyboard

Castle Technology
has unveiled a

smart new Aura

keyboard for its
range of Acorn
computers.
According to
Castle, the new
keyboard conforms
to all international

standards and has a

much improved
key action that is
both tactile and

quiet in operation.
This keyboard

will be shipped
with all new Rise

PCs from now on

and is available for

all existing A7000,A7000+ and Rise
PCs. Latest generation Acorns are
compatible with PC keyboards, but
these tend to be plastered with
Microsoft Windows logos on
dedicated menu keys. The Aura
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keyboard sports 'Acorn' menu keys
instead, between each Alt key and
the space bar and below the right-
hand Shift key.

Extra software is supplied to allow
the keyboard to fully emulate the

RISC OS 4 shipping info
In answer to many peoples queries RISCOS Ltd can confirm that shipments
to end users have started with over 200 RISC OS 4 ROM sets having been
programmed and despatched as of 10th August.

However they are experiencing two problems:

1. The current ROM sets are not suitable for all types of machines.

2. The availability of ROM's has been insufficient for our needs.

Consequently, RISCOS Ltd are reverting to using standard (masked) ROMs
until supply of suitable FlashROMbecomes available, which is not likely to
be until November.

There will be a delay in the delivery of standard ROMs, and hence
further orders will not be shipped until the middle of September.

RISCOS Ltd would like to assiire users that these delays are purely down
to supply problems with the ROM's and not due to problems with RISC OS 4
itself. Most importantly they should like to point out that the level of orders
has exceeded expectations and would like to thank users for their patience,
and their support of RISCOS Ltd.

RISC OS 4 is obtainable from Dealers and Authorised Installers or direct
from RISCOS Ltd

The cost is £120 inc. VAT and P&P within the EU. Deliveries outside
the EU cost £107.50 inc. P&P.

Orders can be placed via e-mail to ro4orders@riscos.co

mouse and also allow use of the

Acorn menu keys. Other features
include a removable wrist rest which

can help some people avoid Repetitive
Strain Injury (RSI). As it's removable,
those not needing the extra support
don't have to permanently give up
valuable desk space.

The Aura keyboard also supports
the new Euro currency symbol. This
key allows the inclusion of the Euro
symbol in documents when the
computer is fitted with RISC OS 4.
You will also notice there is an

unusual position for Num, Caps and
Scroll Lock lights, right at the top of
the keyboard, centred for ease of
viewing.

There is also an extra large space
bar and full-size Return/Enter key.
The new keyboard will be available
from 1st September 1999 for all
A7000, A7000+ and Rise PCs and can
be ordered online or by calling 01728
723200.

The keyboard is priced at just
£29+ delivery & VAT (£41.93 inc
delivery and VAT). For further
information contact: Jack Lillingston
(Managing Director), tel: 01728
723200, fax: 01728 621179,
e-mail: jack@castle.org.uk,
Web: www.castle.org.uk
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Panasonic DVD developments
Panasonic is one of the prime movers
in the field of DVD, pioneering the
DVD RAM rewriteable format. The

company has made two
announcements recently. Firstly,
Panasonic has announced that it has

perfected the technology behind a
new 9.4Gb DVD RAM drive. The

current DVD RAM format offers a

maximum of 5.2Gb per disc, or 2.6Gb
per side. The new double density
DVD RAM format offers 4.7Gb per

side. This capacity now means that a
full hour of DVD MPEG 2 video can

be stored on each side of the disc,
compared to just over half an hour
per side on existing DVD RAM discs
and a mere eight minutes on CD.

If you can live with lower quality
MPEG 1, then each 4.7Gb side of the
new DVD RAM format will store a

staggering eight hoLirs plus of video.
The drive will retain compatibility
with most existing CD and DVD

standards, including music CD, CD-
ROM, CDR/CD-RW (read-only) and
2.6/5.2Gb DVD RAM discs (both read
and write). No prices have been
revealed, but it is expected that drives
offering the new extended capacity
will start to ship early next year.

Meanwhile, Panasonic has
announced its latest bLidget-priced
DVD ROM drive, the DVD632 6x
(DVD) 32x (CD ROM) unit. There are
plenty of 6x DVD ROM drives on the
market today, but Panasonic's is one
of the few, so far, which incorporates
support for reading 2.6Gb (per side)
DVD RAM discs.

Two types of DVD RAM disc
media are currently available, one in
a sealed protective cartridge and the
other in a cartridge which can be
opened, enabling the enclosed disc to
be removed and inserted into

compatible tray-loading drives like
the Panasonic DVD632.

The drive uses a standard IDE

interface and should be compatible
with the latest Acorn and other RISC

OS hardware, though specialist
suppliers will confirm compatibility
and the need for any specialist
drivers. Panasonic lists the DVD632

at £84.99 + VAT, but the drive is
likely to be available for a fair bit less
than that. Panasonic's information

line is 0845 600 3535.

Parliamentary constituency information resource
Britisli Parliamentary Constituencies is
a CD-ROM aimed at people who
have a general interest in politics,
this includes students from A-level to

post graduate research.
It comprises an interactive front-

end which provides a profile of
every British Parliamentary
constituency (in the 1997 election), its
MP, voting data and analysis, and
statistical data on a wide range of
social, economic, demographic and
geographical issues. The CD-ROM
was mastered using Rise PCs, but
released in commercial form only in
PC format.

Dr John Hurley of Learning
Partners Publishers has contacted us

with news that recent activity in the
RISC OS market has prompted them
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to make the CD-ROM available to

RISC OS users: "Given the renewed

vigour in the RISC OS market, we
thought it would be a shame to deny
Acorn users the opportunity to
purchase this reference resource. For
a limited time only - until the end of
November - we are offering to
provide the full commercial package
with an additional RISC OS reader -

if you buy directly from us.
"We are required to charge the

same as the bookshop price, but will
throw in a free upgrade to version
2.0 which includes the outcomes of

the Scottish Parliament and Welsh

Assembly elections, and a
constituency by constituency record
of voting in the Euro elections, as
well as some other improvements."

Dr Hurley adds that the CD-ROM
was compiled by two very
distinguished authors, Professor Ivor
Crewe of Essex University and Tony
Fox of University College Worcester.
A notable feature of the CD-ROM is

the inclusion of Tony Fox's research
database which is being made
available for the first time to

students, journalists and local
politicians. It is available in
DataPower, Excel and SPSS formats.

British Parliamentary
Constituencies on CD-ROM is priced
£50 inc. VATfor the single user
edition. Orders can be sent to

Polemic Books, Suite 5 Marquis
House, 2 North St, Winchcombe,
GL54 5EY or you can e-mail
polemic.books@argonet.co.uk
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The future starts here . . .

Spedf/cations

RISC OS 4

16 Mb 6DO Memory
4 Mb Flash Memory
43Gb 6ID6 Hard Drive

40x Atapi EIDE CDROM

Onboard

4x33 bit PCI Slots

2 x High Speed IDE Port
a x Serial Port

I x IO baseT Network

I x Parallel Port

I x Infrared Port

I x PC Style Gameport
I x Microphone Port
I x Audio Line In Port

I x Headphone Port
I x PSa Style Keyboard
1x3 Button PSa Mouse

Midi In Out Through

Casing

Micro Desktop layout or
Tower configuration

Software

Full RISC OS 4 retail

pack as standard

DrawWorks Millennium

Fireworkz Professional

PipeDream 4.5
EaslWriter Professional

Ankh

Botkiller 3

Frak I

More titles yet to be
confirmed as well as an

extensive shareware

and demo collection

PCI Upgrades

(Available soon)

StrongARM Card
Multiprocessor SA Card

PC Card

33bit SCSI Card

IOO baseT Network Card

MPEG Decode/Cncode

ATA 66 IDE Card with

mult/ I/O expansion
USB Ports

Int. 56k & ISDN Modems

3DFX Voodoo GFX Card

Video Digitiser

Other Upgrades

33 Mb Flash ROM

SoundCard Wavetable

.... and so much more

From £579 + VAT

For more information contact your local RISC OS
dealer or RiscStation on +44 (O) 1942 7S7777



USB goodies
With the recent news that

Microdigital will soon be marketing
an upgrade endowing USB
(universal serial bus) capability on

The new DIVA USB

Kosovo CD

correction
There was one tiny mistake regarding
how much is donated from each

Kosovo Charity CD. As the cost is
£6.75, from the cheque sales, Paul F.
Johnson takes off 36p for P&P - this
means 6.39p from each CD is given
over to the charity. Those doing VISA

1 Q j sales deduct 2.5% from the amount
donated (minus P&P).

I hope this clears up any confusion
over how much of the money is going
to Paul F. Johnson, and how much
reaches the charities concerned.

Magnetic ink-jet labels
You can feedpaper, card, transparencies
and even sticky labels through an ink-jet
printer, but what about magnetic labels?
Now, even these are ink-jet compatible
with the introduction of MagPaper from
AnchorMagnetsLtd.

A memberof the Kane Magnetics
International Inc.,Anchor says its parent
company made the breakthrough of
creating A4 sheets of magneticallybacked
paper just0.2mm thick. Thesheetscan be
ink-jetprinted (but not laser printed),
trimmed or guillotined just as you would
and ordinary sheet of paper. Anchor
Magnetics, tel: 0114 244117
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RISC OS users for the first time,
we've been keeping an eye on newly
announced USB products. Eicon
Technology, a leading ISDN products

manufacturer from

Canada, has
announced its Diva

USB ISDN terminal

adapter (TA).
Eicon is not

renowned for sexy-
looking products,
indeed its previous
two external ISDN

boxes were just
that, boring grey
boxes, but
somebody at
Eicon's marketing
department
obviously rebelled
and the new DIVA

USB is a remarkable vertically
standing curved design and compact
to boot.

Its small size makes it portable,
which is ideal as the unit can draw

all its power from the USB port of
the host computer. No firm price
was available at press time, though
it's expected to cost in the region of
£130.

Meanwhile, Elsa AG, the German
computer peripherals company and
Pace (PMC Consumer Electronics)
have also announced their own USB

ISDN terminal adapters aimed at
home and small office users.

All of these products should be
compatible with BT's Highway
ISDN-like service. Eicon Technology,
http://www.eicon.com
Elsa AG, http://www.elsa.com
Pace, http://www.pacecom.co.uk

New PowerShot
A50 Zoom
from Canon
Last year, Canon launched one of the smallest digital still cameras yet, the
PowerShot A5 which many nick-named the 'digital Ixus' after Canon's tiny
Ixus APS format camera. Now Canon has announced the PowerShot A50,
which has a native resolution of 1280x960pixels and a zoom lens with the
equivalent range of a 35mm SLR camera's 28-70mm zoom.

If you've used an early-generation digital camera you may have
experienced the frustration of not being able to take another snap straight
after having just taken one. Typically,digital cameras need to transfer the
live image to the main non-volatile storage medium, like a SmartMedia card
or a CompactFlash cartridge and this takes several seconds, locking the
camera up for the duration. The new PowerShot A50 incorporates fast
buffer memory, enabling a sequence of photos to be taken in quick
succession.

Canon also supplies an optional rechargeable battery and waterproof
casing suitable for depths of down to 3 metres. As the camera uses
CompactFlash memory cartridges, the supplied 8Mb memory card - good
enough for around 24 1280x960 images - can be replaced by a higher
capacitycartridge of up to 48Mb from Canon and up to 100Mb plus from
other suppliers.

Keen photographers are reassured by Canon that the PowerShot A50
retains a great deal of manual control over camera settings should this be
required. The PowerShot A50 has a list price of £499 + VAT. Canon can be
contacted at tel: 0121 680 8062 or see their Web site at http://www.
canon.co.uk



Attention RISC OS 4 users
RISC OS 4 is supplied with a new entry
level document editor called Writer.

Produced by Icon Technology, of
EasiWriter and TechWriter fame, Writer was
speciallycommissioned by RISCOS Ltd to
be included with RISC OS 4. Writer can

handle graphics and it can also read
EasiWriter documents and HTML files.

Icon Technology reports that since the
product went to press it was noticed that
importing EasiWriter documents resulted

in deviations in line spacing. This is due to
the fact that EasiWriter spaces in points
whereas Writer uses one, one and a half
and double line spacing.

A corrected version of Writer, v.1.02, is
now available for free download from

www. iconteclinology.net/writer, but be
warned - it will only work on RISC OS 4.0
or later. Icon Technology is also offering
Writer users an upgrade path to the full
EasiWriter package for £60 including VAT.

Free software modules from who?
Micro Librarian Systems (MLS) is not a
name on the tips of everyone's tongues in
the Acorn /RISC OS world, but MLS has
been an Acorn software developer since
the early eighties, developing library
automation systems for first the BBC
Micro, then RISC OS based machines.
MLS is also an Acorn Registered
Developer, and now a RISCOS Ltd
Registered Developer, Authorised
Installer and shareholder.

So their fame is small, but their
credentials are certainly impressive. Why
are we telling you this? MLS has

Welcome,
Simnett Junior
Simnett is a name familiar to many in
the Acorn world. John Simnett
originally set up an Acorn products
distribution business back in the earlier

days of Acorn's history.
Now his son, Tomislav, has set up

an official Acorn dealership called
Simnett Computer Services. Tomislav
points out that his business is
completely unconnected to his father's,
apart from the name and the historical
interest.

The new company has been set up
to supply and support Rise PC, A7000+
and Network Computers as well as
offer tuition and training and Website
design services.

Tomislav seems rather sensitive

about his family heritage and he is
keen to hear of anyone who might be
put off by his family name. Simnett
Computer Services can be contacted at
www.simnettcomp.freeserve.co.uk

developed some new RISC OS code which
it would like to distribute to other

software developers for use in their own
applications - free of charge. MLS is
offering a small collection of memory and
database application support modules in
beta form. Testing feedback is the only
price MLS seeks.

MLS isn't making the modules freely
available - only bona fide software
developers will be supplied with the
code. For more information, contact Rik at
MLS, via e-mail: rik@microlib.
demon.co.uk

All change
at Circle
Circle Software's John Skingley, has
announced that his company has, for
personal reasons only, ceased trading.
Circle Software is best known for the
Impact database package.

In his statement he explains: "I regret
this decision, which has been made for
purely personal reasons, and has nothing
to do with the demise of Acorn.

"In fact, I expect the RISC OS market to
remain buoyant as RISC OS 4 becomes
freely available, and pick up during the
Autumn when several new machines will

be launched. Upgrades to Impact-3 v3.13
may still be obtained by returning master
discs with £5 P&P, for a limited period.

"It is hoped that our products will be
available from another source in the near

future." He added that cheques for the
above offer should be made OLit to him

personally, not to Circle Software.
John Skingley's e-mail address is:
john® circlesw.demon.co.uk

aews

In brief

Fastest CDR drive yet?
Memtek Products, the company
which markets Memorex and

Dysan brand storage products,
has announced what it claims is

the fastest CD recorder drive

with rewrite capabilities
available in Europe.

The CD-RW6424 can read

CD-ROMs at 24x speed and
'burn' CDs in CDR mode at 6x

speed - making a 650Mb
operation last just over ten
minutes, a saving of over five
minutes compared to a 4x
writer.

In addition, the drive can
write data in packet mode to a
CD-RW disc at 4x speed
(600K/second), making it
adequately fast to be used as a
slow 600Mb removable

harddisc. The CD-RW6424 is

priced £199 + VAT. Further
information can be found at

http://www.memorexlive.com

USB Correction
We got some arithmetic wrong
in the recent story we
published about the arrival of
the USB (Universal Serial Bus)
standard on the RISC OS scene.

USB is a standard capable of a
maximum of 10 megabits/
second data transmission.

That translates into 1.2

megabytes/second, not 128K
bytes/second as the news item
stated. In other words, USB is
approximately 90 times faster
than a typical fast conventional
serial port at 115.2K bits/
second, a factor of ten faster
than we originally stated.

Millennium bugs fixed
RISCOS Ltd is certainly
demonstrating a sense of
attention to detail. Acorn

originally declared that RISC
OS was Year 2000 compliant,
but RISCOS Ltd has discovered

that some minor changes need
to be made to certain calls in

RISC OS 4.0 if it is to meet BSI

(British Standards Institute)
requirements.

Details of the alterations are

available from RISCOS Ltd and

are mainly for the attention of
programmers only.
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Monitors
Iiyama 15" 350 £145.00
Iiyama 17" (S702GT) .28dot £279.00
Iiyama 17" 400 Pro .25 dot £359.00
CTX 14" Digital Scan £125.00
CTX 15" Digital Scan £145.00
CTX 17".28 70Khz Digital £259.00
CTX mons have (3 year on-site warrty)

Many other models available

Switch Boxes
Parallel 2 way (25w'D'skts) £16.99
Parallel 4 way (25w 'D' skts) £ 19.99
Serial 2 way (9w 'D' skts) £ 19.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £19.99

Suitable cables and other boxes
available, please ask

VGA to PAL
TV Converter
The VGA Converter

allows the output of any Acorn running
in a VGAor SVGAmode(or PCcomp)
to be displayed on a TV or recorded
onto a video recorder. Piease ask for
more information.

Price £159.00 inc vat

Pineapple Software
352 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.eo.uk

Century House
Market Street

Swavesey
Cambs. CB4 5QG

Tel/Fax 01954 208208
sales@eesox.com

Colour
Printers

Epson Stylus Colour 440 £125.00
Epson Stylus Colour 640 £ 159.00
Epson Stylus Colour 850 £279.00
HP Laserjet 1100 (laser mono) £289.00

Virus
Protection

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running for
over six years and is still
being updated with new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are
sent out to members every four months
and the total number of viruses which
can be removed is well over 200. The
latest version is now scanning at up to
four times faster than previous versions
despite coping with many more viruses.

Joining fee just £28.20
'Ifyou 're interested in virusprotection,

[join the Pineapple Virus Protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

Inexpensive multi-user licences

Terms:- AH prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £5 on most

hardware. Small items £3 (or
less). Phone for quote outside
UK. Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

* Parallel to
SCSI adapter

A brand new product from Pineapple providing
an inexpensive alternative to a SCSI card when
using SCSI scanners. The SCSI adapter plugs into
the parallel port (with a 'through' printer
connector), and can be used directly with SCSI
scanners. Works with A3010/3020/4000/5000/
A7000/RiscPC (inc StrongARM).

Price just £59.00 inc vat

Colour Scanners
The new Epson GT7000 is great

value and the Photo version with
transparency adapter gives excellent quality on
both transparencies and negatives. Our new SCSI
parallel port adapter cable makes this excellent
scanner very affordable. The Plustek 12000P
parallel port scanner also gives excellent quality at
the cheapest possible price. All scanner prices
include Imagemaster and Twain software.
Epson GT7000 - SCSI £259.00
Epson GT7000 Photo - SCSI £299.00
Epson Filmscan 200 - SCSI £435.00
Canon Canoscan 2700F - SCSI £557.00
Plustek 12000P - Parallel Port £149.00

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn User front covers:have been
created from scratch using this program alone,
concrete proof of the power of this creative

tool'- A corn User Mar9 6

Now just • £99.00*
Y* Users nolo FREE update v2.16 is now available.

eesox

•WRITERS

CD-ROM DRIVES
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Eesox have some offers too good to miss..

...so check out our web-site now..

www.eesox.com
DVD-RAM

CARD

GRAPHICS TABLET

AUDIO

SOFTWARE

HARD DRIVES

Eesox SCSI
Card

£99.00
Incl. VAT

HARD DRIVES
4.3Gb IDE - £85.00

6.4Gb IDE -

8.4Gb IDE -

10.2Gb IDE

13 Gb IDE-

17 Gb IDE-

El 05.00

£115.00

£141.00

£152.00

£195.00

See our new web-site for details on all our products



He is the Web Man
He is a man with eight Acorns, a cat, a
name that means Mouse of Shadows, a
delectable (his words) wife called Charis
and a 28" ponytail. Call him Adny, for
he is the Musus Umbra. Since the days
of the BBC Micro, he admits to being an
avid Acorn enthusiast. He writes

programs for Acorns and likes 'the
command line'. He is the creator of

Webman.

Webman is a simple but useful
module to help maintain a Website by
keeping a record of the remote contents
and comparing it with the current

i r
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contents of the local copy. Any
differences are listed on screen and can

be directed into a script file for sFTP
(http://www.nocturnal.demon.co.uk/),
a freeware FTP client which can

automatically upload the changes for
you.

To make things more friendly, Adny's
command-line program has been given a
Desktop front end by Kell Gatherer
called IWebMan. Kell has amplified and
simplified the procedure into a single
drag-and-drop operation. Drop the local
directory containing your Website into
the IWebMan window, and a starting
record of the files and date stamps is
created.

Next time you modify any of the files,
you can synchronise the remote site by
repeating the process. You can pre-set
the sequence of script commands
required for sFTP to log on to the
Website host and IWebman will add the

details of files to be transferred. No more

playing cat-and-mouse with Filer
options.

Musus Umbra

http://zvww.argonet.co.uk/
users/musus/indcx.htm

IWebMan

http://wzvw.locationworks.
com/kang/webman.spk

Entertaining Mr Slow
From the Web Man to the Net Man.

Mark Daniel, known as The Mad Cow
(ask him) is developing neat
applications to interconnect a pair of
Acorn computers. Mark's Nehvork Suite
sets up a PPP connection over a wired
serial port link between two machines,
enabling file and printer sharing
between the machines at 115200bps.

Some important setup items aren't yet
configurable, so the two linked machines
have to be given special IP addresses,
the names MrSlow and MrStrong, and
possess serial ports that run at
115200bps.

Existing network applications may
get thoroughly confused by all this, so
don't try to mix them. Maybe we can
guess which Acorn machines Mark
owns?

To try it out, download Chris Poole's
freeware DeltaNet FTP server from

ftp://freenet.barnet.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/
freenet/c.poole/DeltaNet-1.18.arc and
Colin Granville's FTPc client application
from http://www.c-granville.
freeserve.co.uk. Justin Fletcher's Lprd
Printer Server can be found at

ftp://freenet.barnet.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/
freenet/j.fletcher/ daemons/lprdlOl.zip.

You'll also need the latest Acorn

Internet application and the Acorn PPP
module, both of which can be found on
the Acorn User 200 CD.

Mark's Help file explains how to set
up the link, and shows the cross-over 9-
pin serial cable connections he uses, or
you could use a standard 9-way to 9-
way 'Null-Modem' cable. Netxvork also
provides simple talk windows to chat
with the computer-user at the other end
of the cable.

Network

http://ivww.madsoft.freeserve.co.uk

In brief

Between the sheets
CSS Designerallows easy
creation and editing of
Cascading Style Sheets, which
are text files that define the
appearance of different tags in
the latest HTML usage. A pair of
scrolling windows allow font,
colour, text, box and
classification properties of major
tags to be set up.

As used by author Geoff
Young's Web design house,
solutions, wch, CSS Design can
produce normal or optimised
terse output.

CSSDesign
http://www.dyoungs.

clara.net/software/

Yet more coasters?
America On Line Europehas
announced a competitor to BT
Clickfree and Dixon's Freeserve
in the form of Netscape Online.

This new subscription-free
service is aimed at the business
and professional market
complementing their paid-for
services CompuServe and AOL
UK. 20Mb of free Webspace,
local call access, unlimited
e-mail addresses...yeah, yeah.

AOL say their target market
segment for Netscape Online is
more likely to be 'male, younger
and single/ and 'comfortable
putting together the features and
functionality of their Internet
experience...'. Sounds rather like
the Acorn computer enthusiasts
of not so long ago.

Netscape Online
http://www.aol.co.uk

Quicker Vista
The latest version of QuickaVista
by Paul Skirrow of Octopus
Systemsoffers a quick and
powerful way to search the
Internet using search engines
and directories. Because there
are few time-consuming
graphics to download first, you
can start typing in your search
string straight away.

Keep a copy of the
QuickaVista HTML page on your
local harddisc for even faster
access to Paul's favourite Alta
Vista, Yahoo, DejaNews, BT
PhoneNetuk and Yellow Pages.
There's also a link to those hard-
to-find Demon Internet query
tools useful for checking
Domain Names.

Quicka Vista
http://www.octosys.

co.uk/srch.html

http://www.acornuser.com October 1999
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Icon Technology
New Pro+ version of Easiwriter and Techwriter now available

EasiWriter professional
• Powerful, fully featured, multi-column word processor.
• Reads and writes MS Word 6, 7 & 8 (Office 97/98).

• IMPRESSION text files with styles are imported complete with formatting.
• Reads and writes HTML. Splits large documents with automatic generation

of forward /backward links and contents.

• Reads RTF (Rich Text Format).

• Creates Hypertext documents.

• Built in Table Editor.

• Automatic bulleted and numbered lists.

• Mail merge.
• Automatic numbering of Lists, Sections etc.
• Powerful spell checker.
• Style editor.

EasiWriter professional

£119.84
Easiwriter Pro+

£139.00 (offer)

TechWriter professional
"Its great! At the risk ofwriting advertising copyfor
Icon Technology, no piece ofsoftware onanyplatform has
made me grin with delight as I discover new features as
much as TechWriter has." Archive

• All the features of EasiWriter professional plus a pow
erful easy to use equation editor.
Writes TeX.

Saves equations as GIF's (using
InterGif) when writing HTML.
Used by the Mathematical
Association to produce the
Mathematical Gazette.

,d writes

TechWriter professiona

£178.59

Techwriter Pro+

£199.00 (offer)

Wlicroso ffl

New! Pro+
Text flow over graphics

Paragraphs can contain multiple graphics which can be leftand right aligned
with text flowing over them. Allows drop caps.

Java enabled
Run Java Applets inside an Easi/Techwriter window

Plus...
Over 100 new user definable keyboard shortcuts, runs animated GIFs and

Animator files, 300/360 dpi equation resolation when saving as Word.

Upgrade your StartWrite or
TalkWrite to EasiWriter professional

for just £60.00 inclusive.

Icon Technology Limited
Church House • Carlby • Stamford • Lines • PE9 4NB

Phone and Fax 01778 590563
http://www.icontechnology.net
email: sales@IconTechnology.net



Correction
Two months ago I answered a
question from a reader and got the
answer - at least partially - wrong.
So I've promised to apologise. In
fact I'll do better than that, I'll have
a look at the solution! The question
was about transferring Impression
files to PC and then being able to
work on them. I said I didn't know

of a package that could do that.
Well I was right - and wrong. I

still don't know of a package that
can import an Impression file into a
similar package on a PC. But I was
wrong in that there is a way to
export the material and rework it on
a PC.

The answer is EasiWriter Pro+

from Icon Technology. I'm also
pleased to say it's a package that is
not only available, but still very
much supported. So how can it help
you?

Well, Easiwriter has two functions
which are, I believe, unique. It can
read Impression files and reads and
writes Microsoft Word 6 files. So I

gave it a little run, working first
with Word documents. I'm glad to
say I had absolutely no problems
whatsoever. I thought I might run
into font difficulties during the
transfer. Luckily the Writer family
handle this area as well.

In Word and RTF, documents
fonts are referenced by name, so
when EasiWriter imports such
documents it needs to make sense of

the fontnames which have been set

up on non-Acorn platforms. To do
this it uses a font mapping list. It
will compare the names within the
document to those held within the

mapping list. If a font has the same
name as an installed RISC OS font, it
will use that. If not it chooses one of

the standard Acorn fonts using extra
information in the Word or RTF file.

For example:
# Times becomes Trinity.Medium
# Helvetica becomes

Homerton.Medium

# Courier becomes

Corpus.Medium
# Symbol becomes Sidney
# Monotype becomes Sorts

Selwyn
# Arial becomes

Homerton.Medium

# MS LineDraw becomes

MDAl.Medium

Finally if no matching font is found,
EasiWriter will use any available
'font family' information (for
example, whether the font has serifs
or not, whether it is has
proportional spacing, and whether it
is a symbol or technical font) to
choose one of the standard Acorn

fonts: Trinity, Homerton, Corpus,
Sidney or Selwyn.

Text then is no problem. Graphics
may be tricky though. Bitmaps in
the newest version of EasiWriter are

handled automatically. Other
filetypes should work provided you
have CliangeFSl loaded and the

Handwritten fonts CD
If you like to use 'handwritten' fonts
- say, for adding that little bit of
extra something to letters in your
documents, then this CD could be
for you. It's easy enough to use on a
PC card of course, but the real
problem for us is how to get that
copy into RISC OS in a useful
format. One could do a quick and
dirty import by grabbing a bit of the
screen as a sprite. Crude - especially

given the poor rendering quality of
fonts on PC screens. Now, I can
think of several ways to do it better,
but what we really need is the
ability to port a 'printed' output
from the PC card to a sprite file. I'm
thinking about that one. Maybe you
have an idea?

Magnum Software,
Handwriting Fonts CD

E-mail: Fonls@magiium-sofhvare.com

pc column

filetypes are known to it. If they
aren't, going from Word to
EasiWriter simply moves the graphic
as an unknown grey box. Saving out
as a Word file restores the graphic -
if not perfect at least it means you
can edit Word documents on your
RISC OS hardware.

Impression docs are supported too
now, but they're not quite as
fluently handled. I'm told this is
because Impression frames are not
sufficiently structured to allow a
simple drag and drop transfer;
consequently you have to open up
the document you want in
Impression, select the text you want
and save it as a 'text story'. This
filetype can be loaded in to
EasiWriter, retaining much of the
formatting and style but losing the
graphics. From there you can save
them as Word documents which will
then transfer to a PC or PC card.

Graphics will have to be handled
separately and how you do that
depends upon the graphic type.
There are many utilities on the Web
for graphic manipulation: now that
HTML is so popular there is more
need of them than ever. Having one
or more of those alongside
ChangeFSi will almost certainly sort
out any manipulations you need to
make. Creator, which can be
downloaded from Argonet's Website
is very versatile but there are others.

So, Easiwriter can help transport
your documents into PC land. The
thing is, it's yet another reason why
you would not want to do it. I'm not
going to pretend I've had time to get
familiar with all its facilities yet -
this isn't a 'proper' review and
EasiWriter is a powerful piece of
software. But just using it for a short
while, scanning the manual and
having the chance to appreciate its
typical RISC OS easy interface, not
to mention its range of facilities, it
simply begs the question of why
you would want to dump RISC OS
for the hassles of PC land! Don't

give in I say.
Icon Technology: 01778 59056

http://www.acornuser.com October 1999 m*
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GCC for RISC OS
One of the hotly debated topics on
the Acorn Internet newsgroups -
other than the ancestry of Dunstan's
jokes - is the RISC OS programming
environment, or lack of it.

Lack of decent C/C++
programming tools has been touted
as the reason major Acorn
developers, such as Sibelius, have
deserted the Acorn platform. The
existing C compiler produced by
Acorn is hopelessly out of date and
lacks the necessary program libraries
to produce today's modern
applications.

However, by the time you read
this, major events should be well
underway and hopefully new
programmers will be joining the
RISC OS fold. Why is this I hear
you ask? Well, there seem to be two
types of people in the Acorn world:
those who complain about
everything and those who actually
do something to boost the RISC OS

scene. German RISC OS fan Steffen

Huber belongs in the second camp
and decided to do something about
the lack of a decent programming
environment.

To this end, he decided to launch
the GCC for RISC OS initiative, the
target being to provide a working
GNU C compiler for RISC OS, based
upon the latest GCC sources.

There was a previous version of
GCC ported to RISC OS by Nick
Burrett, but this is now out of date -
and Nick had sold his Acorn

computer. Steffen came to the rescue
and arranged for donations so Nick
could have a Rise PC, to which he
agreed to port the latest version.

Originally coordinated via e-mails
on the Internet, the whole initiative is
gaining momentum and looks like it
will become a reality. Donations are
still necessary to finance the
purchase of the Rise PC, and Steffen
is hoping that RISC OS programmers

from around the world will rally to
help.

Indeed, he's already received the
blessing of RISCOS Ltd. They were
let in on the idea early in its life
because it was felt they might
consider an independent initiative
damaging to a project of their own.
However, Andrew Rawnsley of
RISCOS Ltd responded very
positively and even proposed a low-
cost bundle of GCC with several

development tools like ResEd and the
Toolbox.

It was also decided to make the

compiler available free of charge.
This would benefit enthusiasts

and hobbyist developers who
perhaps don't have the vast sums of
money needed to buy commercial
compilers.

If you would like to help or
become involved with the project
visit their home page at http://
www.arcsite.de/hp/gcc/index.html

Can you Samba?
One problem with connecting up
Acorn computers to Windows or
Linux computers is that file sharing
only seems to go one way.

The commercial application
Omniclient is available, through
which you can access shared
partitions and directories on remote
computers. This works quite well
and is easy to use. However, it's been
virtually impossible to share a RISC
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OS directory or disc and access it
from the foreign machines - until
now that is. David Buxton has

ported Samba 2.0.2 to RISC OS.
This started life as a Unix/Linux

utility to share any filing system or
directory path to a Windows
machine as if they were using the
Microsoft File Sharing Protocol. At
present, SmbServer is only an alpha
release for people to experiment

with, although by
the time you read
this it will

probably have
reached maturity.
The version I tried

did not have any
of the Netbios

name protocol
support.

This effectively
means that if

you're not
running a name
server on your

network you need
to define the

name of each

machine, by
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editing the relevant 'hosts' files. The
current version also only supports
filenames up to eight characters -
until recently the maximum for DOS
usage.

Running it for the first time is just
a case of editing a single internal
configuration file and double-
clicking on the Samba application
itself. It then sits quietly on the
iconbar waiting for you to access it
from another machine.

You can now access your RISC OS
discs from a Linux or Windows

machine. In fact Windows will

browse the RISC OS machine in

much the same way that you can
explore its local drive.

One big advantage of running
Samba is that you can now print from
the PC using a printer driver and
printer attached to the Acorn
machine.

This may be of benefit to schools
or companies with PC machines but
whose printer is connected up to an
Acorn.

Samba is available to download

from http://www.merddin.
demon.co.uk



Give it a Thump
Thump is a real-time
thumbnail viewer written

by Rick Hudson, of
SoundCon and Playlt fame.
It differs from other such

utilities in that you don't
need to store indexes of

pre-defined thumbnails.
Thump will generate them
in real time via a standard

directory display.
One immediate benefit

of this is that you can
browse your directories of
images knowing that they are bang
up to date and don't contain earlier
versions that you've forgotten to
remove from a thumbnail library.

You can even attach captions or
descriptions and keywords to
images. Simple searches can also be
performed.

As usual with Rick's software

virtually every aspect of Thump is
configurable, with preference
windows for thumbnails, viewer, full
screen options, graphic formats and

rofS::L_PrlngteJt.coumry$ide.cambrtdge

bridgeoJsighs_smali/jpg

RK

Chip2/jpg coato/afms_small/fpg rivercam_smaH/jpg

«johnscofiege99b_small/jpg stjohnscoUege99c_smaIi/jpg stjohnscollcge_smal(/jpg

Filerdisplayof my Cambridge photosdirectory

iconbar options. However, if you
don't wish to tamper with the more
advanced options, the default
settings mean that you can start
using the application 'out of the box'
with no configuration whatsoever.

Windows can be moved around

and controlled in a similar fashion to

the standard filer displays that we are
used to. Drag and drop is supported,
as is simply double-clicking on an
image to view it full size. Databases
of images can be built up and stored

rflFS::ClaraNet.$.p.T999

Itdd/jpg Iidd2/jpg michetl/jpg

Oneofmy 1999 cropcircleimagedirectories

RFTP
By the time you read this, a new FTP
client should be available for RISC

OS. At present there are two wimp
FTP clients; the one that comes as
part of the Ant Suiteand FTPc by
Colin Granville, plus there's a
command line client; sFTP by Carol
Carpenter.

RFTP is written by demo coder
Graham Allen, aka Xira on IRC and

from what I've seen of it, it looks
pretty impressive so far. The user
interface may change by the time
you read this, and indeed I intend to
return in a month or so to see how

development is progressing.

Currently you are presented with
two windows; One containing the
source files on your harddisc or local
copy of your Website and a second
containing the remote files on the
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for rapid access at a later date. The
benefit of this is that you can rapidly
scan for selected images or captions.
One major advantage of Thump over
other applications of this nature is its
modular approach using 'Format
Modules'.

These are plug-in modules for
viewing image formats other than
the default Sprite, JPEG and Draw
formats. Several are already
available, including ArtWorks, BMP,
Clear, PCX and Targa.

Rick has also provided extensive
documentation in the hope that other
programmers will provide third
party modules for other graphics
formats.

A mailing list is also available at
http://www.onelist.com/subscribe/
riscos-thump for those who wish to
discuss it in more detail or just keep
up with release announcements.

Thump is freeware and available to
download from http://members,
xoom.com/_XOOM/ rickjiudson/
software/thump.html

server. A comprehensive hotlist of
server locations is a handy feature,
allowing you to manage multiple
server locations. Also a welcome

feature is a console window,
displaying a running commentary of
what's going on behind the scenes.
Unfortunately, at the time of writing
you cannot type commands into this
- but that may have changed by the
time you read this.

Contacting AU J
Paul Vigay:

pdpage@acornuser.co
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Business and Utilities
;T

Ant Internet Suite II

ArcFax

ArcFS2

ARCshare

Artworks

CD Burn

Complete Animator
DataPower 1

DataPower 2

DaVinci 90

Digital Symphony
Disc Doctor

Disc Rescue

Draw Works Designer
Easy C++
EasyFont Pro
Eureka 3

FastSpool+
Fireworkz Pro

Font Directory Pro
FontFX6

Game On! 2

Holy Bible (lllus.
HTML Edit 4

ImageFS 2
IMasters TWAIN Driver

Impact Pro
Impression Publisher
Impression Style
LanMan98

MellDI

MIDI Synthesizer
Midi Works

OHP (Presentation)
Ovation Pro

P'rllel port Zip driver (Argo)34.08
PC Pro2 39.00

Personal Accounts V4 49.00

Photo Link 65.55

Photo Real (Canon/Epson) 65.86
Photodesk 3 299.50

ProArtisan 24 (RPC Only) 89.95
Prophet 3 179.77
Rhapsody 4 94.95
Schema 2 121.50

Sibelius 6 116.00

Sibelius 7 599.00

Sibelius 7 Student 345.00

Sleuth 3 116.32

SparkFS 25.00
StrongGuard 25.00
Studio Sound 113.95

Tablemate Designer 60.00
TopModel2 145.11
Turbodrivers (Can/HP/Eps)54.69
WebSpider 40.00
WebTool for ANT Suite 2 29.38

WIMP Basic 44.99

Win95FS 41.12

XStitch 2 35.00

EDUCATION
Animated Alphabet, Talk 33.43
Arc Venture (various) 39.01
Aztecs, Age 7-11 50.17
Calabash Pirates 25.98

Crystal Rain Forest 50.17
DataSweet 3 69.33

Dazzle + 83.71

Dinosaurs (10/10) 13.49
Doodle 32.37

English (10/10) 13.49
Essential Maths (10/10) 13.49
Essential Science 13.49

Expl with Flossy the Frog 28.79
First Logo 38.95
Freddy Teddy's Adventure 23.50
French (10/10) 13.49
Fun School 3/4 (various) 24.99
Geography (10/10) 13.49
German (10/10) 13.49

110.51

35.00

29.37

49.95

104.69

58.75

94.05

110.00

166.32

81.08

56.95

28.45

45.00

31.50

116.32

59.95

110.51

17.62

166.31

65.00

29.95

15.00

BP(KJV) 82.25
53.00

44.59

35.00

139.53

136.41

83.54

41.12

129.00

46.94

151.95

29.95

158.62

'4 Granny's Garden 28.79

P James Pond Run. Water 27.00

I Maths (Geometry) (10/10 13.49

jag Maths (Number) (10/10) 13.49

• Mega Maths 24.99

1 Micro Maths 24.99

1 My World 2+2 54.70

| Naughty Stories Vols 1-6 44.65

I New Teddy Bear's Picnic 36.78

1 Nursery Rhyme Time 33.43

1 Oxford Reading Tree 3 44.65

1 Pendown DTP 65.85

. Playdays age 3-8 23.40

• Playground (Freddy teddy) 23.50
•i Smudge the Spaniel

Spelling & Punctuation
25.98

13.49

Splosh+ (1-5 users) 51.70

Table Aliens

1 TinyDraw/TinyLogo
27.85

29.37

. Tizzy's Toybox 47.94

| Watch Magic Grandad 30.13

GAMES

I Alone in the Dark 34.99

1 Anagram Genius 20.00

I BHP Brutal Horse Power 28.49

1 Birds of War f 30.00

• Black Angel 30.00

1 Carnage Inc. 22.50

1 Chocks Away Compend. 25.00

I Cobalt Seed 23.74

| Crystal Maze, age 7+ 28.45

• Cyber Chess 31.50

I Darkwood 20.70

1 Demon's Lair 20.00

1 Drifter (DD/HD) 31.50

>; Dune II (CD-£31.50) 26.60

"J Dungeon t
1 E-Type 2t

27.00

30.00

pjL Eclipse Collection 22.49

BP Enter the Realm 25.00

u.'\ Exodus 25.00

I Fireand Ice 23.39

1 Global Effect 27.00

1 Groundhog 12.00

I Haunted House 25.00

1 Holed Out Compendium 20.00

1 James Pond 2+ 16.20

1 Logic Mania 27.00

I Morph 25.00

I Pandora's Box 25.00

1 Patience Addict 19.95

t ; Play ItAgain Sam 3 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 4 35.00

1 Real McCoy 2/3/4 (each) 35.00

1 Real McCoy 5 31.50

1 Rick Dangerous 15.26

I Saloon Cars Deluxe
I Scrabble

31.50

26.59

1 Shuggy 25.95

1 Shovy 3D
1 Silver Ball

20.00

12.00

1 Simon the Sorcerer 27.00

1 Small t 21.20

1 Spobbleoid Fantasy 30.00

I Stereoworld 22.50

1 Stuntracer 2000 f 35.00

§ Supersnail 25.00

I The Time Machine 25.00

1 Virtual Golf 31.50

CD Business & Utils

I Arm Club PD CD 1
1 Arm Club PD CD 2

19.00

15.00

g Artworks ClipArt 1 or2
' Bitfolio 7

20.08

42.74

Font Emporium 29.95

'•• PDCD4 (Datafile) 15.00

1 PDCD5 (Datafile)
1 ProArtisan 2

15.00

98.93

1 Rise Disc Vol.1 15.00

Rise Disc Vol.2 20.00

Rise Disc Vol.3 25.00

Rob Duncan Cartoon Kit 42.74

Task Force Clip Art 33.20
Tekkie Disc (PRM's etc) 47.50

CDROM Education
Ancient Egyptians
Ancient Lands

Anim Talking Alphabe
British Isles from the Air

Castles

Crystal Rain Forest 2
Dangerous Creatures
Dinosaurs

Era of the 2nd WW

Garden Wildlife

Guardians of Greenwood

Hutchinson's Encyclopedia 52.82
Illustrated Shakespeare 29.32
John Cabot & Merchant V 42.30

Kingfisher Micropedia 76.38
King Arthur 58.69
Kiyeko with Acorn reader 36.43
Map Detectives
Musical Instruments

My 1st Incrd. Amaz. Diet.
Number Time 2

Oxf. Talking Infant Atlas
PB Bears Birthday Party
Perspectives Francais
Romans

Science Explorer
Seashore Life

Science In Action

Settlements

Space Exploration

50.17

50.53

41.13

28.99

22.32

41.13

81.08

42.30

66.96

42.30

13.73

81.08

13.73

Survival: Mysteries of Nat. 42.30
The Way Things Work 50.53
The World's Weather 52.87

Tizzy's Toolbox 44.65
TOTS TV 19.95

Ultimate Human Body 50.00
Understanding the Body 42.30
Vikings 42.30
World of Robert Burns 93.94

CDROM GAMES
Abuse 25.00

Ankh 25.00

Crystal Maze 28.45
Doom Trilogy 35.00
Dune II 31.50

Heroes of Might & Magic II 35.00
Simon the Sorcerer 32.40

Syndicate 29.00
Wizards Apprentice 24.95

Order from a p
Liquid Silicon
Tel 01592 592265 Fax 01592 596102

email liquid@cableinet.co.uk q^.. Direct
Tel 01942 511000 Fax 01942 749325

email sales@cta.u-net.com
Uniqueway
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 440071

email sales@uniqueway.co.uk
CJE Micro's / NCS

Tel 01903 523666 Fax 01903 523679

email sales@cje.co.uk
Davyn Computer Services
Tel 01924 254800 Fax 01924 254036

email sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
The Data Store

Tel 0181 460 8991 Fax 0181 313 0400

Revision 17 email sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

New & Featured

software

Shovy 3D
New Game

£20

OVATION Pro

with Colour supp.
THE DTP package

now £145

ACORN C/C++
RRP£249

Offer £125

Touch Type
Typing Tutor

Offer price £25

Elements

Physics CD
Offer price £25

Key :

NRPC Not for RP

/""lzisJwrr

ing dealer



TechWriter demo
Toaccompany this month's main
review we've included a demo copy
of TechWriter on the cover disc. This

supports all the functions of
TechWriter Pro with the exception of
the spelling checker and file saving
commands.

You will need to move the fonts
supplied into your '.Fonts directory. If
the program seems to be working
slowlyyou most likely need to
increase the size of your font cache.

Hopefully the inclusion of demo
programs like this will help
complement reviews, and enable you
to better understand the reviewer's

comments.

TopModel preview
With a review of the 3D package
TopModeH in next month's magazine,
and a TopModell tutorial series
starting in the Christmas issue, we
thought we'd give you a glimpse of
what the package can do.

The graphic below was created by
Max Palmer in TopModell and
rendered in Bryce on the PC. Max
will be guiding us through
TopModell, offering tutorials on its
basic as well as its more complex
features. This is a series well worth
tuning in to if you've ever fancied a
crack at 3D. Visit http:/ /pages.
inrete.it/sincronia/topmodel/ to
find out more about TopModel.

Reader survey
It's been a long time since our last
one (over two years in fact), so better
late than never, we present this
year's survey.

As usual, the survey comes to
you in the form of the Questor

Created in TopModel

AppsClock
This is a small utility
by Andrew Booker
which I've always
found immensely
useful.

At it's simplest
level it replaces the
word 'Apps'
underneath the Apps
icon on the iconbar

with the current time,
using only about 5K
of the module area.

I'm currently
using AppsClock to replace PinFilter, which doesn't seem to work under RISC
OS 4. Like most computer users I create a lot of files during the course of
work which need only be stored for a short period, say, when producing
ideas for a Website. I also prefer to have a neat and tidy root directory, and
the ability to open a temporary 'dumping ground' for files at a click of the
mouse is a blessing.

Adjust-clickon the apps directory brings up my temporary file store,
Select-click opens the Apps window as normal, and Menu brings up a
slightly extended Apps menu. See the Help file for full details on the extra
options available.

This is a very useful little application that takes up no extra room on the
iconbar, very littleroom in the memory, and saves my root directory from
looking like a bomb site.

r
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software. Run it, flick through and
answer as many of the questions as
you can. You can save your progress
at any time via the Questor menu, as
an Ansor file.

Once you are certain you have
completed the survey, save out your
answers as described above. Copy
the Ansor file onto a blank,
formatted Acorn disc and post it
back to Tau Press.

Alternatively, if you have an
Internet connection, you can e-mail
the Ansors file as an attachment, to
surveys@acornuser.com

Copies of the survey are
also available from our
Website for download, at
http: / / www.acornuser.
com/

We look forward to

receiving your feedback.
Remember, every returned
survey counts. And finally,
thanks must go to Michael
Rozdoba, for writing the
program in the first place.
Apart from some minor
changes to the templates,
the program has remained
practically unchanged in
five years.

Mjun Diiptoy

(S Time

J Date

^J Free memory

JTcti[aJ^T~|
MiK

[•" Allow KOip
from meitu

AJH»Cl<*fc- Setup

AJjuk did.

Wlten showing

Time Date Mem Te.xi

J vJ -) ~>

•J J J J
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J J J J
J J J .J Shmtdti

Open Appj tlir

Open rootdir

Open third dir

Shoi

Create psetido
onplicailoa..

1 JJJJ Show freetuem

JJJJ Stoween

App-I Re*oiuvc S Apj>.; ':

R««| rcmurcks 1;s]
Third 1 ADI-S-H.uJDiM-i il'nlMn!v.« kmp| 1 :

1* I m
Internet Aim Junes'. O.I ArcFS 1 Adverts AlmPrml

Disc information

The software on the cover disc has

been compressed using ArcFS 2
from VTi, and are opened by
running a copy of ArcFS then
double-clicking on the archive to
open it. There is a copy of ArcFS on
each disc. Most software will run

straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied
out of the archive before being run,
uncompressing them in the process.
Any program that saves a file to
disc, for instance, will be unable to

do so into the archives on the disc.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether it
will verify by clicking with Menu
on the floppy drive icon and
choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically
damaged you should return it to
Acorn User, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield
SK10 4NP.

The Acorn User cover discs have

been checked for viruses using
Killer version 3.001 from Pineapple
Software.

http://www.acornuser.com October 1999



Putting RISC OS

into industry
Ian Burley discovers a new world

Si-Plan Electronics is a small

technical research and

manufacturing business,
employing 25 staff, and based

in historic Stratford-upon-Avon. As
unremark-able as that may sound, we
owe much to the company for its
strategic part in the formation of
RISCOS Ltd.

It's almost unique in establishing
RISC OS-powered computing in
industrial applications literally all
over the world. Si-Plan has also

developed its own peripheral
hardware, some of which is available
for sale to third parties, for real-world
monitoring and control of systems
using a RISCOS-compatible host
computer.

Si-Plan was established by its
present managing director, Bernard
Bollons, back in 1977. It designs and
manufactures custom electronically-
controlled test and measurement

equipment.
Si-Plan's list of customers is very

impressive, including British
Aerospace, Cadbury Ltd, Fisons
Pharmaceuticals, Ford Motor

Company, Rolls Royce, the National
Health Service, 3M Health Care and
many others, including top
universities. Si-Plan's products and
services have been exported to
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Korea, Saudi Arabia,
Sweden, Thailand and the USA

Among Si-Plan's many areas of
expertise is the ability to design their
own electronic hardware, including
embedded systems. Si-Plan
extensively use RISCOS
workstations, both as familiar stand
alone computers sitting next to the
complex hardware they control
and/or monitor and also installed in
industrial casings. The company has
also developed its own analogue-to-
digital and digital-to-analogue (ADC
DAC) converterand monitoring and
control interface podule.

Meeting place
So, we've established the Acorn link,
But Si-Plan is more than just another
customer of Acorn technology and
products. Stratford-upon-Avon and
the Si-Plan office was the destination

for a group of twenty-odd Acorn
industry luminaries one October
Saturday morning last year.This was
at the height of the Acorn Phoebe
crisis.

The topic was if and how the
doomed Acorn Workstations division,
or any of its constituent parts, could
be salvaged. Bernard Bollons, Laurie
van Someren, Peter Bondar and Paul
Middleton, now managing director of
RISCOS Ltd, were on the 'Phoenix'
steering committee at the meeting.

Several more meetings would be
held at the Si-Plan HQ during the
following weeks to hammer out a
strategy which would eventually be
realised as RISCOS Ltd. Bernard

Bollonswould be fairly described by
those attending these meetings as an
important guide and influence to the
discussion and also one of the few

who, without hesitation, offered to
stump up a large sum of money to set
up RISCOS Ltd. So why was Bernard
Bollons so keen to play host to these
Acorn/RISC OS rescue meetings?

Si-Plan has used Acorn-related

technologies in its products for a long
time, starting with 8-bit
6502 processor based
control devices in the

early 1980s. A lot of
development work was
carried out using BBC
Micros, which are also
6502-based. The company
eventually embraced the
Acorn Archimedes

platform and
subsequently, RISC OS.

A couple of hundred
RISC OS workstations are

secreted in industrial

locations all over Great

Britain and in various

countries around the

world, controlling
systems which were
produced by Si-Plan in
Stratford upon Avon. As
you can see, Bollons'



interest in the RISC OS platform is
not simply philanthropic - his
company's business depends on
RISC OS.

Industial choice
Traditionally, RISC OS has had mixed
fortunes in the big bad world of
personal computing. Anything which
isn't PC Wintel-compatible, Acorn
and Apple included, is difficult to sell
and the task has become harder as

timegoes by,no matter how strong
the argument is on merit. However,
this has not always been the case with
Si-Plan's industrial customers; their
priority is to have something which
does the job required. Many
industrial electronic control systems
have completely proprietary user
interfaces anyway.

Trevor Bollons reflected the fact

that a few of his customers have

insisted on PC-based systems or have
been reluctant to take on a RISC OS-
based system. On the positive side he
adds that in the majority of cases
customers new to RISC OS have

adapted to it enthusiastically and of
those customers who were originally
supplied PC-based systems, several
have since accepted RISC OS-based
upgrades.

Primary reasons for the
enthusiasm Si-Plan has for Acorn

hardware and RISC OS include
ruggedness and longevity - reliability
is a critical attribute in industrial
applications. The operating life of the
systems Si-Plan manufactures is
expected to be many times that of a
typical PC.The fact that an original
Archimedes from 1987 will still work

today and can be easily adapted to
accept the latest version of RISC OS is
of great value to Si-Plan.

The last thing they want is to have
to make unscheduled service visits to

customers whose businesses are

losing thousands of pounds an hour
because of a technical fault. In Si-

Plan's experience, PCs are not nearly
as rugged in either hardware or
software.

Si-Plan are also very enthusiastic
about the ease of program-mability
that RISC OS affords. It's also easy for
them to design their own podule
cards and write software to support
them. The dynamic nature of RISCOS
also lends itself for multiple window,
real-time monitoring displays using
great-looking fonts. Often, Si-Plan use
large screens in high resolution
modes to allow monitoring of up to a
dozen windows without causing the
operator eye strain.

Their in-house designed ADC
DAC family of interface and

control/monitoring cards reflectsSi-
Plan's commitment to RISC OS. This

technology is rather reminiscent of
the old BBC Micro's User Port and

analogue-to-digital ports, but on a
much more professional scale. For
instance, the accompanying box
connector card has no less than 50

terminals. The ADC DAC interface

card can be connected to external

equipment like transducers, load cells
and thermocouples.

The basic ADC DAC podule has 16
analogue input channels, a pair of
output channels and 16 digital
channels. Each of these can be

software-designated as an input or an
output channel. If you need more
than 16 channels, add-on cards are
available to multiply the number of
available channels up to a maximum
of 64. Add-on cards come in three

flavours, 16 digital input channels, 16
digital output channels, or 8 of each.
The cards are optically isolated to
prevent power surge damage to the
host computer. While Si-Plan
developed the ADC DAC card family
for their own use, they are able to
supply the cards to customers who
have their own custom applications if
required.

False feet
If you take a tour of the Si-Plan unit,
there are Rise PCs and A7000s all over

the place. Next to each you are likely
to find a fascinating item of electro
mechanical hardware. For example,
Si-Plan are well established in the

field of producing test equipment for
artificial limbs. An artificial foot

testing rig was in the showroom
when we last visited, for example.
Nearby was an artificial breathing
machine designed to test breathing
apparatus for the aerospace

industry. A stainless steel bellows is
powered by Si-Plan pneumatic
actuators and controlled by a Rise PC.

In conjunction with an appropriate
transducer, which Si-Plan can also
make, the Rise PC can record a real
person's breathing profile. This
profile can then be edited and used to
control the bellows to simulate a real

breathing person. Other test rigs Si-
Plan has built to order in the past
include a steering column test rig and
a brake test rig for the automotive
industry and a rig for testing inhalers
used by asthmatics.

It's not to say that without Si-Plan,
RISCOS Ltd might never have
happened. However, it's interesting to
note that the company, which hardly
anyone had heard of until the end of
last year, became such an important
catalyst for the formation of RISCOS
Ltd. It also serves to remind us that

RISC OS and its associated hardware

is not just an enthusiast's hobby horse
or a classroom workhorse. Si-Plan runs

a successful specialist business, much
of which is built around RISC OS, in
the demanding sphere of industrial
test and control systems. Si-Plan isn't
unique, either - look at companies like
Millipede Electronic Graphics, for
example. However, that's ____.
anotherstory... I =3 fl I»1

Contacting them j
Company: Si-Plan Electronics Research

Ltd, Avenue Farm Industrial

Estate, Stratford-upon-Avon,
CV37 OHR

Tel: 01789 205849

Fax: 01789 415550

E-mail: enquiries@si-plan.demon.
co.uk

Web: http://www.si-plan.demon.
co.uk

http://www.aco m
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Serving the RISC OS community
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Authorised

The first major event of the post-Acorn world,
RISC OS 4 is now shipping. Compatible with RiscPC

and A7000(+), it provides a whole host of improvements
for the new millennium plus great new bundled software!
Stand up and be counted as a supporterof our favourite

operating system - place your order today!

£116.33
plus £25 fitting and data transfer if required

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Tocelebrate this, we've reduced the price of Sibelius 7
and we're offering one year's technical support free with

every copy sold up to 30th September.

Our specially priced PCs for Acorn Sibelius users
moving.to/Sibelius for Windows are still available.

Please call for details.

Junior Sibelius! £ 55.00
Sibelius 6 £105.00
Sibelius 7 Student £320.00
Sibelius 7 £525.00
Optical Manuscript £275.00

Sibelius for Windows/Mac £595.00

1

1
We stock copies of Acorn User and
have various back issues dating fr^

^|WrW?TOnwaTas priced £3.9?w
Please contact us for availability.

Just a few examples of the effects
that FontFX 6 can produce...

roNmc«*TFx vers*
Border effect Grow and shrink feature

User-definable shadow length and direction

footf:
Rainbow fill option 3D shadow effect

For further details or to download

FontFX Lite, please visit our web site

Site licenses and upgrades available
Please phone for details

Connected to the Net?

Then why not visit us online?

THE DATA S

Company information, directions to our
showroom, contact details, information on
the range of Data Store Software, online
price lists, downloads, Sibelius Software

information and lots more...

POINT YOUR BROWSER TO...

http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Telephone (020-8)460 8991 • Facsimile (020-8) 313 0400

Web http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

(all prices in this advertisement are inclusive of VAT at 17.5%)



Short reviews

HTMLPro update
L evens Software have released

their latest version of

HTMLPro, their OvationPro-to-
HTML conversion application

(reviewed in the May issue of Acorn
User). This latest incarnation (vl.40)
addresses some of the problems in
previous releases and introduces
some useful new features.

The main overhaul is that you no
longer have to produce table-laden
HTML (although with-tables output
is still the default). This results in
'nicer' HTML, and produces text that
is not laid out exactly as it appears in
OvationPro - the text will be

wrapped by a browser to the
window width so that the reader can
see it. This ability to save without
tables also means that it is possible to

transfer 'text with effects' to other

word-processing programs, such as
Microsoft Word, using HTML.
However, don't expect fonts and
sizes to be transferred correctly; Word
does not convert HTML entities

(such as smart quotes) correctly
either.

The other major improvements
have been to the HTMLinks applet
for OvationPro. This now doesn't

insert the links directly into a
document but stores them until they
are converted. A small extra step is
needed before importing into
HTMLPro because of this, but it does
prevent your text being filled up
with small markers. Also, the applet
can now tell you whether your
cursor is in a linked piece of text and

what the link is, and even take you
to a specified link in the document.

There are still improvements that
could usefully be made (the interface
is cluttered and a little confusing, the
configuration doesn't seem to save
when told to, and it's still not possible
to add your own tags to the text by
hand before conversion) but HTMLPro
is evolving into a competent HTML-
conversion package.

Now that the text is no longer
forced into tables and the applet has
been improved, this is now a
worthwhile addition for those

contemplating converting OvationPro
documents for the Web, and even for
creating simple Webpages. Levens
software, tel: 0500 121 242.

John Pettigrew

Philips 107S
1 Tin monitor

Monitors have seen a dramatic

price tumble recently. Among
low end 17in models, the
Philips 107Sstands out as a

known brand. Its specification of
70KHz maximum line frequency and
0.28mm dot pitch are barely passable
for a 17in, but adequate and on a par
with anything else in this price range.

My demands were for 1024x768 at
85Hz. I find 1280x1024 a bit of a strain

even on the best 17in monitor, while
85Hz is a noticeable improvement
over 75Hz, and about the best my
Rise PC can manage at this resolution
due to timing problems.

Out of the box the 107S is a little

bulky and old-fashioned looking,
having particularly wide bevels at
the sides of the screen. It requires
less than 1A continuous, so it can be
run from the Rise PC's mains out

socket, and it has full DPMS support.
The warranty is one year on site with
a further 2 years' return to base.

As for the picture: the quality is a
little grainy, but sharp and consistent
across the whole screen with no

noticeable blurring or distortion near
the edges. Its size holds constant
rather than growing or shrinking as
the monitor warms up. The
graininess can be reduced by
applying vertical Moire, but this
introduces an unpleasant
shimmering before it achieves a
significant effect on the graininess.
Also, down the right-hand edge at
800x600 resolution with a high
refresh rate, there is a distinct
shimmering Moire pattern on a plain
grey background that I can't get rid
of with the controls.

The settings are accessed through
the usual on-screen display, with
buttons for quick access to brightness
and contrast, a menu button, and a
thumbwheel for adjusting the
currently selected setting and for
navigating the menus. This is less
than ideal for navigation, but the
whole system is comprehensive and
reasonably convenient to use.

I quickly put together a monitor
definition file from the VESA

templates supplied with MakeModes

and some customised modes for

games from my old MDFs. It took a
bit of tweaking before 1 could define
an 85Hz 1024x768 that both the

monitor and my Rise PC were
entirely happy with, but it only took
a couple of attempts.

In conclusion, I can't recommend
the Philips 107S if you want a high
quality monitor, but you can't expect
that at this price. If all you want to
do is use 1024x768 comfortably this
monitor's specification is well
matched with Rise PCs and is

excellent value.

Tony Houghton

Product details

Product: Philips 107S 17" monitor
Price: £180.85 inc. VAT(carriage free

if ordered online)
Supplier: Simply, 2/3 Forest Works,

Forest Road, Walthamstow,

London El 7 6JF
Tel: 0870 727 4020

Fax: 0870 727 4002

Web: www.simply.co.uk

http://www.acornuser.com October 1999
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ast month I looked at the

benefits of Flat Panel Displays
(FPDs) over traditional
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

monitors. This month I'll be

reviewing four FPDs, ranging from
the budget Iiyama to the rather
lovely Apple Studio Display. This
review was set to include one of

Silicon Graphics' wonderful
monitors, unfortunately the connec
tions won't allow their displays to
be driven from an Acorn. A pity as
they do produce some wonderful kit.

Trident Displays
Trident Displays build Rugged
Display Products and Industrial

>mponentsI) >.'» 91 l'4'J ff-'Ugq t)

0
from some of the very bi,
in this field - Hitachi for example.

You may appear to be paying
more for a Trident display but there
is a clear advantage when it comes
to support, quality and longevity of
the product. Buying cheaply can
often mean a one-off price for a
one-off production run with limited

;at all. Ifs best to buy••i'i»j»i»)jj»>>'ii\'i

1MMIB

1 -'if*

October 1999
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^H Product details
in), noProduct: Standard Phantom (IS

•*• protective window, deskstand
either black or white

Price: £455 + VAT
\

Product: Standard Mirage (14in)
Price: £698 + VAT

Product: Standard Silhouette (15in)
Price: £797 + VAT

Add-on: AV/Playstation input add
* Price: £25 + VAT

"^"7
Supplier: Trident Displays Ltd.,

Perrywood Business Park,
Honeycrock Lane, Salfords,
Redhill, Surrey, RH1 5JQ

Tel: 01737 780790

Fax: 01737 771908

E-mail: sales@trident-uk.co.ul

Chris Drage reviews
four Flat Panel

Displays

ished manufacturers like

Trident who have been in the

business for years.
The Trident range of displays

have the option of being bolted to
the desk or wall on a swivel

bracket, and also have a Iockable
CPU cradle: these are desirable

security features in high risk areas.
The range comes in a black, white
or wood-effect case, with an
optional protective window.

The 14.1 in Mirage 610AV displays
1024x768 pixels which means it
supports VGA, SVGA, and XGA
resolutions, making it suitable for
RISC OS machines. Plus its PAL

is versatile enough to double
deo monitor for your cam

corder or video viewing/editing. It
did not take my eleven-year-old long
to discover it also has a PAL video

socket and displayed his PlayStation
superbly (at which point I lost the
use of it for review purposes).

The first impression you get is of
the brightness of this FPD
compared with a CRT monitor.
Similarly, the contrast is
immaculate. Blacks are truly black!
The review monitor came in an

attractive and robust cream case

with a set of six buttons on the

front, below the LCD display. These
are 'menu', 'move up', 'move down',
'+','-', and the ON/OFF switch.

The on-screen menu offers a

range of nine separate settings
affecting the display: horizontal
position, vertical position, back
light, brightness, contrast, hue, tint,
load values, source selection.
Selecting and setting the controls is
very simple and precise. For a start



the Mirage detects the type of
signal it is receiving and adjusts
automatically to display it. The only
adjustments yon ever need make
are to alter the brightness, contrast
and backlight. The monitor sits on a
stable stand which allows it to tilt at

up to 45 degrees from the vertical.
The Mirage worked with

everything I threw at it including
PC laptops. I only had trouble with
my ageing Rise PC which tried to
get VIDC20 to read the VRAM too
fast: 1024x768 in 32,000 colours at
75Hz was expecting too much of the
system and the Mirage would not
display anything. I suspect that the
number of upgrades I have in that
machine (2 SIMMs, StrongARM, PC
card, SCSI and an Eagle video
board), caused the timing problems.
However, the Mirage worked
perfectly with my A7000+ in all its
modes.

Overall, the Mirage 610AV is a
no-nonsense, sturdy FPD which
does its job extremely well. It is
bright, easy to use and rugged. It is
an ideal candidate for classroom

applications.

Iiyama Pro Lite 36a FPD
It's about six months now since my
17in Iiyama monitor exploded in
the living room. After a
short period of raving
about build quality my
anger turned to joy as I
realised I could then

justify getting a flat
screen. Come on! This

as a "|UjjjjMKjOmi4l|Ug

My enthusiasm
evaporated however
when 1saw the prices.
We're talking serious
cash here, and I was
forced to steal a I4in

CRT from one of my
other Rise PCs.

Thankfully my tiny-
monitor nightmare is
now temporarily at an
end. Castle Technology
were kind enough to
lend me a 36cm (14.1in
diagonal) colour LCD
screen, which you may
have seen at one of the

Acorn shows.

Unpacking and getting started is
a doddle, it's just like any other
monitor. The power lead and signal
lead are of a decent length, allowing
computer and monitor to be
separated if needs be. Being an

Flat screen monito

LCD it's also of sufficiently low
power to Iel you run it directly from
the RPC's power-out socket.

It has three main on-screen

menus, and all provide pretty
detailed control over their

respective areas. You're even given
a choice between English, German,
French, and Dutch displays.

A word of warning though, the
manual does make several

important points about using and
handling your monitor. It states
'Perform adjustments after a warm-
up period of at least thirty minutes'.

Now, I normally ignore stuff like
that. In fact, I wouldn't even have
read the manual if I wasn't

reviewing it - after all, it's only a
monitor, how complicated can it be?

Well, do read the manual.
When this monitor arrived it

was very cold to the touch,
consequently the screen was so
bright and pale that it made my
eyes water for the first hour or two
- very off-putting.

The manual also states that it

should be run at a resolution of

1024x768 and not below, this is
because the picture is stretched to
fit the screen. If I now swop

over to 800x600...terrible. The whole

screen looks like an over-stretched

sprite...I'Il have to change back.
This can be a pain if you want to

work in 16 million colours and

don't have the necessary VRAM for
larger resolutions. However, if
you're feeling adventurous you
might be able to use MakeModes to
stick large borders on an 800x600
16M display, thus defeating this
'stretching' problem.

My biggest complaint is that the
useful viewing angle is rather
small. If you move your head the
screen darkens and lightens in
various places. This got
progressively better, but for the
first week or so I was cursing this
little monitor. It made me cry
and squint, and I could only use
one screen mode. My dream was
ruined.

However, over time I got used to
its little quirks. I'm not quite as
bothered by the small viewing
angle, and as I only use 1024x768,
the resolution issue doesn't affect

me. It takes up less room on my
desk, I can pick it up and turn it

Product details

Product: Iiyama Pro Lite 36a FPD
Price: £599 + VAT

Supplier: Castle Technology
Tel: 01728 723 200

Fax: 0800 783 9638

E-mail: sales@castle.org.uk
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around to show other people what's
on screen, plus I can slip it in a bag
and take it home with minimum

fuss.

So, what's the verdict? Well, I
wouldn't really want my big CRT
monitor back, but at the same time
I'd prefer a better flat screen. At
£599 + VAT this is only £208 cheaper
than the fabulous Apple Studio
Display. If such monitors were in
my price range I'm afraid I'd be
skimping and saving for that extra
cash.

Mitsubishi
15in LXA530W
Mitsubishi's elegant 15in LXA530W
monitor features excellent image
quality and, with a depth of 160mm,
this slim, space-saving display
occupies only 40% of the desk space
used by the average 17in CRT
monitor. In addition, it weighs only
6kg - compare that with the mass of
a 17in CRT. The LXA530A features a

maximum resolution of 1024x768

(XGA) and has a viewing angle of

October 1999 http://www.acornuser.com

140 degrees. This model also
features a user-friendly on-screen
adjustment panel and conforms to
all the latest environmental and

safety standards including Energy
Star, TCO 95, MPR-II and VESA.

The on-screen display features:
contrast, brightness, black level, v-
position, h-position, clock, clock
phase and OSD-position. While the
easy to find front display controls
(manual) offer: power SW (micro
processor control), select (up/down),
adjust (RGB-gain colour
adjustment), reset, mode and rotary
encoder.

If this sounds complicated, be
assured that setting this monitor up
and getting it working took barely
seconds and the only adjustments
required were to the brightness,
black level and contrast.

In use the image quality of the
LXA530A proves ideal for
multimedia applications, as its
advanced TFT LCD screen delivers

clear, sharp images that are stable
and easy on the eye, free of
distortion and blurring. With its

Product details

Product: Mitsubishi LXA 530W

Price: £795 + VAT

Supplier: Mitsubishi Electric Europe,
Travellers Lane, Hatfield,
Herts., ALIO 8XB

01707 276100

01707 278691

display.products®
meuk.mee.com

multiscanning support, it can
display modes common to most
computers (1024x768, 640x480 or
800x600).The on-screen display lets
you quickly and easily adjust
screen size, screen position,
distortion and colour. At less than

45 watts, the Mitsubishi consumes
less than 37% of the power used by
a comparable CRT monitor,
reducing monitor-related energy
costs by more than half.

Mitsubishi back their displays
with a three-year parts and labour
warranty, on-site swap-out during
the first year (UK mainland only)
and two years return-to-base.
Overall this is a stylish FPD with an
excellent performance. The
downside? It doesn't have any
video inputs - my camcorder would
look stunning on this one!

Apple studio display
Although the new Apple Studio
Displays are designed to
complement their new G3 Mac, they
will grace any computer system on
any desk. In typical Apple-
ergonomic fashion, this range of
monitors are elegant and stylish to
say the least. Their advanced
ColourSync screen technology
means images are brighter and
crisper, colours more vivid, the text
sharper and easier to read. We've
included the price of the 17 and
21in CRT monitors that come with

this range as well.
These Apple monitors offer an

unmatched combination of 'smart'

features and superior software user
controls. Smart scaling, provides
full-screen, high-quality viewing of
graphics and video at varying
resolutions. Each monitor ensures

the best possible performance
regardless of display/graphics card
or analog input from the computer,
through accurate, easy phase
adjustment.

I reviewed the Studio Display
15in FPD which is ideal for home,
business, and education users. It's
twice as bright as typical,
equivalent CRT-based displays.
Your eyes immediately appreciate
that. Ifs also easy to adjust for tilt
and height. Your neck will certainly
appreciate that. It's state-of-the-art
digital imaging coupled with
superb software controls, results in
an extraordinary flexible,
responsive monitor.

Ifs TFT, active-matrix technology
delivers crisp, clear images that are
twice as bright and sharp as those of
typical CRT-based displays and



completely eliminates screen flicker.
Displaying full-screen video is a
stunning experience thanks to built-
in composite and S-video connectors
and audio input connectors.

Its wide (120 degree horizontal)
viewing angle makes group
viewing easy, which could be
important for many schools. It
displays up to 1024x768 pixels
which means it supports VGA,
SVGA, XGA resolutions making it
suitable for Acorn computers. Its
PALinput makes is an ideal video
monitor for your camcorder or
video player.

Easy access to software controls
and four USB ports make this
monitor simple to use. The menu
offers offer a comprehensive
hardware and software controls:

• Power on/off

• Graphics/video toggle
# Brightness
• Reset

# On-screen display navigation
Menu position (vertical,
horizontal)
Information (display status)
Language
Function adjustment
Menu off

# On-screen display functions
Tracking (coarse, fine)
Position (vertical, horizontal)
Black level

Sharpness
White point

The Apple Studio Dis
vironmentally f "

plying with s
standards for low power
consumption, low emissions and
recyclability. And lastly, just to add
that little bit of Apple je ne sais
quoi, there's even room to stow your
keyboard under the display. A
thorough-bred among FPDs!

Conclusions
So which is the pick of the bunch?
No one monitor came head and

shoulders above the others in this

survey in terms of overall quality.
With the exception of the Iiyama
they are all very good indeed. At
this level TFT LCD screens

represent consistency in quality of
display. What will probably sway
your decision are other factors like
design, control features, whether
the FPD has a video input included,
and so on.

As far as the four models

reviewed here are concerned, the
Mirage represents style, robustness

and a no-nonsense approach that
you would expect from a company
like Trident Displays with their
background of supplying industry.
The office staff at John Kelly Girls'
Technology College were very, very
reluctant to give up the Trident
display I asked them to trial.

Apple on the other hand in its
inimitable fashion has delivered an

excellent FPD with all the style and
flair you would expect from them. It
not only complements an Apple G3
particularly well but a Rise PC
equally! It has enough bells and

Product details

roduct: M6356ZM/B Apple Studio
Display 15in FPD

rice: £807.08 + VAT

roduct: M6221ZM/A Apple Studio
Display 17inCRT

rice: £292.90 + VAT

roduct: M6204ZM/A Apple Studio
Display 21in CRT with
ColorSync

rice: £862.17 + VAT

.ipplier: Apple Xemplar Education, 2
Furzeground Way, Stockley
Park East, Uxbridge,
Middlesex, UB11 IBB

."1: 0181 218 1500

whistles to keep the most
discerning users happy.

The Mitsubishi provides
excellent performance but without
the video input. Lastly the Iiyama
offers a cheap alternative to ifs
bigger cousins - it offers the size
and weight benefits of FPDs, but
fails to deliver the quality of
display one would hope for.

Before buying it is worth
checking that the particular
manufacturer offers extra inputs
either as standard or as optional
extras. A video input is a must. You
won't believe what your camcorder
recordings look like until you see
them on a TFT, LCD panel.

http://www.acornuser.com October 1999
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Now available

direct from the

author at a new

low price!

The prize winning desktop publishing program for RISC OS is now published by David Pilling.
Every copy comes with a free colour supplement allowing professional four colour printing and
image processing for graphics (formally sold separately at £60).
Features include 20,000 word thesaurus and 60,000 word spell checker. Irregular frames with
Beziercurves. Multi-step undo/redo. Automatic Drop Caps. Auto flow around irregular
graphics. Load RTF and Impression DDF files. Many print formats - tiling, thumbnails,
pamphlets, booklets. Full support for rotated/skewed text frames and graphics.
See www.pilling.demon.co.uk for a demo version or ask for a free demo disc.

Ovation Pro £150 Upgrade from Ovation £140 Site licence £300
Prices include VAT where appropriate and air mail/first class carriage.
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New TWAIN 2
• Interactive preview window, see the effect of
changes to brightness immediately.
• Rotate images whilst scanning - allows
correction for image not being square.
• Enhanced speed for SCSI scanners by
using background commands.
• Buttons for instant setting of histogram and
linear equalisation, colour detinting and area
of scanned material.

• New 32 page manual.
• Undo/redo for adjustments.
• For parallel port Epson scanners, TWAIN 2
can use a special hardware adapter which in
combination with the hardware on RISC PC's
and A7000's will allow scanning speed closer
to that of SCSI scanners.

TWAIN2 is available for;
Plustek 4800, 4830, 4831, 9630, 9636, 12000, 600, 6000 parallel
Epson GT5000, 5500, 6000, 6500, 7000, 8000, 8500, 9000, 9500, 9600, 12000, Filmscan 200 parallel or SCSI
HP Scan Jet lip, lie, Ilex, 3p, 3c, 4c, 4p, 5p, 6100 (most SCSI HP's should be OK)
Canon IX 4015, 3010, CanoScan 300/600, 2700F, IS22 Nikon Coolscan 2 and 3
Microtek ScanMaker 330/630, V300, X6EL Agfa SnapScan 300/310/600/1236S
UMAX Vitsa S6, S8, S6E, S6LE Astra 600S, 61 OS, 1200S, 1220S, Powerlook 1 and 2.

Upgrade from TWAIN 1 to TWAIN 2 - old TWAIN 1 disc + £15 TWAIN 2 driver new - £20
TWAIN 2 bundled with ImageMaster (image processing and scanning package) - £35
Booster adapter for parallel port Epson scanners £5.

Prices include VAT where appropriate and air mail/first class carriage

David Pilling, P.O. Box 22, Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool. FY5 1LR. UK.
email: david@pilling.demon.co.uk fax: 0870-0520-941

See my web site www.pilling.demon.co.uk for news, upgrades, product details, demo versions.
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Up to 192 MIDIchannels
and no track limit

Free demo disc available

Now aval labia-E129.00 |

Recent/New Releases
Abuse-£23.00

Descent CDs - £28.00

Heroes of Might and Magic 2 - £32.00
Heretic & Hexen CD - £32.00

OHP CD (Spacetech) - £28.95
Photodesk 3 - £279.95

Sunburst-£12.50

Syndicate Plus CD - £26.50

OTDK.
Discs (example 10x white discs - £4.60,50x black discs - E15.10,

5x HD red/bluc/greon/whlte discs - £2.49)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.18,1x 9V alkaline - £1.84)

Audio & Video Tapes - EVarious
• I

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

We supply a range ot CCD
and laser bar code scanners

and Include with these our
IBarReader driver software <

which allows bar codes to control
most desktop software.

Further Information Is available.

Complete systems from £137.63

|T Our bar coding
software produces

Draw tiles of the

T following formats: EAN 8,
EAN 13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN,

Code 39 (Normal and Full
ASCII), Telepen and Binary.

Further Information Is available.

IBarCodor-£69.33

Computer Systems
These prices do not include monitors,

unless; specified.
Rise PC 0.0Mb 2Gb HD - £879.00

RISC PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD - £1089.00
Web Wizard - 32.2Mb, 8Gb HD, DVD CD drive,
speakers, Result?. Easiwriter Pro, 56K modem,

ANT Internet Suite with Java - £1220.00

Peak Performer Standard -8Mb, 4Gb- £605.00
Peak Performer Foundation/Extreme - 16Mb,

4Gb, 40x CD, 15" monitor &software - £829.00
Peak Performer Internet - 24Mb, 4Gb, 40x CD,

15" monitor, modem, ANT Suite- £945.00
"Sprinter" NC system- lObaseT, 16Mb,

14" monitor, keyboard a mouse- £444.00
MIcroDlgital Mlco - From £586.00

RiscStation P.7500+ - From £675.00

Monitors
(Eitherbought withcomputer or separately):

llyama 350 (15")- £170.00
iiyama 403 (17")- £283.00

liyama Pro 410 (17")- £319.00
iiyama 450 (19")- £467.00

llyama Pro 450 (19")- £483.00
llyama 502 (21")- £749.00

llyama Pro 510 (22") - £772.00
iiyama Pro-Lite36a 14.1" LCD- £687.00

llyama Pro-Lite 38a 15" LCD- £910.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 38b 15" LCD- £945.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 39a 15" LCD - £1599.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 46a 18" LCD- £2469.00
Touchscreen monitors coming soon -

please ask for further details

PC cards
5x86-100 with PC Pro 3 - £285.00

PC Pro 2- £38.95
PC Pro 3- £70.50

PC Sound Pro 2- £39.95

Wln95FS- £39.95
Windows 98 CD - £100.00

Psion Series 5mx
16Mb, with PC connection kit - £429.95

Parallel link- £34.95

Memory Upgrades
Plcaso call to check current prices.

Other upgrades aro available.
A30001-4Mb- £64.60

A30101-4Mb- £66.00

A3020/A4000 2-4Mb- £49.00
A5000 2-1 Mb - £55.00

A300,400, 5000 4-8 Mb - £128.00
Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

Call for EDO SIMM prices
16Mb- £27.75

32Mb (not original RPCs) - £54.40
32Mb (high clearance) - £73.50

64Mb -£104.00
128Mb-£204.75

1Mb VRAM- £45.00

1-2Mb VRAM swap- £55.00
2Mb VRAM- £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical Items

MIDI Interfaces:
DMI50 dual MIDI card (2x2)- £119.95

DMI50XG- £259.95

XQ upgrade for DMI50 - £151.95
16-bit sampler for DMI50- £87.95
MIDI Max II Internal 1x1x1- £92.75

Parallel Port 1x1x1- £89.20

Synth 8 or Basic Synth- £46.95
Synth Plus- £58.65

Music & Sound Prog. Guide - £16.95
Other hardware:

FatarSL 760-£450.00

FatarSL 880 -£600.00

FatarSL 1100 - £800.00
FatarSL 2001 - £1050.00

Irlam sound sampler - El 18.00
Digital-upgraded Irlam sampler- £177.00
MIDIupgrade for Irlam sampler- ECall

Sound Byte Recorder - £57.50
Yamaha YST-M8 speakers - £45.50

VST-M20 DSP speakers - £65.75
YST-MS28 speakers & subw.- £79.95

YST-M100 speakers - £117.00
YST-MSW5subwoofor- £59.00

YST-MSWIOsubwooler- £71.20
Yamaha MU10 sound module - £169.00

Other software:
MediaPack- £23.95

MIDI Support- £18.50
Prosound-£116.95

Rhapsody 4- £94.95
Junior Sibelius- £49.00

Sibelius 6- £99.95

Sbefius7Student- £31935
Sibelius 7-£625.00

Sibelius for Windows Is also available
Optical Manuscript - £259.00

Sound module serial driver - £37.95

Studiosound-£116.95

Other Hardware
Dual fast serial card - £90.00

Ethernet card (Combi NIC slot) - £116.30
Hard drives & kits - ECall

RPC second slice (no PSU)- £90.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) - £120.00

StrongARM upgrade-£275.00

Other Software
Ankh- £23.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

Brutal Horse Power - £26.00

DataPower 2 - £165.00

Doom*CDs- £30.00

EasiWriter Pro - £129.00

Empire Soccer 94- £22.00
Exodus- £21.00

Frak- £14.95
Impression Stylo - £88.00

Impression Publisher - £135.00
Intemo - E9.50

IXRC- £14.99

Ovation Pro-£150.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00
Photodesk Light - £125.00

Prophet 3-CI60.00

Schema 2-£116.00

Sleuth 3-£110.50

Textease- £54.50

TopModel 2-£145.00

Books & Manuals
RISC OS 3 PRM - £104.00

TheTekkleCD- £45.00

Catalogue
Our free catalogue contains over 2000

Items. Please ask for a copy.

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

email:Liquid@cableinet.co.uk All prices INCLUDEVAT & UK carriage
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/iiquid/ Official ordersand callerswelcome. Financeavailable. A^BG'

No setting up. It's self-configuring so just plug it in!
Pull 32 bit DMA (Direct Memory Access) on Rise PC.
Over four times as fast as the built in IDE interface.

With CDFS and ATAPI drivers for many popular CDs
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives
Up to 8 partitions with secure password protection.
Software in flash EEPROM for easy update
Connectors available for external drives or CI) ROMs

If your two DMA slots in the backplane are occupied
it will still give over 4Mb/sec. in a non-DMA socket
Direct plug in replacement for our standard ARCIN
ideA interface - all the same features but twice as fast!

Use low cost IDE drives and yet get better performance
than a much more expensive SCSI setup

You wanted fast IDE drives - we gave you the APDL Fast IDE
interface, twice as fast as the built-in system. You wanted low
cost - we made it so cheap no-one could believe it. You
wanted to use modern ATAPI CD ROM drives - we added
drivers free! Now you've asked for even better performance
to match RISC-OS 4 - so we're giving you

at only P' [9 inc. VAT and carriage BlitJ
The APDL Blitz IDE interface is simply the quickest
interface you can put in your machine. Lightning fast, it
has double the speed of our 'normal' fast interface,
better than 7 Mb/sec, and that's a 'real' average read/
write figure using a standard EIDE drive, not a
'massaged' statistic!

All the features of our standard ideA card, but with a full
32 bit interface so it's twice as fast. Now you can fit low
cost EIDE drives and get superior speed to a 'fast' SCSI
setup at a much lower cost.

Upgrades from our standard ideA interface and
some other third party interfaces are available.

We will be be offering upgrade packages consisting of
RISC-OS 4, Blitz interface and a bigger hard drive

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 www.apdl.co.uk/
See main advert for drive prices or phone for latest package deals.
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ASE MULTI INNER BETT '99 PRIMARY SOFTWARE AWARD

The award-winning, easy-to-use, desktop publishing / word,
and creativity to be captured on the page, textease has a range!

opening package allows ideas
f enhanced features, sucaas

the HTML reader/writer is now supplied as standard, allowing for the creatior
Undo/Redo

J rexf (M01
•> a grouping faailli

Supplied wi iover 1500 free Clipart [|iT«[«[cia

_ase couldn't be more effective foi
producing eye-catching •'
TCa 'TCI

aacurnerii:

>f v/eb pa

Softease Ltd

24 Market Place

Ashbourne

Derbyshire
DE6 1E

Tel:+44fiffiS03B' 343421
1335 3"Fa/:-r44^i

Available for Acorn, PC & Macintosh platforms
Acorn &PC versions have complete file compatibility



IFEL
21 Glenfield Road

Glenholt Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax (01752) 777830

Ordering details. Orders can be placed by phone, fax or email.
Official orders welcome. VAT is included. Most cards accepted
(eg Access, Visa, Switch). UK postage £3.50 on small items,
£4.60 on hard discs. Larger items sent by carrier at cost.

Hard drives from

only £11.75!

Computer systems
RISC PC 233MHz, 4Mb, 1.7Gb £949
RISC PC 233MHz, 4Mb, 1.2Gb, CD £979

RISC PC 233MHz, 10Mb, 1.2Gb, CD £ 1249
R ISC PC Weh Wizard £ 1350

A7000+ Peak Performer £880

We can build a system to
match your requirements

(eg extra memory or
larger hard disc). Please

ask for a quote.

Memory Lane
A310 4Mb*

A400/l,perMb
A310 4-8Mb

(Assumes machine has a

400/1 4-8Mb

A3000 l-2Mb

A3000 l-4Mb

A3000 to 8Mb*

A5000 2-4Mb

A5000 4-8Mb*

A3010 l-2Mb

A3010 l-4Mb

A3020 2-4Mb

A4000 2-4Mb

RISCOS3.il

MEMCla

'Carriage/fitting

RISC OS 4

Available soon.

£52.87

£22.32

£99.87
MEMCla)

£99.87

£5.87

£41.12

£99.87

£45.82

£99.87

£23.50

£45.82

£34.07

£34.07

£29.37

£41.12

£22.32

£116.32

Printers
Epson
Stylus 440 Colour £116.32

Stylus 640 Colour £139.82

Stylus 850 Colour £229.12

Stylus 1520 Colour £405.37

Stylus Photo EX £311.37

Stylus Photo 700 £158.62

Stylus Colour 900 £340.75

Canon

BJC250 £99.87

BJC4400 Photo £165.67

BJC 4650 A3 Colour £264.37

BJC5000 £233.82

BJC6000 £222.07

BJC7000 £198.57

Monitors

Iivama

15" Vision Master 350 £158.62

17" Vision Master 403 £280.82

17" Vision Master Pro410 £316.07

19" Vision Master 450 £481.75

19" Vision Master Pro450 £487.62

21" Vision Master 502 £787.25

21" Vision Master Pro510 £809.57

Othe types of monitor
available from around £100.

Spares
&

repairs

Wc can repair Acorn
machines and supply/fit

upgrades.

RISC PC, A7000/+
Use FPM for the RISC PC

and A7000, and EDO for the

A7000+

FPM EDO

8Mb £11.75 £11.75

16Mb £25.85 £23.50

32Mb £49.35 £44.06

32Mb HC* £63.45

64Mb £116.32 £123.37

128Mb £217.37 £217.37

*=High Clearance.

VRAM (RISC PC)

1Mb £43.47

2Mb £78.72

l-2Mbu/g £47.00
1Mb* £25.85

2Mb* £45.82

l-2Mbu/g* £29.37
♦For non-StrongARM machines

Removable drives

Iomega
SCSI Zip cxt lOOMh £99.87
Parallel Zip cxt £99.87
SCSI Zip ext 250Mb £151.57
250Mb ZIP cartridge £14.68
Software parallel zip £29.37
SCSI Jaz 1Gb ext £222.07

100MbZip cartridge lOpk £88.12
1Gb Jaz cartridge 3pk £205.62

25MHz ARM3

400 dpi A5 scanner (256 grey
scale), suits any machine fitted

with a backplane.
Only £34.07

A3000 & A5000

Special offers
A3000: Upgrade to a 170Mb hard
drive for £92.82 and buy a 4Mb
RAM upgrade for just £22.32

A5000: Upgrade to 8Mb and second
500Mb drive, £180.95
Oilier sizes of drive available. Offer subject to
availability. Price includes collection, fitting and
delivery'- (UK mainland only).

Switch

boxes

2-way
3-way
4-way

£17.62

£19.97

£22.32

Guarantee
The warranty varies from one product to another, up to three years in some cases. Many item:
also carry our no-quibble 14-day money back guarantee. Please ask for details. Statutory right:
unaffected.

Est. 1984

RISC OS

4

£116.32

OCTOBER SPECIAL OFFER

Buy RISC OS 4 and purchase an 8.4Gb
Fujitsu hard drive for just £85 + VAT (99.87)

Hard discs NB Check out the

Bargain Box below!

2.5" IDE A3000 A3010

and A3020
170Mb £57.57

210Mb £76.37

340Mb £81.07

510Mb £96.35
810Mb £135.12

1Gb £141.00

1.3Gb £139.82

2.1Gb £152.75

3.2Gb £164.50

The A3020 will require partitioning software
for drives larger than 510Mb £29.37

Other drive sizes available. Part

exchanges considered,

3.5" IDEA4000A5000,
A300, 440/1

420Mb

540Mb

1Gb

2.1Gb

£47.00

£57.57

£69.32

£76.37

The A4000/A5000 require partitioning software for
drives over 510Mb £29.37

RISC PC/A7000
540Mb

1Gb

2.1Gb

4.3Gb

6.4Gb

8.5Gb

£57.57

£69.32

£76.37

£84.60

£99.87

£111.62

In order to use an IDE drive, the A3000. A3010. A300 and -100/1machines require an IDE interface (i/0.
The costof this variesdependingon the featuresrequired. Example price;
170MbforA3000/A3010 inc. i/f £92.82

Not sure what's required lo lit a hard
disc? Confused by the different options?

Just ask for our free data sheet.
£81.07

170Mb hard drive system.
Suits any machine fitted

with a backplane.
Limited stock.

Bargain Box

NB Manyof the itemsin this section are second hand,and the list is constantlychanging.
Therefore please ring to check availability before placing an order.

3.5" IDE drives (Type,Qty, Price) 450Mb Seagate 1 £38.77
500Mb Quantum 1 £41.12

40Mb NEC 2 £11.75 500Mb Maxtor 1 £41.12

50Mb Quantum 2 £12.92 730Mb Quantum 5 58.75
60Mb Conner 1 £14.10 1.7Gb Seagate £66.97
80Mb Western Digital 1 £17.62 2.5Gb Western Digital 2 £72.85
110Mb Conner 1 £19.97 3.2Gb Fujitsu 1 £84.60
130Mb Seagate 2 £23.32 4.3Gb Seagate £88.12
160Mb Seagate 2 £25.85 6.5Gb Seagate 2 £99.87
160Mb Conner 4 £25.85 8.4 Gb Fujitsu £104.57
170Mb Seagate 1 £25.85

200Mb Conner 1 £30.55 An IDE interface suitable for most of Ihe
200Mb Western Digital 1 £30.55 above drives can be purchased for only
230Mb Conner 1 £31.72 £29.37 when bought with one of the above
250Mb Fujitsu 2 £35.25 drives. Larger units (>500Mb) may require
250Mb IBM 2 £35.25 partitioning software when used on pro-
250Mb Western Digital 1 £35.25 RISC PC machines. Please phone for

260Mb Seagate 2 £35.25 details. A mountingbracketis an additional
400Mb Conner 4 £37.60 £ 1,76". Example price: 40Mb Seagate with

400Mb Seagate 2 £37.60 interface and mounting bracket £42.88.

Various Various Cont.

1Mb A3010 computer £125.00 Backplane A7000 £45.82
Hewlett Packard SVGA monitor £65.00 Rise PC PSU (Second user) £70.50
Both the above, only £150.00 Alsystcms SCSI 2 card £111.62
Strong ARM inc R03.7 £273.77 PC Keyboard £17.62
170Mb Hard Disc for A310 £81.07 Keyboard encoder A300-A4000 £45.82
l-2MbA3010 £17.62 PLCC extraction tool £2.35

4Mb A3000 ram upgrade £23.50 ROM extractor tool £2.35

A3000 PSU £17.62 56K modem £69.32

400/1-RiscPC floppy drive £23.50 Fan kit (300 scries) £8.22
Mouse A300-Risc PC £14.10 Fan filters (pack of 5) £3.52
Mouse A7000/A7000+ £17.62 486 clip-on cooling fan £7.05
RISCOS3.il £29.37 Dongle Dangle £7.05
RISC OS 3.70 £45.82 VIDC (New) £34.07
RISC OS carrier board A300/400 £ 11.75 VI DC (Second user) £8.22
Input/Output (I/O) card £34.07 IOC (Second user) £8.22
A5000 2-4Mb ram upgrade £23.50 ARM3 25Mhz £57.57

Backplane for Rise PC £34.07 540Mb 3.5" SCSI drive £58.75

Tel. (01752) 777106. Fax (01752) 777830. email: sales.ifel@argonet.co.uk Web: http://www.argonet.co.uk/ifel



Everything for Acorns!
Wide range of spares and
consumables slocked:-

PSUs for all Acorns,

Batteries for A5000,
A310,A4& Master,

A4 Chargers, Mice,
Cables Internal &

external many types,
Keyboards new &
refurbished.

Floppy Drives 5.25,
3.25, 800K& 1.6MB,

Ink & Toner Cartridges
for many Printers
and much more...

Data transferred from

old formats. BBC DFS,

ST506, Pan.PD. Syquest
105MB/270 drives etc.

Plustek OpticPro A4 1200x600 inc. Acorn S/W & Slide unit £180

Plustek OpticPro 1200x600 inc. Acorn S/W £140

Epson Scanner GT7000 SCSI 1200x600 with S/W £260 inc Film unit £325

PC Card 5x86 133MHz 512k Cache £225 NEW Price

With Part exchange:- £90 CJE586 128k, £125 Acorn 586 &£170 DX2/66
Second Hand 100MHz cards from £100

IIYAMA 17" Visionmaster Pro 0.25mm ag £350

32 Speed IDE CD ROM Drive £60

CD ReWriter SCSI Yamaha 4416 with S/W (needs SCSI interface) £345

Acorn C++ HALF PRICE £125

RiscOS PRMs Vol 1-4 HALF PRICE £55

56K V90 Modem £80

RiscPC backplane £30 A7000 Backplane £30

8.4GB IDE IBM/Quantum Fireball Hard Disc £135

Second Hand RiscPCs

600s from £480, StrongARM from £800
(when available)

A7000s From £350

A7000+'Foundation' or 'Extreme' £825

StrongARM
Upgrades

Revision 'V

Now available

£292

RiscOS 4 £120

Fitting & HD reformatting Service
£25 or £15 with New Hard Drive

Courier collection & return also available.

100MB Zip Drives from £85

NEW 250MB Zip Drive SCSI Ext. £185, Printer Port version with S/W £215, Int. IDE £165

17.2GB IDE Hard Disc £280 18.2GB SCSI Hard Disc £680

Acorn Access+ Interfaces RiscPC NIC 10d2&t£110,10b2only £80

Access+ A3020/4000 10b2 £90 A3000/3020/4000 10b2&T £90

DRAM SIMMs for RiscPCs 32Mb £60, 64Mb £95 & 128Mb £200

K /

S/H Acorn

A4

£550

Acorn Advance Wordprocessor, Spreadsheet, Database &Graphs £58

EAGLE M2 Video & Audio Digitiser RRP £387 S/H £250

All prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& Delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.

CJE Micro's

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

CJE4DV34 Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cje.co.uk http://www.cje.co.uk

StrongARM Compatible Game Compendiums
Saloon Cars Deluxe £25 Holed Out Comp. £25 Chocks Away Comp. £25

Upgrades availablefrom £6

Other StrongARM Compatible titles
Anagram Genius £20, Cataclysm £20, Chopper Force £30, Cyber Chess £30,

Demon's Lair £20, Drifter £30, Groundhog £12, Logic Mania £20,
Pandora's Box £20, StuntRacer 2000 £25, WimpGame £20.

The Fourth Dimension,
78 Brighton Road,

Worthing, West Sussex
BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 213361

Fax: 01903 523679

Email: 4d@cje.co.uk
Web: www.cje.co.uk/4d/

Prices and specifications are correct
at the time of going to press. All prices

are fully inclusive. E&OE.



MIDI Controllers

Keep
Part seven of Michael

Cowgill's series on
MIDI controllers

control
have the device connected to a

computer - playing a note on the
keyboard plays the internal sound
generator, sends a NoteOn message
through MIDI Out into the computer
where (if a software MIDI Thru is
enabled) it is copied to MIDI In and
is played a second time, though a
fraction of a second later.

Most MIDI software now allows

you to disable a software MIDI Thru,
thus eliminating the problem, but
switching off local control can also be
useful when you want to hear the
sounds from the computer's point of
view - there may be a difference in
the patch selected for a particular
track for example. Obviously devices
without keyboards do not respond to
this message.

All Notes Off is similar to the All
Sounds Offcontroller mentioned
earlier, except that sounds are
allowed to complete their assigned
envelope. The last four controllers
are associated with the four MIDI

Operation Modes listed in Table II.
You will need to consult your
manufacturer's documentation about

the way your device responds to
these as they vary, but XG devices do
not recognise operation modes 1 or 2,
and treat controllers 124 and 125 as

All Notes Off messages.

Operation modes
A word about the Operation Modes
themselves: The term Omni refers to

the ability of the device's sound
generators to respond to more than
one channel at once. In other words

Mode 1 Omni On/Poly

Mode 2 Omni On/Mono

Mode 3 Omni Off/Poly
Mode 4 Omni Off/Mono

No. Description Data

120 All Sound Off 0

121 Reset All Controllers 0

122 Local Control 0

123 All Notes Off 0

124 Omni Off 0

125 Omni On 0

126 Mono On 0-16

127 Polv On 0

Table II:Channel ModeMessages

all MIDI messages are sent to all
sound generators on the device, no
matter which channel they have been
assigned to. This is why modern
multi-timbral devices like the Sound

Canvas or the DB50XG will only
recognise Modes 3 and 4 where
Omni is set to off. If Omni could be

set to on, the cacophony would be
unimaginable.

Mono and Poly (Monophonic and
Polyphonic), refer to the potential
number of notes the synth can play
at once. Those of you who read my
article on Portamento may remember
that I advised them to set parts using
portamento to a monophonic setting,
and you may also find it expedient to
set parts to Mono when
programming instruments like
trombones, or clarinets, which can
only play one note at once.

Well, that's me done. Perhaps you
will hear from me in a future MIDI

related series. Until then: ___^.
Happy music-making! M f? I*J

Contacting me J
I can be contacted by e-mail at::

mcowgill@scoremac.demon.co.uk

33

This month we are looking at
Channel Mode Messages,
which provide global control
of your synth or sound

module: I have listed them in Table I

together with their data bytes for
you to look at.

The first two messages were not
defined in the original MIDI 1.0
specification, being added as part of
the General MIDI recommendations
in 1991,all GM devices are required
to recognise them.

Silence is golden
The main use of the All Sounds Off
controller is as a panic button; when
you have umpteen stuck notes
blaring away on your sound module,
and don't want to lose your Sys Ex
settings by using a GM or XG reset,
sending an All Sounds Offmessage
on all channels will silence the

racket, the envelopes being reduced
to zero as soon as possible.

I often use the Reset All Controllers
message as part of the initialisation
bar of sequences, as it returns a key
number of controllers to the default
state, however it should be used with
care, as not all controllers may be
reset (for instance XG devices don't
rpset filter and envelope controllers),
so check your manufacturer's
documentation before use. GM
devices reset controllers as follows:

• Pitch bend is centred

• Channel pressure is zeroed
# Modulation is zeroed

# Expression is set to maximum
(data value of 127)

# Sustain is set to Off

(data value of 0)
• RPN is set to Null

The Local Control message is only
relevant to MIDI devices with

keyboards, and determines whether
the keyboard controls the internal
sounds or not. The usual reason for

switching local control off is a
phenomenon known as MIDI Echo,
which sometimes occurs when you Table I:MIDIOperation Modes J
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Gene S

* Rise 0S4 Authorised Installer

* Rise 0S4 Registered Developer
* Authorised Acorn Dealer

* Apple Dealer
* IBM Pc Compatible Reseller

Services Offered

* Custom made Mac's & P.C.'s

* Peripherals & Consumables
* Technical support & advice
* Over 10 yrs of experience

Computer specialist for Business, Home and Education free onsite
consultation available. Training sessions bookable at good rates.
Printing, layout, artwork, photographic manipulation, services offered.

Web site at Http://www.genesys.org.uk E-Mail sales@genesys.org.uk

Address :- Contact :-
41, Riviera Drive Voice 01702 462385
Southend-on-Sea Fax 01702 469224

Essex SS1 2QT Mobile 0850 553356

Authorised Registered

gf. 99

NoticeBoar

Professional
NoticeBoard Pro is one of the
most advanced programs for

creating and running stand-afon
rolling displays and slideshow

presentations on RISC O
computers

Single user: £37.00
Site licence: £110

NoticeBoard Pro is a powerful yet easy to use
design and presentation system that will run on
all RISC OS computers from 3.10 up.

A Programs can be created using Sprites, ArtWorks,
Drawfiles, JPEGs and the new Cerilica Vantage
program, and you can add sound!

• The many in-built features give complete control
over presentations, including forward and backward
slide movement in slideshow programs, and production
of stand-alone programs to run on other computers and
with digital projectors.
NoticeBoard Pro enables you to present a series of
pictures and/or words with automatic or user-controlled
timedelay between slides. Its many uses include:
A Product promotion at Exhibitions, etc. A School
Open Day presentations and other special events
A Information points in Offices, Libraries, Schools and
other locations A Fund-raising activities
The only limits are the size ofyourhard drive andyour

imagination!

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carisbroke Road, Harpenden, Herts UKAL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
No VAT. Post &packing forUKand Europeadd £1.50

Other countries £5.00



Competition

We've gotten together with APDL to offer five copies of Wizards Apprentice to
some lucky readers, who can answer the following questions (correctly - Ed):

1. In which Disney film 2. Which classic game 3. What was the first

does a Wizards by Orlando was game for the BBC
Apprentice section released for the Rise Micro?

(starring Mickey
Mouse) feature?

PC last year?

A. Zalaga
A.Snapper
B. Ankh

A. Fantasia B. Arcadians C.Exodus

B. Dumbo C. Frak

C. The Lion King

When you have a complete set of answers, fill in the relevant boxes (or send
a letter) to Wiz AppCompetition, Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

The prize will be drawn on 1st December 1999, and the Editors decision is
final. Nobody associated with Fantasia Software, APDL or Acorn User may
enter this competition. A full list of prize winners will be available upon
receipt of a stamped addressed envelope to the editorial address.

To enter fill in this simple entry form
below:

The answer to question one is:

The answer to question two is:

Theanswer to question three is: [_

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

E-mail:

J Tick ifyou do not want lorecieveany
mailingsfromoilier companies
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Objects of
Greg Scott extends
his knowledge of

polymorphism

This month we'll see how

arrays of objects are treated in
C++. The mysteries of Virtual
Functions and Polymorphism

are also uncovered. The quest
continues:

In C++, it is both possible and
practical to have arrays of objects.
The syntax for handling object arrays
is very similar to any other type of
variable. Consider this simple
example, which uses a ten-element
array of classes:

class basic

{
int index;
public:
void idx_set(int a) { index=a; }
// sets index var.

int idx_show() { return index; }
// returns it.

}?
main()

{
basic arr[10];
int x,y;
for(y=0,x=9; x>=0; x-,y++)

arr[y].idx_set(x); // set
classes as 9,8,...

for(x=0; x<10; x++)

printf("%d\n",arr[x].idx_show());

}

The program lists the numbers 9,8,7...
0 on the screen. We can see from the

code that standard forms of indexing
are used for arrays of classes. More
complicated circumstances arise when
using arrays and class constructor
functions.

Arguments
for class arrays
Consider the two following class
definitions and associated array
declarations:

class easy

{

October 1999 http://www.acornuser.com

desire
int a;
public:
easy(int x) { a=x; }

};
class hard

{
int a,b,c;

public:
hard(int x,int y,int z) { a=x;

b=y; c=z; }

};
mainQ

{
easy a_one[4]={3,4,l,100};
hard a_two[4]={

hard(3,l,l),

hard(l,0,2),
hard(242,21,2),

hard(0,0,0)

};
};

In this example, the declaration of
the easy class is trivial - we specify
the four different constructor

parameters (one for each element of
the array, 0 to 3) using the usual
array-initialisation syntax. However,
because the hard class takes three

parameters, a longer initialisation
system has to be used. One argument
cases can also adopt the use of this
syntax, though the shorthand
method is preferred.

Cases may arise where constructor
initialisation of an object is
unnecessary. However, to simply omit
parameters in the declaration will
lead to a compile-time error. A clever
solution is to overload the constructor

function with a parameterless
version. Here is an example:

class raise

{
int a,b;
public:
misc(int x,int y) { a=x; b=y; }
misc() { a=b=0; } // overload

constructor

};
main()

{
raise one[3]={

misc(0,0),
misc(l,0),
misc(0,l) };

misc twoflOO]; // uses
overloaded version

};

Pointers to classes
A pointer to a class behaves just like
a pointer to other types of variable.
To access members of a class given a
pointer to it, we use the '->' operator
in place of the standard dot operator.
The next excerpt shows how to
access class members using pointer
referencing:

class my_class

{
int a;

public:

int b;

set_a(int x) { a=x; }

}}
main()

before variable after variable

increment

syntax
operator++() operator++(int x)

decrement

syntax
operator () operator-(int x)

Prefix (before) andPostfix (after) Overloading



{
my_class x;
ray_class *point; // pointer to
'my_class'
point=&x; // point to 'x'
point->set_a(5); // access function
point->b=0; // access public
variable

point->a=7; // error, access
private variable

}

The pointer to the class x is defined
in the normal way. Similarly, the '&'
operator is used to provide the
address of the object. Notice how
both member methods (functions)
and properties are accessed using the
'->' operator. The last line of the
program gives a compile time error
because a is a private member of
my_class.

Just as we can increment pointers
to move through an array of, say,
integers, we can use an object pointer
to access elements of a class array.
This month's first example could be
re-written to use pointer indexing:

basic arr[10],*poi;
int x;

poi=arr; // assign
&arr[0]

for(x=9; x>=0; x-)

{
poi->idx_set(x); // set

classes as 9,8,...

poi++; // next
class

}

poi=arr; // re-assign
&arr[0]

for(x=0; x<10; x++)

{
printf("ld\n",(poi)-

>idx_show());
poi++;

}

C++ has type-checking facilities
which restricts a pointer of one type
from pointing to an object of another
type. The one exception is that a base
class pointer can to point to any
object derived from that base. This is
not true the other way around - a
pointer of a derived type may not
point to an object of its base type.

Lastly, a base class pointer can
only access members of a derived
class which originally belonged to
that base.

The this pointer
No, not that pointer, this pointer!
Seriously, there is indeed a
special instance of an object pointer

called the this pointer, and (as we
shall see) the boffins at ANSI
couldn't have chosen a more

appropriate name.
When a member function is

called, the this pointer is automat
ically passed to the function,
implicitly.

It points to the actual instance of
the object which called the member
function. To understand the use of

this, consider the following class that
returns the integer average of three
numbers:

class av

{
int a,b,c;
public:
av(int x,int y,int z){ a=x; b=y;
c=z; }

calc_av() { int d; d=(a+b+c)/3;
return d; }

}}
main()

{
av one(5,6,12);

printf("average is
%d\n",one.calc_av());

}

Within the class functions, members
can be accessed directly, with no
need for additional referencing. The
statement:

Literally means that the variable c
belonging to the object that invoked
the function will be assigned the
value of z. Using the this pointer, the
same expression can be written
differently:

this->c=z;

So, in the program above, the this
pointer points to the copy of the
object called one; The entire av()
function could be written using this
expanded notation, but it isn't
needed.

Operator overloading
Introduced last month, operator
overloading lets us re-write the
behaviour of almost all C++'s

operators (+,-,.,--, and so on). Let us
look at how this can be used in

overloading the '++' unary operator:

class twin

{
int va,vb;
public:
twin(int x=0) { va=vb=x;}
show() { printf("%d %d\n",va,vb); }
twin operator++() { this->va++;

this->vb++; }

};
main()

{
twin s(5);
s.show();

++s;

s.show();

+Hs;

s.showQ;

}

Although there is no need for
the expanded use of this in our
example, it does help illustrate the
effect of the operator overload. A
better application of the this pointer
is in overloading the assignment
operator. An example program
(file 'eg7') can be found on the cover
disc.

In the example above we've only
overloaded the prefix form of the
increment operator, but how do we
distinguish between the prefix and
postfix versions? Fortunately, C++
gives us two different forms of the
overload syntax in this case, which
are illustrated in Figure I. The value
of the x variable will be zero - it is

used purely as a 'marker' to
distinguish between the two
functions.

Friend style
You can overload an operator using a
friend function (covered last month).
Because afriend function is not a
member of a class, it doesn't get
passed a this pointer. Therefore, an
overloadedfriend operator is passed
all operands explicitly. Here is an
example:

class obj

{
int a,b;
public:
obj (int x,int y) { a=x; b=y;}
obj() {a=b=0;}
show() { printf("%d %d\n",a,b); }
friend obj operator+(obj one,obj
two);

// include friend declaration

};
obj operator+(obj one,obj two)
// friend defined outside class

{ ,
obj temp;
temp.a=one.a+two.a;

temp.b=one.b+two.b;
return temp;

}
main()

{
obj three(3,3):
obj four(4,4);
three.show();
four.show();
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3.5" IDE Hard Discs I Public Domain. Shareware and other low cost hardware and software for RISC-OS computers

Blitz
I The ultimate super fast IDE
I interface for your Rise PC.
I Over 7 Mlb per second! See
I separated advert onpage??

Drive Plus i/face

210 Mb £39 £81

420 Mb £49 £87

540 Mb £57 £105

1.2 Gb £69 £116

2.1 Gb £76 £123

2.5 Gb £79 £126

3.2 Gb £82 £129
4.2 Gb £89 £136

6.3 Gb £99 £148

8.2 Gb £117 £164
12.7 Gb £149 £196
17.7 Gb £194 £241

18.8 Gb 5M" £209 £256

'Plus ilface price includes an
APDL fast IDE interface.

Part-exchange available if
you need
Please ph

a bigger drive.
one for prices.

2.5" IDE Hard Discs

A3020 3010/3000

30 Mb £36 £79
80 Mb £49 £97

120 Mb £53 £103

170 Mb £60 £110

210 Mb £66 £116

250 Mb £72 £122

330 Mb £79 £129
420 Mb £86 £136
512Mb £93 £143
1.8 Gb - £149

A3010/3000 includes APDL IDE
interface, A3020 includes fitting kit
Larger sizes and HD+CD available

Is here!

SCSI Hard Discs
210 Mb £29
420 Mb h/h £49
1Gb £74

4.2 Gb h/h £149
4.2 Gb £159

8.7 Gb h/h £229

IDE CD ROM drives
Internal

Drive with all cables and drivers

for RO 3.6+ where required
36x £47
40x £49

DriveincludingAPDL IDE interfac^
36x £94
40x £96

External
Drive in case with power supply and
including an APDL IDE interface.

Probably the best way to fit a CD to a
pre- RISC-PC machine.

36x £151
40x £153

CD ROM driver software

Works withmostATAPl CDs eg..Pioneer
Goldstar. Panasonic, Lite-on, Mitsumi,
Sony, Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba, Sanyo, etc.
Includes CDFS for use with RO 3.5.
Intended for RPC but can be usedwith
an A5000. Onlv £8 or £7 with a drive

RiscPC and A7000 RAM
8Mb £8

16Mb £25

32Mb £47

32 Mb High Clearance £52

64Mb from £79
128 Mb from £149
2 Mb VRAM £69
1 Mb to 2 Mb exchange £47

Datafile PD CDs
PD CD - 3 £6.50

PD CD-4 £8.50

PD CD - 5 £6.50

"p*
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JV" m PD Library
felfiSllM^ the Data//te

Prices include VAT and UK carriage except hard drives add £5 for internal drives, £8 external
This is onlya fraction of whatwehaveavailable. Wealsohavethousands of discsPD and Shareware and around500discs of
Acorn format clipart.For a full catalogue on 800K or 1.6Mb disc please send50por two 1stclassstampsor see our website.

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN ••
Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181488 0487 www.apdl.cc.uk/ i—

APDL Public Domain, Clip Art and other CDs
APDL PD-1 £12.50

APDL PD-2 £12.50

DTP-1 and DTP-2 £14.50

DTP-3 £17.50

DTP-1 plus DTP-2 plus DTP-3,

DTP-4 £19.50

Games CD 1 £7.90

Games CD 2 £7.90

SkullSOft Collection £9.90

Soft Rock Collection £9.90

Fantasy Pictures £7.90

£16.50

Earth in Space £9.90
Earth Data £9.90

Wizard Apprentice £14.90

The best PD CD from the best PD library. Over 1,800 programs and utilities,
more than 100 novels, etc. No games, clip art, music, or other non-serious stuff.

Around 700 games and novelties, over 250 games cheats and over 200 demos,
plus over 2,000 music files and more than 550 digitised sound samples.

Each have over 500Mb of clip art files, all ready to use in Acorn Draw, Sprite
or Artworks format. Ideal for use in education.

Third highly acclaimed APDI. clip art CD. Over 720Mb of material. Great for
schools or anyone who needs a huge collection of clip art at a sensible price.

ust £34.50
Our latest clip art CD. Over 12,000 images, plus more than 400 Artworks files
and 170 high quality colour pictures. All catalogued complete with thumbnails

A collection of twenty of the best PD games of all types. Ready to run direct
from the CD on almost any machine. Hours of fun for an unbeatable price.

Our Games Collection No. 1 CD was so popular we've done it again. Another
twenty of the best best games at a real budget price.

A great budget priced games CD from APDL. Full versions of three popular
games from Skullsoft, !Arya, JXenocide and !Plig

Six classic games from Soft Rock Software, plus a new version of [Trellis, the
adventure game creator/interpreter with two adventures

By request from our customers, the pictures from the Fantasy section of the
APDL catalogue. Lots of Sword 'n Sorcery pics and many others

A CD ideal for schools. All the things we know you want. Over 5,000 Acorn
format clip art images, 100's of e-texts, over 300 useful programs, and more.

Pictures, databases, information on stars, planets, moons, space missions, etc.
etc. A massive amount of data at a realistic price.

Geographical database with a huge variety of data and statistics on every
country. Simple menu-based interface. Including lEarthmap

Have you got what it takes to become a Wizard? 100 levels of this great game
with superb graphics and sound. RISC-PC only

Now with eight games. AlfaXLS, Pharoahs Secret Tombs, Last Cybermoch,
Sea Trek, Caves of Confusion, Robocatch, Gold Run and Jewels of Jezabar.

APDL id IDE interface General software
No complicated setting up. It's self-configuring so just plug it in!
Uses DMA (Direct Memory Access) on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the
built in IDE interface or others which don't use DMA.

• Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
• Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.
• Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
• Software in flash EEPROM for easy update (including VProtect).
• Supports the new range of Syquest SparQ low cost 1Gb removable drives.
• Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs
• Fits A310, A400, A5000, A540, A7000 and any RiscPC.

All these features for the incredibly low price of just £52
A version for the A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available with all the
above features. Supports two internal and two external devices - £62

L Paralell Port Syquest drive
The 1Gb SparQ drive is the ideal solution for backing up larger hard drives
where old technology like a Zip drive just isn't realistic. Big enough to hold
lots of data, and with our software you aren't restricted to just RISC-OS 3.6+
but can use it on any machine with a bi-directional printer port including the
A5000,A3010etc. as well. With Acorn and DOS driver software, just £199

Ancestor +
We've promised it before, but it's available at last! The long awaited successor
to Graham Crow's highly popular genealogy program Ancestry, previously
sold byMinerva. Upgrades from Ancestry 1and Ancestry 2available. Can use |
Ancestry 1 files and we're working on a converter for Ancestry 2. Only £59

ACE 586 PC cards
Available with 128K cache from just £199 or 512K cache from £299. We can
offer a trade in against your old card, which makes it even cheaper. Good
performance for Windows at a sensible APDL price.

Faster PC - £20 The alternative XT PC
emulator. Works on any model with 2Mb|
RAM from A3000 to Strong ARM RPC.

PowerBase - £15 Popular extremely I
powerful but very easy to use database.
With examples, tutorials and printed
manuals. Better than most products costing
many times the price. Does everything that|
99% of database users will ever need.

MenuBar - £15 The verybestpull-down |
menu system. An absolute essential for any
hard disc user. You can switch between upl
to 30 different menu bars. Incredibly easy to |
set up, add items to menus, move them, etc.

Tiger - £15 Lets you use very longl
descriptive filenames. Unlike some products
this is very robust as it works in parallel
with the filer so can't corrupt discs.
WorkTop - £15 Switch between upto30 J

different environments with a single mouse
click. Stars the tasks you require, opens
directories, loads files, changes screen mode.
Just like moving to another computer. An |
essential productivity tool.

Joy Connect joystick podule
Works with most games. Podule with one|
joystick £42 Extra joysticks £6 each.

Connect 32 fast SCSI
We have a limited number of these very fast
interfaces (up to 7.5 Mb/sec) at only £109

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security

(DataWSAFE

A new idea from APDL, Data Safe consists of an external case to hold a 3.5" IDE
hard drive, connected to your machine's printer port. This gives a large capacity
portable drive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, secure
data storage and transport. The filer has all the features of our ideA card so you
can partition drives, password protect partitions, etc. Great for schools. Supply
your own drive or we'll fit one for you.
Data Safe Super has the drive fitted in a removable drawer. You can fit a similar
drawer to your Rise PC (best if you use our IDE card) and then just unplug the
drive from the RPC and transfer data to another machine using the Data Safe.

Prices start at £104 or with 3.2Gb drive just £185 6.3 Gb only £203



three=three+four;
three.show();

}

Friend functions can also be used to
overload the increment and decrement

operators, although a different syntax
must be used. Usually, the overloaded
versions of these two operators will
change the operand that invoked the
function. However, because there is no
this pointer for a friend function to
use, we need another way to alter the
actual values of the parameters
passed.

Astute readers will recall

something called a reference (covered
in part two), which is the perfect
solution for the job. By specifying a
parameter as a reference (preceding
its declaration with a '&'), any
changes made to it inside the
function affect the actual operand
that generated the call.

Let's see how a (prefix) friend
operator++() function could be
defined in this way:

obj operator++(obj &var)

{
var.a++;

var.b++;

return var;

}

Remembering the marker system
used to distinguish between the post
and prefix versions of'++' and '--', a
postfix function prototype would
need to specify the marker as a
second parameter:

obj operator++(obj &var,int x);

Polymorphism
Overloaded functions and operators
allow multiple methods to be
controlled by a single, common
interface.

This is an example of compile-time
polymorphism, or 'early binding'
(that is, all information required to
make a call is known at compile
time). Run-time polymorphism (or
'late binding') is achieved using
virtual functions.

A virtual function is declared as

virtual in a base class and redefined

by derived class. To declare a
function as virtual, we precede its
declaration with the virtual keyword.
The redefinition of the function in the

derived class completely overrides
the initial base definition.

A virtual function acts like a set of

guidelines, providing the basis
of an interface and allowing the
redefinition of the virtual function by
a derived class to implement specific
methods.

When accessed in the usual way,
virtual functions behave just as any
other member function. Run-time

polymorphism can only be
accomplished because of the
behaviour of virtual functions when

accessed via a pointer.
As we've already seen this month,

a base class pointer can point to any
class type derived from that base.
The magic of virtual functions is that
the version of the function to be

called is based upon the type of
object pointed to by the pointer. Let's
see an example:

class b

{
public:

virtual void f()
{ printf("base class

function.\n"); }

class dl : public b

{
public:
void f()

{ printf("derived class 1
function.\n"); }

}?
class 62 : public b

{
public:

void f()
{ printf("derived class 2

function.\n"); }

}?
main()

{
b *poi,one;
dl two;

d2 three;

poi=&one;
poi->f(); // call base f()
poi=&two;
poi->f(); // call dl f()
poi=&three;
poi->f(); // call d2 f()

}

The output from this program is:

base class function,

derived class 1 function,

derived class 2 function.

This output shows how the correct
version of f() has been called in each

case. The virtual f() function is
declared in the base class using the
virtual keyword (it can be omitted

from subsequent redefinitions). The
pointer poi is a base class pointer,
and as such is allowed to point to all
derived class types.

The virtual property of a
function itself is inherited, so when a
derived class acts as a base to a

further derivation, virtual functions
can still be redefined. If a virtual

function is not redefined by a
derived class definition, the base
class version is used. Here is an

example:

class b

{
public:

virtual void f()

{ printf("base class
function.\n"); }

}?
class dl : public b

{
public:

void f()

{ printf("derived class 1
function.\n"); }

}?
class d2 : public dl

{
public:

//no redefinition of f()

};
main()

{
b *poi,one;

dl two;

d2 three;

poi=&one;

poi->f(); // call base f()
poi=&two;

poi->f(); // call dl f()
poi=&three;

poi->f(); // call d2 f(), using dl

f()

}

The output from this example is:

base class function,

derived class 1 function,

derived class 1 function.

Because there was no redefinition of

f() in the d2 class declaration, the
closest "relative" was used. In this

case it was the version belonging to
dl (from which d2 was derived).

Next month
Next month we'll continue with

polymorphism and virtual functions,
and pay a lot more attention to our
Matrices project (which we haven't
really had time for this
month). EEE>
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Supporting users in Central and North England

Saturday 20th November 1999
The National Motorcycle Museum,

Birmingham

Doors open from 10am until 4.30pm

Adults £2.50

ARM Club members £1.50
Children under 16 FREE (accompanied byan adult)

# Latest products • Charity Briny & Buy
# Special show discounts # Demo your programs
# Hobbyist/Games area # Meet fellow enthusiasts

(Refreshments available)

Free bus shuttle from train station

Phone: (01785) 714535
Email: ralph@armclub.org.uk

http://www.arniciub.org.uk/shows/midlands

Single Width I/O Card
Compatible with the original Acorn double width I/O
card. It provides the 1MHz Bus, User Port and ADC
interfaces of the original BBC Microcomputer. A PCI
version of this card is planned as a migration product.

High Speed Internet Access
Uses the Dual High Speed Serial Card. Baud rates up
to 230,400. Dramatically improves communication
speed for pre-Risc PC computers. Compatible with all
popular Internet software. Modem, cable, card and
software bundles available.

12 Bit Analogue to Digital Converter
A card that provides 8 channels, input voltage range
-5V to +5V, up to 333,000 samples per second and
separate 8 bit digital input and output ports.

We also supply: Desktop Fortran 77, IEEE488
Interface Cards, 16 Bit Parallel I/O Interface Cards,
STEbus Interface Cards, complete computer systems
including PC's, Monitors, Printers, Scanners, Memory,
Hard Discs, CD-ROM Drives, Spares, etc.

Contact the Sales Office for further details

intelligent Interfaces Ltd
P O Box 80, Eastleigh, Hants, S053 2YX
Tel: 01703 261514 Fax: 01703 267904

e-mail: sales@intint.demon.co.uk
URL: http://www.intint.demon.co.uk

Don't risk missing
your copy of

4C0RNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

] I will collect
J I would like itdelivered to my home

Name

Address

.Postcode.

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Circulation Manager, Darren Whiteman on 01625 878888.

C2

GOrisvftmcienQ
umrAcorn Computer Specialist^

with Teaching Experience

Computers for home and
school with an educational

flavour.

We provide a range of services
from a complete system
including software and training,
to an individual ink cartridge.

Tel - 01225 764863 Fax - 01225 350860

email - support@its.gb.com
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A3 Universal ConceptKeyboard with
Acorn serial cable, £130, new and boxed.
Offers. Tel: 01268 785184 (Essex). PC386
card for A3020/A4000 also for sale.

Rise PC 700 32Mb, DX4-100,4X CD-
Rom, Yamaha speakers. All manuals.
Impression Style, Studio 24: £550. Tel:
0118 9781849 (Wokingham, Berks).

A5000 4Mb RAM, 500Mb HD, Castle
Tech 16-bit SCSIcard, 4X CD-Rom,
AKF18 monitor. £195 ono. Tel: 01707

646604 (Herts)

Rise PC 600,420Mb HD, 24Mb RAM,
2Mb VRAM, 486 PC card, SCSI card,
CD-Rom, 200Mb Syquest,Turbodriver,
17in AKF80 monitor. Publisher Plus,
Artworks, Windows '85, manuals. VGC:
£750.Tel:0171 734 9982 (London Wl)

A3000s for sale - monitors, RISC OS 3,
4Mb RAM, SCSI cards, manuals and
discs. Exc cond delivery possible. £100
each. A3020s also available. Phone Mike

on 01953681684(Suffolk) for more
details.

4Mb RAM kits for A3020, £15 each.
Other A3020 parts available including
keyboards, casesetc. Phone Mikeon
01953 681684 (Suffolk) for more details.

A5000 "Learning Curve", 2Mb RAM,
80Mb HD. Monitor, manuals,
Impression Style, HP Colour Printer,
Acorn User magazines. Lotsof games
and educational software. Exc cond.

£200 ono. Tel: 0181 679 5458.

Acorn Electron, boxed with manuals, all
leads. Software inc. Elite + manual.

Books plus BBC B,OS1.2needs new RP
socket. Offersor will swap for 32-bit
software. Tel: 01204571836(Bolton,
Lanes)

loads mote
^Caliot425-6lU

itllne Fon_t),_ JJrL,^ Ordinal box ^
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A7000,8Mb RAM, 550Mb HD, CD-Rom,
AKF65 monitor and software. £250. Tel:

01553 675339 (King's Lynn, Norfolk)

A5000, $Mb, 40Mb HD, SCSI interface,
various software inc EasiWriter,
Pipedream 4, graphics utils, loads of
fonts etc. Exc cond with manuals and

disc, £350 ono. Phone Mike on 01953
681684(Suffolk) for more details.

Rise PC 700,16Mb RAM, 2Mb VRAM,
CD-Rom, Scanlight256, PCcard, ANT
Internet Suite, software etc. £650 ono;
also Advance Suite unregistered£30.
Artworks,Studio24, Artpad, £95ono.
Tel:01373 467813(Somerset).

A3010 4Mb RAM, 80Mb HD, 24X CD-
Rom, HP320 printer plus turbodrivers.
Some software. No monitor: £200. Tel:

01925 571203 (Warrington)

Audio Dynamics sound card, RapIDE
card. Oregan MidiWorks, StudioSound
and ProSound.Any reasonable offer. Tel:
01695 50002 daytime (Lanes)

RisePC 600, PC586 upgrade, 4GbSCSI,
406Mb HD, 32X CD-Rom, 15in monitor,
Teletext, modem, ANT Internet Suite:
£500. Tel: 07887 994255 (Milton Keynes)

A3010 2Mb RAM, Monitor, Citizen
colour dot-matrix printer, WP, PC
emulator,joystick. Offers. Tel: 0141 943
1983 (Glasgow)

Wanted: Archimedean Advertiser

newsletter & database of computer
science and technology. RSVP ASAP to:
F4/177 ShirleyRoad, Papatoetoe,
Auckland NZ or Tel: 2781150 (a/h)

A4000 with monitor and educational

software, £120. Tel: 01206 862691
weekdays,8:00am and 4:00pm, after
6th Sept.

Acorn User Free Ads Service

A3000 4Mb RAM, 60MbHD, Impression
2 document processor with manuals and
dongle. Loads of disks, mags, exc.
condition. £125 incl. courierdelivery.
Tel: 01959 522855 (day only) (Kent)

A5000 4Mb, 515Mb HD. 24X CD.
DrawWorks Millennium, FontFX6,
ViVID5000, Sibelius, TextEase,
Impression Publisher. Manuals +
Leads, pwo. £375 no offers, cashonly.
Tel:01204 571836 (Bolton, Lanes)

Rise PC 600,24Mb/420Mb. 8X CD. 17in
monitor. 586 card (new). Software and
manuals, Impression, Windows 3.1,
Excel, Garden Designer. Printer
available: £650. Tel: 01252 871120

(Berks/Surrey)

A3010, 2Mb RAM, 120Mb HD, 14in
monitor,Epson inkjet printer, some
software (inc Imp Style). VGC: £125.
Tel: 01362 698506 (Norwich)

Fully upgraded A310,512Mb SCSI HD,
CD-Rom, 33.6kbs modem, Scanlight
Video, HP Deskjetprinter, monitor:
£250. Tel: David, 0181690 4514(London)

Wanted: A5000/A4000 in good
condition with monitorand, ideally,
inkjetprinter. Will pay c£200 including
carriage or can collect in Suffolkarea.
Tel:Jacob 01359 241129

PC card 486 DX2-66; Eesox 16X IDE
CD-Rom drive. Offers. Tel Nick 01623

555439 (Nottingham)

Acorn games: Birds of War flight sim;
LotusTurbo Challenge 2;Wolfenstein
3D;SimCity; Populous; James Pond;
Interdictor 1 & 2; As new, boxed with
instructions. Offers Tel: 0141 943 1983

(Glasgow)

Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in your
details onthis coupon (25 words maximum, one word perbox below)
and send it to FreeAds, Acorn User, Tau PressLtd, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by e-mail to:
freeads@acornuser.com. Only onead per reader please. Although we
try to publish every ad we receive, we can make no guarantees;

publication isentirely dependent on space andtime constraints. We
may alsopublish free ads on the coverdisc if magazine space isshort.
Please fill in yournameand telephone number below - these will not
be published, but they enable us to contact you in case of any queries.
Please includeyour town/county in each ad to help other readers with
their purchasing decision.
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Walter Briggs
looks at the art

of cut-and-paste

A few months ago there was
such a furore in the press at
the royal wedding of Prince
Edward and Sophie Rhys-

Jones, you'd think there'd been a
royal beheading. The reason for the

roya
click up

commotion in the newspapers was
that the royal photographer had the
audacity to digitally replace Prince
William's rather sullen expression
with a more cheerful one from

another shot, just to create the perfect

picture. 'What right had the
photographer to alter what the
camera had captured?' The 'right',
was the fact that both poses actually
existed; all the photographer had
done was to substitute one for the

other.

Now, the moral of the story is not
for me to comment on, but the
principle of what the photographer
did is the subject of this article.

The ability to alter, rearrange, or
digitally modify a photograph is a
great boon, not only to
photographers, but to anyone with a
photo album. Simon Anthony has
been showing how to do this with
basic RISC OS tools, we'll look at
using the professional software.

There are so many reasons to
want to change a photograph. As we
will see in this article, you might

Figure II:An revoir Uncle joe

Figure I:The offending Uncle joeandtheBride andGroom
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Figure III: Alone at last

want to remove someone, combine
two images into one, or simply
change the location. Most of the
technique is limited to 'cut and
paste', though the use of masks and
the advantage of layers makes life a
lot simpler.

Relative removal
Take for example the first set of
photographs: we find that Uncle Joe
(Figure I) has now departed the
family, and so the happy couple have
decided to remove him from the

wedding album. In this case the
easiest option is to cut around the
unwanted Uncle, and remove him
from the scene (Figure II).

Once Uncle Joe
had departed, the
foliage behind the
couple needed to
be rearranged. This

FigureIV: Oops, she's dropped something

was to a large degree another case of
cut and paste, with a little cloning
thrown in. Since the foliage behind
the group was so dark, it wasn't
difficult to cut out a few leaves and

stick them in the vacant space.
The path and garden needed a

little more work, so one of the stones
from the edge of the path was cut
out, resized and dropped into the
garden at the edge of the crazy
paving. With a little blending, a little
soft smudging and a dash of
airbrushing the paving was extended
to fill the deserted spot. Et viola! The
bride and groom now stand alone
(Figure III). This is the simplest form
of altering a photograph, and
probably the most common, but let
us try something just a little more
challenging.

Little Miss Muffet
The original photograph used in our
next mission was of the bride

bending down (Figure IV); this was
to be part of an arrangement for the
first page of the photograph album,
with the bride in this pose at the top,
the groom reaching up from below.

Unfortunately the photographer
forgot how he had arranged the
bride, and so when later examining
the various shots, he found the
groom in exactly the same pose as
his new wife!

Nevertheless, this image was
salted away until I discovered it and
decided it was an ideal subject for
this article. The original concept was
interesting and the pose rather

unique; all it needed was a reason for
'being' - and the magical addition of
a little bridesmaid seemed to do the

trick. This time we're not just
removing individuals from a scene,
we are relocating them to a new one.

The photograph of the children
sitting together was an interesting
composition in its own right
(Figure V). We just borrowed one to
enhance the 'stooping bride' image.

As with the earlier composition,
the child had to be cut out of the

background very carefully by hand

Figure VI: Our little bridesmaid
pastedonto the new picture

using the cutting tool. But this time
more care was needed, since she was
to appear in another production. I
find that the best way to cut out
anything complicated is to use a
mask: this allows you to see exactly
what will be removed (Figure V).
With packages like Studio24 or
Photodesk the eight-bit masks can be
retained on their own channel.

This means that, at any time in the
future, they can be altered or re-used.
This can be a bonus if, like me, you
spend an age cutting round
something, only to be distracted,
then find you've lost all your work
with the 'scissors'. You can cut out

your object and add it to the
clipboard, from where it can easily
be retrieved at a later date, but
masks are more versatile.

Another point to remember with
smooth subjects like people is that an
anti-aliased edge round your figure
will allow it to blend more naturally
into its new background, so an eight-
bit mask is a great advantage. If you
are using a cutting tool choose an
anti-aliased edge if possible, unless
you are cutting out something with a
hard edge, like a car.

It's possible to use the magic
wand to cut out objects, but with a
complicated background of similar
tones the wand will grab sections
you don't want, so, although it can
take an age, I find doing it by
hand gives me more control -
yet it is still possible to miss details,
as in this instance - part of the
foliage above and to the left of the
child's head was also cut out. In this

case it didn't matter since the hedge
was very similar.

Once the tiny bridesmaid was
removed it was a very simple
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operation to resize her and sit her at
the feet of the bride (Figure VI). I
kept the pole, along with some of the
foliage since it was very similar.
There is a slight difference in the
colour of the dresses, but since I
wasn't sure if this was a difference in

the photography or in the dress
material, I left well enough alone!

Beef-eating in London
Now it's time to move on to another

stage - this time our example needed
its background altered before the
transplant could take place.

This shot of a young girl posing
with a Beefeater in a courtyard at the
Tower of London is not particularly
inspiring, but no doubt a valued
keepsake (Figure VII). All we need to
do is transfer the Beefeater and

victim to a more interesting location.
The main subjects were masked

and carefully removed, having an
'anti-aliased edge'. Their new
position outside the Tower walls was
already occupied so a little digital
surgery was needed.

The youngster to be transferred
was one of the two smaller figures in
the foreground, but the two
individuals lurking alongside would
need to be removed.

It wasn't too difficult to remove

the two unwanted bodies and, since
the youngsters would be covered by
our new arrivals, they were left in

Figure Vlll: Theoriginalbackground
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Figure X: The
two original

images

place. The ivy walls were easy to
clone, and we were soon rid of the
men beneath a swathe of red leaves.

The fencing was also duplicated with
the clone brush, simply mimicking
the features on the left.

It was vital that the clone brush

was kept level with the details it was
copying, otherwise the fence could
run out of line. The rust-coloured ivy
leaves grew in a random pattern just
as nature intended, and so small
sections were cloned from different

areas of the wall.

As expected there
was no need to remove

I the two youngsters
• since our Beefeater and

partner adequately
covered them. As in all

cases you must consider
the lighting; for
example, it would be

incongruous to have your
background lit from the
right, and your subjects
from the left. In this case

the scene is being lit
from the left in both

photographs, though the
intensity does vary.
Nevertheless, the result is

a much more pleasing
composition, with the castle in
the background adding interest
(Figure IX).

Face-2-Face
Now for something a little more
tricky. Instead of simply replanting
someone into another scene, let's see
what can be done to alter the

features of a single subject within a
photograph. The original pair of
images were two action shots, but in
neither was the expression 'just
right'. In the upper one only the
bride was drinking, while in the
lower one the groom was drinking
but the bride had her eyes closed
(Figure X). So it was case of mixing
the drinkers.

Being confident that it would be
easier to use the face in the upper
photograph, I decided the first thing
to do was to see if the face of the

bride could be

adjusted to fit her
posture in the
photograph below
without too much

contortion.

Low and behold,

once resized slightly,
the bride was a

perfect fit.
Because she's

looking down in the
lower photograph,
there would need to

be some re-working
of the bride's face.

At this point I must
make it absolutely

clear that in no way am I referring to
the lovely features of the bride, but
only to the angle of her head. One
advantage of working with layers is



Figure XI: Lowering the opacity toalign layers

the ability to lower the opacity of
any given layer, making it possible to
very accurately line up a number of
images. This meant I could at least
align the drinking hand (Figure XI).

I can see this description getting
me into a lot of trouble! Still, the
transposition of her beautiful
features works very well (Figure XII),
with only the neck, earring and
shoulder needing to be 'touched up'.
Ouch! I should have stayed in the
Tower! It was at this point I realised
that I should have been working on
the groom instead, if only so I could
produce a pleasing description.

There was a little work to do on

the glass and on the shadow beneath
her chin, but fortunately the fingers
and shoulder lined up very closely.
The chin was masked and the

shadow expanded to cover the neck.
It wasn't too difficult to airbrush out

the shadow of the earring and clone
part of the necklace (Figure XIII).

Since the background was dark, it
was easy to gently smudge the hotel
details around the bride's head, until
they merged with the rest of the
decor.Strangely apt, to have a
beheaded bride just after working at
the Tower of London! At any rate the
composition turned out rather well,
with the bride and groom drinking
in tandem (Figure XIV).

Cut 'n' paste paradise
The wedding couple from the
'Relative Removal' section Figure III
were now ready for the final - and
perhaps obvious - transportation for
a newly married couple: a
honeymoon in the Caribbean. Of
course this was easier said than

done. The light was so strong in the
tropical garden that I had to place
the couple beneath the traditional
coconut palm and plaster them with
shadows of palm fronds.

This involved the generous use of
layers. In Photodesk it's possible to
have lots of masked features on

separate layers, from which a single

Figure XII: A few features still need touching up FigureXIII: Thefinished face - bellissintal

composition can be
built up. Figure XV
shows the

numerous 'palm
leaves and

footsteps in the
sand' on different

layers and, though
only a few are
shown here, their
number grew to
eight at one point. I
also needed to cut

out the small sand

bank and place a
copy in front of the
bride's dress since

it didn't quite look right.
As explained earlier, each layer

can have its opacity altered
independently, until the shadow has
just the right intensity. I randomly

FigureXIV: Eyeswideopen. Much better

FigureXV:Themanylayers
needed to make up the image

Figure XVI: A cheap
•way to have a Caribbean

holiday, careof Mr
Briggs' magic brush

and crudely cut out a few branches
and dropped them onto separate
layers. They needed distorting a little
to fit the contours of the dress, but
they help to establish the couple on
the tropical isle. Once more the
exercise was basically cut and paste;
in this case from back garden to
tropical paradise.

Given the large number of images
needed to demonstrate the process, I
have not had time to really finish any
of them off. Even so, I hope it will
inspire you to change your ___^,
family history. I3fli»l
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Alasdair Bailey
twiddles his

gaming thumbs

u adly, we appear to be stuck in
some sort of void between

game releases at the present
time. Things are still

happening behind the scenes but
it's just a matter of waiting
patiently to see what the finished
products are like.

Quake
Andrew Rawnsley of R-Comp has
finally taken the plunge and
effectively bypassed TBA Software
by announcing plans to release a
tidied up version of the freeware
ArcQuuke at a knocked down price
of just £25. Martin Piper of TBA
Software was writing the Quake
engine for the RISC OS platform
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but unfortunately, due to work
pressures, the project just kept on
missing release dates.

No firm release date has been

given for the R-Comp product but
Andrew has promised me a preview
as soon as my StrongARM upgrade
arrives, so keep reading these
pages!

Overcast
Overcast is a new freeware game
from Andrew Weston. The game
lacks the finesse of some of the

more recent freeware releases but it

doesn't cost anything, so we can

hardly complain, now can we?
There should be a full release

version on Andrew's Website by the
time you read this at: http://www.
argonet.co.uk/users/awestern/

Inka
Another small, but hopefully
playable game comes in the form of
Inka, a top-down puzzler. Ivan
Nedrehagen, the author, is currently
looking at smartening up the
graphics a little, prior to a
shareware release around the time

you read this. Once again, keep
reading these pages to find out how
to get hold of this little gem once
released.

New hardware
Many of you will remember that
the ill-fated Pheobe Rise PC II

computer was lo have included a
PCI bus (PCI is the most common
PC standard for internal expansion
cards). In the months leading up to
its release date, there was much talk
of the possibility of using off-the-
shelf PC graphics cards in the new
machine, to boost performance in
such areas as display resolution
and, more importantly, smoothing
and texture mapping for use in
games.

In theory, such cards would work
if suitable driver software were

written and games modified to lake
advantage of protocols such as
3DFX and Voodoo 2/3.

The RiscStation 7500, which was
previewed in the August issue, is
also set to include a PCI interface.

Ardent gainers will be glad to hear
thai RiscStation are planning
drivers lo supporl Ihe use of
leading brand graphics cards in the
machine. If all goes well, drivers
and cards should be available

shortly after the release of the
machine. Provided support for the
cards is included in future games,
this development could well put the
RiscStation at the top of any games
player's shopping list.

The Millipede Rise PC
motherboard upgrade which is now
due for release in the spring of 2000
is also good news for gamers.

Although the upgrade is not set
to include support for PCI due to
the limitations of the existing Rise
PC case, the severe bottlenecks
which the StrongARM processor
encounters in existing hardware
should be removed, allowing for
almost Phoebe-like performance.

It's certainly worth keeping an
eye on the new hardware
developments. There is even talk of
reviving some of those games that
never quite made it to release day.

Guess the Game
I was rather disappointed by the
small number of correct Guess the

Game contest entries. I obviously
made the screenshots in the July
issue too hard for your lowly minds
to comprehend.

Nevertheless, the three lucky
winners of copies of Shovy 3D were
(in no particular order) David
Llewellyn-Jones, Ian Campbell and
Theodore Rimspoke. Copies of
Shovy 3D are on their way as we
speak; the rest of you will just have
to burn up in the hot
summer sun.

Contacting me
V6u can contact Alasdair by e-mail at

games@acornuser.com or using
traditional methods via the usual

editorial address.



Wordprocessors are generally
regarded as being fairly
humble beasties. Useful, but
not exactly something to get

excited about. This may be true for
most of them, but not TechWriter.

To a large extent, the features a
wordprocessor will offer are fairly
predictable. It will allow you to type
and format text, to alter the font size,
colour and so on. It will provide the
usual text editing features such as
cut and paste, drag and drop. It will
also allow the user to add graphics
and adjust the appearance of the
page.

So if you haven't ever tried
TechWriteror EasiWriter, the first
thing you might want to know is:
"What does it do that I might not
expect of a wordprocessor?". If you
already use a version of Tech Writer or
EasiWriter, the question is more
likely to be: "Is it worth my while to
upgrade?"

Icon Technology provides a family
of applications with differing
facilities. This means you can choose
the version that suits your needs,
and upgrade later for the difference
in cost if you wish. In this review I
will specify TechWriter, but most of
the things I write will also apply to
EasiWriter.

When describing the features of
the newer 'Pro+' versions I'll refer to

them both as Pro+. TechWriter and

EasiWriter actually offer a large range
of facilities, hence it is impossible to
cover them all in a review. I will

thereforebe selectiveand just try to
mention enough of the right things
to give a clear picture.

OK, first things first. What

features of TechWriter are unusual?

Why is it an application that many
people find impressive? The
answers to these questions are
rooted in the way it works.
TechWriter isn't a 'frame based'
application, instead, you define the
structure of a document in terms of

paragraphs, sections, chapters, lists
and so on.

Each of these also has a style - a
set of properties which you can set,
some of which can be 'inherited' by
other structures which sit inside

them. This gives documents a
logical consistency and means that
the final form flows from the content.

It also means reformatting a
document to change its appearance
is easy.

This structural approach may
seem complex, but in practice it isn't.
Everything is handled for you
automatically - for example: lists of
items can auto-number themselves as

you type them. Hence the details of
'structures and styles' can be ignored
completely if you wish.

For authors, rather than graphic
designers, this approach is ideal. It
means you can simply get on with
writing, drawing diagrams, and so
forth, and the appearance of the

result adjusts to
suit what you do.
This makes

creative work

almost effortless.

For authors,
TechWriter is a

dream to use.

Usually, the
structural

relationships will
follow the same

patterns -
paragraphs in
sections, sections
in chapters, and so
on. The various

structures can then

be worked on, and
behave as you
would expect
given their logical
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Jim Lesurf and
the art of word

processing
relationships. However, at times
it is possible to obtain some
special effects by 'nesting' them in
unusual ways: for example, to give
text a coloured background, or
put it in a box.

Interoperability
Among the biggest advantages of
TechWriter is its extraordinary
ability to import and export a large
range of file formats. It can import
and export Word (6, 7, and 8)
documents, and import RTF. When
exporting, all graphics (and
equations) are automatically
converted into BMPs (Windows
bitmaps) so the result is fully
readable using a suitable version of
MS Word. Drawfiles are also

automatically converted.
If you have lmngeFS2 running, it

will be used automatically when
importing a Word document to
convert any bitmap images it
understands into sprites, and turn
WMF (vector graphic) files into
drawfiles. (TechWriter and EasiWriter
can import BMP images themselves,
but lntageFS2 is useful to cope with
any other types you may find in a
Word file.) In addition to graphics,
features like tables, lists, and styles
are also converted when importing
and exporting Word documents.

For anyone who wants to use
RISC OS, but has to exchange Word
files with our MS-cursed colleagues,
these Word import/export abilities
alone make TechWriter and EasiWriter

'worth the weight of the Icon
Technology team' - Mike Glover and
Bob Pollard - in gold.

DDF files (a sort of Impression
version of rich text) can also be
imported. This makes it possible to
transfer information from old

Impression documents into TechWriter



and retain most of the settings for
fonts, styles, effects and so on.

The other major file import and
export facilities are for HTML (the
language of the Web).These aren't
only useful for allowing you to
import, read, edit and print Web
pages. They have elevated the
TechWriter family onto another
plane of
existence,

beyond the
printed page.
TechWriter is

now a highly
capable Web
creation tool.

You can write

a document and

include diagrams,
tables, and the
like, just as you
would for printed
output. Then, 'save
as HTML' and the

document is

exported as a
page (or multiple
pages) complete with all the
diagrams and equations converted
automatically into browser-readable
images.

Web page creation is one area
where the structural approach of the
TechWriter family really shows its
strength. The TechWriter family
export 'clean and simple' HTML,
producing really compact Web pages
that look good on any browser.
Tabulated items are automatically
turned into HTML tables; the
alignment of images on the Web
page is consistent with what you see
when using TechWriter - but the
program doesn't fall into the trap of
trying to over-control the output.

The user is also given a way to
automatically break up a large
document into a set of linked Web

pages when it is exported. This
avoids the problem that sometimes
appears on the Web of a 'page' that -
in terms of content - is similar in size

to an entire book!

It is also possible to add 'links'
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between items on TechWriter

document pages that function in a
similar way to those you encounter
on a Web page, and actual links are
preserved when you importor
export Web pages. As a result,
TechWriter is now a very capable
hypertext system. This is useful to
display reference documentation on
screen, even if you have no intention
of exporting the results as Web
pages. It is now possible to click on a
link on a TechWriter page and be
taken to a new page, or even
somewhere in a new document.

Tech to draw
Although Word documents and Web
pages are the headliners on the
import/export list, it includes many
other useful items. My personal
favourite is one that people rarely
seem to notice: Save as draw.

Its use is very similar to the way
Paint can be employed to grab a
sprite by drawing a rectangle on the
screen. The difference is that it

exports as a drawfile all the items in
a rectangle dragged over the page,
but laid out just as they appear on
that page! This is an excellent way to
export laid-out text, equations,
tables, or whatever you like into any
other application that can accept
drawfiles.

There are lots of nice features like

this which make working easier. For
example, drop a CSV file on the page
and TechWriter will automatically
create a table and place the data in
the appropriate cells. Tables in
HTML format are similarly
imported. You can export documents
in the form of a TeX file, or as
PostScript. This is very useful when
submitting professional documents
to various journals or to printers who
have never heard of RISC OS.

A list of features can't really
convey just how easy it is to create
documents with TechWriter. I recall

an Orthodox Jewish friend once
asking "What does bacon taste
like?". How do you answer that...
apart from simply saying "Great!"?
Well, someone familiar with the
TechWriter family can encounter a
similar communication problem.

It's like the feeling we all have
about why RISC OS is 'better' to use
than something like Windows. Hard
to explain, but experience shows that
it is. After using TechWriter for a
short while I realised I had fallen

into the habit of using it as a sort of
'aid to thinking' when trying to work
out a mathematical or scientific

argument. It was so easy to use it
had replaced scribbling on scraps of
paper.

Writing in tongues
The TechWriter family offer some
valuable multi-lingual facilities. As
standard, the application comes with
an appropriate spellcheck dictionary.
This is the 'UK' one by default. A
number of other dictionaries are

available, ranging from some you'd
expect like French and German, to
others like Swedish. When you have
to write multi-lingual documents, the
structural nature of TechWriter comes

to your aid. If you wish, individual
sections, paragraphs, and so on, can
have a 'country' assigned to them.
They will then be spellchecked
against the appropriate dictionary,
ensuring that multi-lingual
documents are properly verified.

In addition to this, you can
nominate a font as being 'right-to-
left'. This means that you can then
type in and edit languages like
Hebrew - either as selections or

throughout the document - and they
will be formatted and displayed in
'right-to-left' order. Taken together,
these features make the TechWriter

family excellent for multi-lingual use.
Although it doesn't appear on any

of the menus, nor on the button bar,
the helpfulness and dedication of the
Icon Technology team is another of
the TechWriter family's great
strengths. They have built up a well-
deserved reputation by answering
questions, dealing promptly with
any minor bugs in new versions, and
adding features requested by users.

The printed manuals for
TechWriter and EasiWriter are also

well written. In general, manuals for
computer software tend to be
obscure and hard to follow.

However, the ones provided by Icon
Technology are well presented and
contain clear tutorials to get you
started.

Icon Technology's excellent

More about...
If you have access to the Internet,
much more detailed information

about the TechWriter/EasiWriter

family can be found at:

http://www.st-and.demon.
co.uk/TechWrite/Tipsl.html

http://www.IconTechnology.net

and users of the software can join
the e-mailing list described on the
above sites.

reputation for support and customer
care has recently been enhanced by
their active involvement in an e-mail
'mailing list' for users. The TechWriter
family of applications has developed
over the years in a most impressive
manner and throughout that time
they have shown that they listen
very carefully to what their users are
saying.

Getting animated
The new Pro+ versions have some

outstanding features which extend
them yet further. The two most
significant features are perhaps the
ability to include animations and
'plug-ins' - although the enhanced
ability to adjust the positioning of
images on the page has also
prompted many long-term users to
upgrade.

The ability to include and display
animated graphics is obviously
primarily useful for on-screen
documentation, either as TechWriter
documents or Web pages. And until
someone comes up with 'animation-
capable paper' this will remain the
case! How?ever, the facility turns out
to have a number of side benefits.

Animations can be accepted in a
variety of forms, including animated
GIFs, Iota Complete Animator files,
and Euclid Ace files.

Pro+can also accept, and animate,
spritefiles that contain a series of
sprites. As a result it isn't actually
necessary to have any additional
software to make animations for a

Pro+ document, or for Web pages.
Paintwill do at a pinch.

In addition, Pro+ can now convert
some animation types by using the
HTML export /import as a
mechanism for invoking file
conversion. For example, try
dropping an Iota Complete Animator
file onto a Pro+ page and you will
see it displayed. Export the page as
HTML and this animation will be

converted into an animated GIF that

can be seen using a normal browser.
Now re-import the HTML - or just
the GIF - back into Pro+ and it will

be converted back into a spritefile
containing a series of sprites as the
animation frames. This can be

animated on the Pro+ page, or saved
as a normal spritefile. Thus, Pro+ can
essentially be used to create, display,
and convert animations.

Another offshoot of this ability to
accept and display animated GIFs is
that static GIFs can now be dropped
onto a Pro+ page and will be
converted into a sprite for display.
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Demonstration of a TechWriterdocument includingan
active Java applet doing a least squares fit plot to a straight line
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Demonstrationof a Java applet running insideTW!
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A Java applet runningin a TechWriter Document

Hence GIFs join sprites, drawfiles,
JPEGs,and PNGs as images that
TechWriter can display.

Acorn (as was) developed a plug-
in system to allow items embedded
on a Web page to call other
applications or pieces of code. The
original use for this was to provide
support for things like Java applets
on Web pages. But there's nothing to
stop other types of program using
this protocol and Pro+ does. As a
result, it is now possible to include
Java applets that run on Pro+ pages.
This has a number of quite dramatic
consequences. The most obvious -
and simplest - being that it is now
possible to use Pro+ to work on Web
pages that include Java applets.
However, it goes much further than
that...

Despite what is written about it
on the Web, Java is intended not
only to add 'eye candy' to Web
pages. It is a serious, powerful
programming language and
environment. Therefore, by enabling
the use of Java, the plug-in capability
allows some quite significant and
useful additions to TechWriter

documents.

The easiest example I can give
here is a demonstration Java applet I
wrote myself, shown above. The
applet reads a series of numbers
from a text file, does a 'least squares-
fit' to a straight line, and then
displays the result on the TechWriter
page. To change the displayed graph,

n^nmn.^mm fMMKlf ,*«*

just edit the data, save the new
version of the file, and click on the
're-plot' button of the applet.

This simple example isn't meant
to illustrate a dramatic advance in

numerical data analysis. However, it
does show that it is now possible to
manipulate data and graphically
display the results automatically on a
TechWriter page. Although this
example uses Java, any systein could
be employed that follows the Acorn-
defined plug-in specifications.

Although these are still early
days, the implications are quite
dramatic. Imagine being able to
include 'Mathematica-like' active

analysis and graphical displays on
document pages. Or perhaps a mini
spreadsheet - or whatever. The point
here is that the applications of this
facility are unrestricted: Icon
Technology are throwing open
TechWriter and allowing third parties
to use it as a host for almost any
plug-in extras they wish.

Take the short-cut
Among the new features of the Pro+
versions is a considerable increase in

the number of available keyboard
shortcuts. This is useful, as most
people who write a great deal tend to
find it much quicker to access
facilities via the keyboard while
typing, rather than stop and use the
mouse.

Pro+has over 100 new potential
keyboard shortcuts. In earlier

versions, these were provided as a
quick way to access the menus and
button bar. Now they can also be
used for characters that aren't

normally available with a single
keypress. To illustrate: the current
version (6.05 as I write this) has some
modified keypad actions. For
example, pressing the '/' key on the
keypad will type a -f (division) sign,
while pressing the '.' key will type a
'•' (middle-dot - proper decimal
point). It is now also possible for the
user to adjust or rearrange the
actions of the keys in a variety of
ways according to personal
preference.

I have been using various
incarnations of TechWriter since 1992.

Quite frankly, it has transformed my
working life due to its power,
flexibility, and sheer usefulness. So
far as I am concerned, it has become
the 'Jewel in the Crown' of RISC OS
software. With it, I find that RISC OS
easily remains my first choice for a
professional working platform.
Without it I probably would have
been driven onto a different system
altogether. Having seen the way the
TechWriter family has developed I
have grown more and more
impressed with both it, and its
creators.

So, the bottom line is, if you have
to write anything on a RISC OS
machine, you should do yourself a
favour and get a wordprocessor from
the Techwriter family. If you only
write the occasional letter or short

document, EasiWriter will fit the bill.
However, if you want what is
probably the most usable and flexible
document processor on any
computer.platform, go buy
TechWriter Pro+.

Product details

EasiWriter pro v.5
£99.00 + VAT and P&P (£119.84)

EasiWriter pro+
£129.00 + VAT and P&P (£155.10)

TechWriterpro v.5
£149.00 + VAT and P&P (£178.59)

Product: TechWriter pro+
Price: £179.00 + VAT and P&P (£237.35)

Note: ILasiWriter pro+is currently on offer at
£139.00 inc.and TWpro*at £199.00 inc.

Supplier: Icon Technology, Church House,
Carlby, Stamford, Lines PE9 4NB

Tel: (+44/0) 1778 590 563
Fax: (+44/0)1778 590 563
E-mail: sales@icontechnology.net
Web: vvvvw.icontechnology.net

Note: Site licences, student discounts (50% off)
andoffers areavailable, contact Icon Technology
for details.
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Sat 30th October 10.00 to 17.00
Sun 31st October 10.00 to 16.00

Queen's Stand, Epsom Downs Racecourse S
(Close to M25, Nearest BR: Tottenham Corner)

Entrance £3.50 Advance, £4.50 at the Dc
Send cheque payable to the ARM club ai

FREEPOST The ARM Club

Tel 07050 679262 Fax 07050 679263

http://www.armclub.org.uk/shows/riscos99/
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Vira Alasdair Bailey tests
some remedies

attack
M

any over-enthusiastic Acorn
users will have you believe
that viruses are not

something we should worry
about. Fortunately, there aren't many
viruses on this platform compared to
others but that is no reason for

complacency. Viruses running under
RISCOS can be just as deadly as
those found elsewhere.

Only a handful of new strains
have been discovered on the RISC

OS platform so far this year, yet the
Windows platform has already
encountered a number of headline-

making viruses, capable of wiping
out entire networks. Luckily, you are
safe from these hordes of PC viruses

unless you have a PC card or use
some form of emulation on your
Acorn, in which case be sure to
install appropriate checking software
for that too.

Almost everyone will have
encountered the rather harmless Icon

and Module viruses on their Acorn at

some stage, but there are some that
are much more deadly than these
plain self-replicating strains.
Moreover, even if a virus doesn't
destroy your work, it may, due to
being badly written, destabilise your
computer simply by running. For that
reason, all viruses are dangerous,
even the so-called 'safe' ones.

Once a virus infection has taken

place from any source, it must be
removed as soon as possible. It is
possible to manually remove some
viruses but this is not recommended;
it is tedious work and there is the

risk of missing one infection and

^L Pineapple Virus Kiiier

Checking
Jller.logs.Captured.Extend.547 Jboot

30 objects checked
0 infections

Abort I Pause

Killer's scati window
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" f I Known viruses : !

These viruses are known to IKiller version 3.202 (20-May-1999)
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Just halfof theViruses known to Killer

seeing a whole disc re-infected. For
this reason, virus protection
programs that automatically remove
viruses are strongly recommended.

There are currently three up-to-
date virus protectors on the RISC OS
platform: Slayer, VZap and Killer,
which this review will concentrate

on. Other PD virus checking/
removal programs exist, but either
they only deal with specific viruses
or their authors have ceased to

maintain them in line with the

appearance of new viruses.

The enforcers
VZap is maintained by Paul Vigay, a
distinguished figure both on the
Acorn scene and among
investigators of the paranormal. This
Shareware application has been
around for quite some time and costs
just £10 to register. Version 1.33 was
the one used in this review.

Slayer is the new kid on the block.
The product has been under
development for over four years now

•

and a full release should have taken

place by the time you read this. The
good news is that it will be freeware:
see the product info box for details of
where to download it. This review is

based upon version 0.55 which does
not at this time include network

code: a small charge will be made for
this. Slayer was written by Kiwi
Software (UK).

Killer is the most established and

only commercial virus killer on the
market. A year's subscription of
£28.20 buys you into the Pineapple
Virus Protection Scheme which

includes a copy of the program and
regular updates throughout the year.
Killer is maintained by Alan Glover, a
former Acorn employee now
working on set-top boxes for
iMagicTV by day. Killer version 3.202
was reviewed.

Virus removal
When buying a virus checker, you
should look primarily at the range of
viruses which it is able to detect and



n KiwiSoft Virus Slayer

Checking
;.Dir.Anti-Vinjs.!Killer.logs.Captured.Extend

39 objects checked
1 infections found

Abort I Pause

Slayer's filer-action typewindow

remove. Killer is the best RISC OS

product on this front, claiming to be
able to detect and remove all 216

known virus strains.

Both the others are capable of
detecting and removing a
satisfactory number of virus strains,
and managed to deal with all those I
have encountered in the wild. It is

worth pointing out that leading-
brand Windows anti-virus programs
only check for recent strains of virus:
to check for the full list at every scan
would be an intolerably slow
process.

Trials
If you are looking at purchasing a
virus protection product you should
also take account of how well that

product will cope when running on
an infected system. A number of tests
were carried out in order to gauge
how effectively these three products
could deal with the situations that

were thrown at them. Please note
that products are dealt with
alphabetically rather than according
to performance.

1. The wimp's challenge
In this trial, each program was given
an identical directory tree riddled
with infections of various viruses

and asked to simply report what was
present. Killer successfully identified
and logged all but three infections
present. It was subsequently able to
remove all infections detected.

However, a re-scan was necessary to
clear up one multiple infection on
one occasion.

Slayer not as effective as Killer, it
only detected around three-quarters
of the infections present. However, a
handful of strains were detected and

removed by Slayerwhich went
unnoticed by Killer. VZap didn't
detect as many infections as Killer
but it was able to successfully
remove all that it did find.

2. Trial by File
If a virus protector is itself infected
by a virus, it is vital that it detects
this as soon as possible, otherwise it
could begin spawning the virus
instead of killing them. For this test,
a small BASIC file was placed inside
each application and the

Some nasties...
T2 Possibly the most dangerous virus ever written for RISC OS.

Displays silly messages and destroys data on various dates
including "New YearsResolution: I will keep my discs write
protected" on 1st January followed by an attempt to wipe the map
of the machine's harddisc and of any floppies present.

Icon A simple class of virus which replicates itself within applications by
writing a small file containing its code then adding a line to the
application's '.Boot file which will ensure the virus is loaded every
time it is seen by the filer. Some strains are dangerous.

Module Another so-called harmless virus which appends itself to system
modules.

Jester A fairly recent virus which appends itself to absolute files
(primarily applications' IRunlmage files).

application's IRun file modified with
the insertion of extra characters in

order to simulate an infection by an
unknown virus.

Killer checks the integrityof its
files regularly while running as well
as when loading. The alien file was
detected and reported to the user
almost instantly. However, a re
install was necessary in order to
restore the IRun file. Slayer also
detected the file and IRun file

modification almost instantly. Slayer
was also able to rebuild its IRun file,
thus saving the user from a full re
install.

VZap reported that it had been
tampered with but required re
installation. VZap's course of action is
acceptable but it would have been
nicer to have seen it delete the file

and rebuild the IRun file as with

Slayer.

3. Jungle warfare
"It's a jungle out there": time to clear
things up then! In this test, the virus
protectors were
themselves thrown into

the fray and the results
were carefully
monitored.

The protection
module, VProtect, was
disabled for this test to
allow viruses to wage
war on the trio of apps
without restraint.

Applications were
booted, loaded and
operated to simulate an
everyday situation in
the real world.

Killer itself had

become infected so a
clean copy was used
from a write-protected
floppy disc.

Killer was able to

deal with all viruses in memory on
start-up and those on disc too. A
second scan was necessary to deal
with one multiple infection but apart
from that, Killer coped excellently. As
demonstrated in the previous tests,
Slayer was again able to disinfect
itself of an Icon infection on start-up.
The program then coped well and
removed all the viruses stated in its
documentation. When run from a

write-protected floppy disc, VZap
was able to start and then fared

similarly to Slayer.

General features
So far, we have mainly looked at the
raw scanning engines present in the
three applications. The
implementation of these also needs
to be investigated.

Usability is an important feature
in any virus protection product. A
user with little computer experience
should be able to install the product
and remove viruses from a system
without having to take a PhD in

Slayer choices

\V Generate log file on disc
\V Load log file when finished
\V Keep log file
\V~ Archive logs to SlayRes
J Display logs internally

i

n__ i
J Expire logs after

(vr7 Buffer log file writes
Log buffer size

days

Expire Now

(9 Log

O Scanning

:O Security
jO StartScan

^Errors

^) Language

^) AutoScan

sj) Discs

Save I

Default

Cancel

4096 [ bytes
Set

Slayer's options window: plenty tofiddle with here!
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Test area
# A5000 with 4MB RAM using a

write-protected Nexus file
server providing safe storage
for the checkers themselves.

This facility was kindly
provided by Alan Glover,
author of Killer.

# The author's own StrongARM
Rise PC was also used to carry
out speed tests on the removal
of less harmful viruses.

# VProtect, the virus protection
module, written by the authors
of Killer and supplied with all
new computers, was running
on both machines.

computer science. Slayer includes
many options to allow customisation
by more experienced users but it will
work just fine out of the box for
those less so. For example, it is
possible to instruct Slayer to scan a
particular directory on start-up.

This feature could be very useful
for ensuring that particularly
sensitive areas remain clean

(download folders, '.Boot structure,
and so on).

Killer is also well suited to the first

time user, as it includes a printed
guide and has an intuitive user
interface.

When scanning, it also employs a
progress box very similar to the
standard filer action window, as does
Slayer. This is also good for first time
users, unlike VZap's large, daunting
status window which fills a large
proportion of the screen on older
machines.

Slayer is, without doubt, the
fastest of the three. The engine is
highly optimised, resulting in
lightning-fast scanning times - also

Virus

'fclxl VZap Virus Scanner

Last event:

Details:

Infections:

Virus scan

File(s) now checked OK for viruses

1 virus zapped.

Click here to scan ADFS::0 for viruses ADFS |:: 0 |

VZap's scanprogress window

good for reassuring new users.
Killer comes second with VZap

crawling across the line in third
place. Slayer is also a much neater
program, occupying less than half
the memory Killer does during
normal operations as well as being
far less demanding on processor time
while inactive.

These factors might not sound
important to 50Mb StrongARM Rise
PC users but they might be to
schools, where hardware resources
can be far more limited.

Another aspect of Slayer which
deserves some praise is its ability to
calculate 'Finger Prints' for specified
files and then keep a lookout for
changes to those files.

This will no doubt aid the

detection of new strains of virus as

well as helping to guard against
existing ones.

Slayer also includes a small
program called Authorise which may
be used to restrict access to floppy
discs which have not previously
been approved for use on the system.

Such a feature would be very
useful in schools, where the
authorisation only of certain work
discs would deter students from
bringing in programs from home.

Comprehensive network support
is planned for Slayer in the near
future but there will be a small
charge to add that functionality to

the freeware version.

Killer and VZap are both fully
equipped to scan network drives but
Slayer's network code should set the
standard if things continue as they
are. All three products are still being
actively developed with a major new
version of VZap due before the end
of the year.

All the authors have promised to
support their products for as long as
there are users, but if fast response
really matters go for Killer.

Due to the large number of
existing users, samples of future
viruses are bound to reach the

authors of Killer first.

Arrangements are also in placefor
subscribers to Killer's Virus Protection

Scheme to receive upgrades by post
as they occur. A mechanism for
automatic updates from the Internet
is planned for Slayer prior to final
release, a feature which all virus
killers could benefit from.

To conclude, if you use your
computer regularly for distributing
files or downloading them from
dubious Internet sites then go for Killer
for peace of mind alone. Otherwise,
download Slayer: it's completely free
and should be sufficient for
the average home user. layjj

X Fingerprints

Product details J
Product: Killer

Price: £28.20 (£23.50/annum for
renewals)

Supplier: Pineapple Software, 352Green
Lane, Word, Essex IG3 9JS

Web: www.pineaple.demon.co.uk
E-mail: sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
Phone: 0181 599 1476

Fax: 0181 598 2343

Files to fingerprint

H
\7 Obey Files J Basic Files J Absolute Files _J Module Files

Directory to fingerprint

Slayer's checksum utility
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Destination of prints file

FPrint

Cancel Go

Product: Slayer
Price: Free

Supplier: Kiwi Software (UK), 12 The
Quantocks, Dibden Purlieu,
The New Forest, Hampshire.
S045 5QU

Phone: 0238 084 6431

Web: www.virusslayer.cjb.net
E-mail: unciscy@eh.or

Product: VZap
Price: £10 (shareware registration)
Supplier: Paul Vigay
Web: www.vigay.com

E-mail: pvigay@interalpha.co.uk



Pushing forward the frontiers in RISC OS
internet &web authoring software

f*Jp Messenger
vtjgL An E-mail and News
*_ A Client for RISC OS
iLJU Professional Edition
The only RISC OS Internet software with the
GOOD NET-KEEPING seal of approval

Next generation WWW
authoring for RISC OS

All the tools you need

Our RISC OS web authoring solutions set ne
standards in powerand ease of use

The Studio edition provides
HTMLEdit 4+ Java support, sound and music,

link and image checking, syntax
colouring and OLE

Enhanced Web Visual frames, tables, animations,
Toolkit

£30

maps, palette control, Drawfile
conversion

WebSpell Full HTML-aware spelling checker £15
Webster XL Browser with frames, tables, forms, £25

soundandJavaScript

SiteMaster I
The Web Site Management
System for RISC OS Computers
Now with automatic up-loader for
getting changes online fast

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS
Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 Email: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk rci@rcomp.co.uk

iii •

Tj Interactive

inc. VAT

The RISC OS MIDI Sequencer
Anthem is a feature packed, easy to use MIDI
sequencing package for RISC OS computers
It employs a powerful and acclaimed new object-
oriented (phrases of music) song structure that
allows the musician flexibility in arrangement, and
ease of editing unparalleled by any other RISC OS
sequencer.

one 4imjbly u*t&ca£<z{te&
Existing Sound & Music Products include
PC SoundPro 2 £35, MIDI Synthesizers,
Sound Cards, MIDI Cards, Parallel/Serial

Port MIDI, MIDI Support....

Extra Levels Pack £ 15 inc.
Requires Doom or Doom+

Other Games Titles
Heretic & Hexen £32.50

(Towers of Darkness Pack)
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £35.00
Descent £30.00

Doom+ £32.50

Syndicate* £29.00
Abuse £25.00

Distributors for ARTEX: Ankh, Exodus
PRO ACTION: Various titles



Numbertime

We've gotten together with
Logotron to offer Acorn User
readers a superb discount on the
Numbertime series (linked to the
BBC Television show of the same

name).

Numbertime Time is designed for
use with early learners who are
getting to grips with the concept
of time. From learning how to
read the clock, to sequencing the
events of the day, Numbertime
Time uses sound and graphics to
stimulatea child's recognition.

Numbertime 11-20tests numeracy acrosssix different games
which cover skills ranging from addition of numbers within a fixed
pattern, to patterns, to adding together dice throws, with graphics
and sound which again act as effective stimuli and make
the programs entertaining. Umny prjce(j at £32go weCan 0ffeT

them to you for just£26.32 each. Or you
can purchase the complete set of five
Numbertime packages (the latest of

which - these two - are CD-ROM based)
for only£115.15 (saving £49.35).

Picture Book 2

The Picture Book2 suite consists of six high
quality programs, speciallydesigned to help
pre-school, primary and special needs children
with Reading, Spelling and Counting in an
enjoyable and veryeffective way. Here arethe
six programs contained within the suite:

Alphabet Book is a computer-based version of
the traditional book- simply pressing a letter
ofthe alphabet returns a sound and picture
corresponding to that key.

Snap is based on the popular card game.
Children wait until a pair of pictures, sound
effects orwords are displayed and the first
player to correctly spota match and presshis
or herkey scores a point.

CountEmsets children the task of adding up

the numberof identical copies of a particular
picture that appear on the screen.

Spell It uses a tried and tested meansof
teaching spelling to children: they'll be
spelling simplewords within a very short
space of time.

FlashCard can help you ensure that your
child canrecognise and spellwords within
whichever alphabet file is loaded. You
encourage them to shout out the word when
it appears onscreen, and within a few
moments a picture appears to show them if
they're right.

Finally, WordMatch inviteschildren to press a
number linking the correct word to a picture.

Also included in the package is AlphaEdit, I
the Picture Book 2 resource creator which, by
enabling you to create your own files for use
withinthe suite, will, along withall the other
customisable features of the software, give you
the meansto continually modify your child's
learning experience.



Destiny
ctive ofwhere you work, you will probably i
ome across a first-person shoot 'em up

game in the same vein as Doom, Quake and so
on. Up to now all these games have all been PC
imports ...enter Destiny, the first original game
of this type for the RISC OS platform.

The culmination of four yearswork, Destiny features highresolution
3D graphics, a huge variety of levels, serious fire power, intelligent
enemies, original music and much much more.

The game requires either a Rise PC orA7000+ (a Strong ARM
-+] is highly recommended)

with 8Mb RAM and a CD-
ROM drive.

Acorn User

i past CD-ROMs

TPriced at £30, or £25.
\ Acorn Usersubscribers

("he discs we've found are:

• January '96 (Acorn Educational Directory - also features
numerous demonstrations of educational and practical programs)

• August '96 (Collectors CD-ROM 2 - lots of Web stuff, utilities,
games and much more)

• December '97 (Collectors CD-ROM 3 - Huge Destiny
demonstration, past cover discs and much more)

We've located a small

quantity of past Acorn User
CD-ROMs, which we've
decided to make available

through the magazine as it's quite
possible that some of you will not have
a complete set. We're not splitting this set
up, and it is strictly subject to availability- so, if you need a
disc (or three) to complete your set, ordernow!

jfe

This three-disc
set costs just £5

Basic & Wimp
Programmers' Toolkit

Order Form

folks at Acorn User know you like to
iram- that is plainenough for anybody

to see. But we also know there are a few

"i who perhaps don't have the time to
wn and learn, or would like it to be

i that little bit easier.

In this exclusive new reader offer,
ProAction are offering Acorn Userreaders
a choice of two special programmers'

To order anyspecial offers from these pages please complete
this order form and return it to:Acom User Offers, Tau Press,
Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP, UK.
r

Please send me the following products:

] Numbertime £26.32
] Numbertime (setof five) £115.15
] Picture Book 2 £20
] Destiny £30 (£25)
] Acorn Userpast CD-ROMs £5

• Basic & Wimp Programmers' Toolkit £13.50 (£10)

Name....

Address

packs: if you
only have
access to a floppy disc drive,
the Basic &Wimp Programmers' Toolkits
(supplied with full documentation) will
serve as the ideal set of utilities to cater

for your programming needs. If you •
a CD-ROM drive, you may now choi
the new Total Programmers' Toolkit
containingthe Basic &Wimp Toolki
Vigil and some other e
forWimp program

Either way, it costs just
£13.50 or £10 for Acorn

- User subscribers.

Postage (singleitem)
• UK-C2
_] Rest ofEurope - £4
3 Rest ofWorld-£6

Postage (2 items ormore)
• UK-£3
_] Rest ofEurope - £6

• Rest ofWorld-£9

• Please tick if
you havea CD-
ROM drive

Postcode...

E-mail Tel No

I wish to pay by:

I ICheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
LJ Credit Card (Visa/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Access)

Order total (inc. postage) £

All prices include VAT Prices in brackets are for subscribers

I Please tick here ifyou donotwishto receive information from othercompanies

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date:

Credit card transactions w
name of "1'owertrack Inte

Name on card:

Signature:

Should you wish toorder items no longer featured on our special offers page, feel free to contact usand we'll letyou know ifwe can still supply them.

K
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Runnin
to type
The computing public's appetite

for fonts seems undiminished

with the passage of years. This
is obviously good news for

font suppliers and the makers of
harddiscs, if a little worrying for
purists in design as they envisage
documents crammed with a plethora
of unrelated and jarring typefaces.

EFF, veteran suppliers of high-
quality fonts for the Acorn market,
have recently expanded their range,
it now includes applications to help
users expand their own font
collection and also document the

growth. They've also brought out a

set of fonts to save you from ever
having to write another letter by
hand.

True Type Translator
A couple of years ago, and mostly out
of curiosity, I posted a query to one of
the Acorn newsgroups asking
whether anyone knew of a utility that
would translate TrueType fonts (a
format widely used on PCs) to Acorn
format. The most helpful response I
received was along the lines, "No,
and why would you want to?", the
grounds being that TrueType is based
on an inferior philosophy to

Acorn's or, for that matter,
Adobe's PostScript.
While this is certainly true,
it is also undeniable that the

sheer size of the PC market

means that there are

thousands of TrueType fonts
around that can be had for

the cost of a phone call or a
cheap CD. So, regardless of
one's prejudices, a way of
tapping into that resource
can only be a Good Thing.
Ever with their eye on all
things fonty, EFF have
turned up trumps with their

fcltt EFF Font TaW* !

Font Name •sl
Table Header [~~ Ribbon ASCII table

Header tent J CaxtorvBooUtaHc T3J
|Full aetofletter*

\7~ Only from 32to127
y/ Show header

|Show date

jDrawflrid rc :
|Draw letter widths ~JJ
1Print letternames ongrid
|Print letter numbers on grid

_|Show table H [</ Show sample alze | 2© _i /

ZJne quick brown fox tumps over lite lazu dog

Font Table's maindialogue box.
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true
Bruce Goatly

looks at some fonty
packages from EFF

True Type Translator (TTT). To steal a
phrase from a totally different
product, "It does exactly what it says
on the box", and apart from a slight
hitch with the protection system
when I tried to install it (which the
good Dr Detyna quickly solved), it
made light of what I suspect is a
rather complicated job.

Dragging a TrueType font to the
iconbar icon brings up the main
control dialogue, which has panels
covering the Acorn side of the

MEL TnifDrW Font Tranela tor and Viewer

Font translating

TrueType file

Acorn encoding

Sam In

Acorn font name

Font Info

Window* name

PostScript name

Copyright

Trademark

Numberof glyph*

CDF&::D.*.F0NT6.TTF.B.B0D0NI/TTF

Apple 2|
SCSI::Deeg»PCPuMk:'.lforte. V:

Bodonl

Boondoggle

empty glyph* | T72

Setting*

\ [vrU»«P6 |U«e Unicode [•"Odd-even
Dleplayoption*

; _Jshowa»mpl* |Antlalla*> paint ate* [ 32 /J,
Thequick brownfoxjump* over* laxydog

_| Shew Font Table Q point *ti*| 24 /^

Make Acorn font |7" Add hinting

TTT'smain dialogue
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TTT'sfonltable in action (Appleencoding) - note
theholesin £. >', JEand 0 causedbyan incorrect
'Odd-Even' setting.

translation, information on the
original font, settings controlling the
conversion itself, various display
options, and a special bonus panel -
you'll see why I call it that in a
moment - that allows you to add
hinting and also sets the conversion
in motion.

In the top panel, labelled Font
Translating, you can select from a
variety of Acorn encodings for the
resulting font. You can even opt for
Apple encoding if you want to be
Mac-compatible. As with Acorn's
TIToFont, you can choose where
fonts will be saved and specify the
name each one will be given on the
Acorn system.

The Font Info panel is purely
informational and tells you all about
the font's origins as stored in the font
itself. It also shows you how many
glyphs (separate character shapes)
are defined in the font and how

many of them are innocent of any
useful information.

The Settings options are of two
types: the first determines which of
two internal font encoding tables
(how characters are assigned to
positions in the TrueType font) will
be used during translation. The
choice is between PostScript and
Unicode; fortunately you don't need
to know the sordid history to make a
successful translation, because you
can quickly experiment to find the

option that gives the best
arrangement.

The 'Odd-Even' button

determines which winding rule will
be used, in the same way as in Draw,
to ensure that composite characters
with overlapping pieces don't end
up with holes in them.

The Display Options panel gives
you the chance to check what the font
looks like before translating it - you
can choose just a text sample or a
display of the full font table, and
change the font size in each
independently. If your machine isn't
short of memory you can have the
font anti-aliased to give you a better
idea of how it will appear on screen.

So to the bottom panel, where the
whole enterprise is set in motion.
You have the final option of whether
or not to apply hinting (according to
the manual this is of the NDT

variety, as popularised by iSV) to
avoid the disappearance of thin lines.

Adding hinting makes a
substantial difference to the

appearance of the sample and font
table on screen when anti-aliasing is
not turned on - the font becomes

much darker. With anti-aliasing the
difference is much less marked, as
one might expect.

The 'Make Acorn font' button

works as advertised - if you can see
it, that is. This is why I described the
bottom panel somewhat facetiously
as a bonus: if the font is subject to
licensing restrictions there may be a
red warning panel in its place. (As a
linguistic aside, notice the correct
and precise use of the word 'may'!)

If you have a lot of fonts of
uncertain provenance, it is reassuring
that you aren't allowed to break the
law inadvertently, even at the cost of
a momentary flash of irritation.
However, copyrighted fonts aren't
necessarily protected in this way, so
it's important to check the copyright
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A full set'font table.

notice in the Font Info panel.
There is hardly more to be said.

The converted fonts perform
correctly; that they lack kerning and
that the files can be much larger than
normal Acorn ones can't be laid at

TTT's feet. And you can save most of
your preferred option settings.

There's no printed manual; instead
an online one is supplied. Now, as a
rule I don't like online manuals

because I generally find them
inconvenient. However, the EFFmanual
application for TFT is well written
(with a charming lack of definite
articles), informative and helpful.

It has to be said that, as in the
Acorn market, a non-negligible
proportion of the 'PD' TrueType fonts
are not worth the time or disk space
of translating, because of unsightly
spacing or a lack of characters. But
there are also many good ones that
are not subject to copyright
restrictions, so the modest investment
in TFTwill repay dividends in a
continuous supply of usable fonts. A
word of caution, though - to
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fox fox

fox fox

The difference a hintmakes: on the left, hinting
is off;on therightit is turned on. Without
anti-aliasing (top) thedifference is much
greater than withit (bottom).

paraphrase something I said in a DTP
series long ago in a galaxy far, far
away: "Don't use them all at once".

Font Table
As a worthy companion to TTT,
EFF's Font Table has much the same

philosophy: do what you set out to
do, simply and efficiently. If you've
ever wanted to produce tables of
characters in a font quickly and
easily, this application is all you
need, generating them conveniently
in drawfile format.

It uses the same protection system
as TTT, so I encountered the same
installation problem; once loaded,
though, Font Table is a doddle to use.
Font selection is through the usual
menu system, and you can choose a
different font for the informational

parts of the table (necessary if you
are printing a symbol font).

If you decide you want only the
normal alphanumeric and
punctuation characters, use the 'Only
from 32 to 127' option. This generates
an A5 landscape table. Alternatively,
the 'Full set of letters' button yields
an A4 portrait table containing all the
characters from 32 to 255.

The other options are much as you
would expect from the button labels:
the table can have a grid, letter names
for all characters, letter numbers
(useful for reminding you of the Alt-
codes), a header with the title of your
choice, a footer with the date of
generation, and the letter widths of
the characters displayed as a thin line.

Fonts

The creator
The idea for The Handwritten

Collection came along when a friend
complained to me after I sent him a
neatly typed letter instead of my
usual slightly scruffy scribbles.
"Where is your personality," he
asked, "where is the atmosphere?" I
spent the next few months
investigating the possibilitiesand
collecting dozens of samples of
various handwriting styles. The
Handwritten Collection was the

result.

Since it takes a while to make a

good-looking font from a scratch,
the ultimate collection couldn't be

very large -1 opted instead for
covering as wide a variety of styles
as possible. Eight out of ten fonts are

The font sizes of the different parts of
the table can be customised in an

options dialogue; these can be saved,
along with all your other choices. The
sample text, which by default is the
standard one about a fox, is editable
in the display itself.

As with TTT, the manual is
supplied in online form.

All in all, Font Table is an
invaluable aid to keeping track of the
character sets in your fonts, and is
well worth the asking price.

Handwritten

Font Collection
I don't know about your handwriting,
but mine has degenerated into a sort
of listless scrawl over the years. So if
handwriting is a reflection of one's
character I suppose it means that I've
devolved into some kind of shaggy
troglodyte [Too true - Ed].

But now I'm spared the
embarrassment of revealing my true
nature because EFF have helpfully
developed ten fonts resembling a
wide range of handwriting styles.
This means that I can alter my
persona to match the occasion,

Thif '11* /)«A(.;K —TRt lazy Jon jumps otfcr tkt quick brown fox
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Write as you'veneverwrittenbefore.
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based on real people's handwriting.
The exceptions are EFF Kylie,

where a calligraphic template was
used as a model and EFF Hairy
Harry, which was first drawn with a
fountain pen with a tiny bit of tissue
attached to the nib.

Each handwritten font was

designed to represent a different
style and convey a different mood;
EFF Nat - energy and fun, EFF
Marynia - well behaved accuracy,
EFF Lou - rushed 'just a quick note'
style, EFF Florentine - melancholic,
hot and lazy summertime.

I hope they will bring a touch of
humanity into the digital era.

Veronica jedrychowska
The Electronic FontFoundry

although none of the fonts provided
is illegible enough to be a doctor's
handwriting. I understand that EFF
have a team of craftsmen working
round the clock on that one.

An obvious omission from the set

is a young child's careful attempts at
non-joined-up writing - for this you
would need one of EFF's Juvenile
Script fonts. In addition, because the
fonts have presumably been
constructed from letters drawn

singly, there is no joined-up effect in
most of them. But I can't complain
because I only progressed to joined-
up writing last year.

In the sample you will see that
Nat has a double quote on the
baseline in place of an en dash (with
Font Table I find that it is duplicated
from character 150, no doubt by a
slip of the mouse). This will have
been put right by the time you read
this.

Overall, the Handwritten
Collection is a set of fonts that add a

sense of fun to a page, and are worth
having just for variety's sake. Now
you must excuse me - I need to
impersonate someone with —-^
character... EEE>

Product details

Product: True Type Translator
Price: £47.59

Product: Font Table

Price: £9.99

Product: EFF Handwritten Collection

Price: £31.14

Supplier: Electronic Font Foundry

Address: 11 Silwood Road, Ascot SL5 OPY

Tel: 01344 875 201

Fax: 01344 875 202

E-mail: sales@eff.co.uk

Web: http://vvww.eff.co.uk
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Please contact usforfree EFF Font Poster, Acorn Price List andEFFNew Product Guide.

EFFJ Professional Typography Cd - Volume 2: now taking orders
800 professional quality fonts in Acorn and Windows format - thebest fonts you've ever seen!
Upgrade from EFFICd - £49 (£59.84 UK incl); new order-£99 (£118.09 incl).

Always available:

• individual fonts from

EFF type library of over
1,300 typefaces for over
60 languages.

• good valuefont packs
and font collections

• symbolic, scientific &C
foreign fonts

• custom fonts made to

your specification

• font distribution

licences

• free friendly professional
advice on all typerelated
matters

• free EFF Font Poster

If you would like further
information on any of our
products, or haveany
questions pleasedo not
hesitate to contact us. You

can also visit our website,

www.eff.co.uk

Hi
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EFF •TilkdtiiJtritttei* Collection • Set often contemporary scripts based on real
modern handwriting styles, ranging from a careful calligraphic style to unruly child's writing to
designer's hand. A separate leaflet withsamples is available - please contact us for your copy.

EFF fr«.krfdKtteu Collection E25+P&P+VAT (31.14 UK incl.)

EFF Type 1Translator • The latest application for converting PostScript (Windows
or Mac) fonts. Produces automaticallyhinted, fully editable Acorn fonts in seconds.

EFF T1T, single computer licence, costs E29+P&P+VAT (£35.84 UK incl.)

EFF TrueTypeTranslatOr • Convert all the free Windows TrueType® fonts to
Acorn format!TTT will allow you to view anyTT font and add automatic hinting.

EFF TTT, single computer licence, costs E39+P&P+VAT (£47.59 UK incl.)

EFF Font Table • Asimple and effective tool for producing font tables in IDraw
format. Very useful for cataloguing your fonts, easily customised by a number of options.

EFF FT, single computer licence, costs £7 (£9.99 UK incl.)

NEW! X NEW!
Switch
Boxes

ST Share keyboard, mouse etc
•' between RiscPC and PC

Completewithall cables, adaptors etc. Add PS2Mouse
to use a switched PS/2 mouse with an Acorn machine

Keyboard(ATor PS/2), PS/2 mouse and Serial £39.95
(Idea!IIyour monitorhas 2 inputs available)
Keyboard+ Monitor(twisted pair VDUcables) £39.95
Keyboard, Monitor,Serial (eg serial mouse) £49.95
Keyboard, Monitor, PS/2 mouse £49.95
15HD to 5xBNC cable (or 2-lnput monitors £19.95
15HDm-m tw pair (as supplied with switches) £14.95
Many other sw.tches, cables and adaptors avallablel

Trackball
An ergonomlc trackball
which plugs directly into
your Acornl

Features ergonomic shape with 3 buttons.
Heavy ball may be easily removed for
cleaning. Switch allows reconfiguration of
Select /Menu position.

Trackball £34.95

Touchpad
, "A pleasure to use"

/ ^-i^S^ Neal Philips, AU. Xmas 1998
Use directly on A7000, or via PS2Mouse/
PS2Mouse+ on other machines £34.95
or purchased with PS2Mouse/+ £29.95

PS2Mouse
... allows you to use any PS/2
device wifn your Acorn only £24.95

PS2Mouse+ with a port for Acorn mouse
Ideal for touchpad or trackballs £39.95

Notquiteeverythingwe do is new!

These are just some examples of our wide
range of Game, Interface and SEN Access
products.

Ifyou would like further information, please
see our website, telephone or write to ask
for our full product information flyer.

Please note ourfl ^14V/#telephone
numberl

PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Email: lnto@STDevel.demon.co.uk
www: httpy/www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Tel: 01706 84B 600 (9am - 9pm)
Orange: 0976 255 256 dFAX0B70 164 1604

All prices Include P&P. A'l trademarks acknowleged. ESOE.
Access/Visa/Delta/Mastercard accepted.

PC Cards Again 3KM
Cheaper than ever! ESJj
We have in stock Acorn ACA 57 PC Cards with Cyrix/
IBM 5x86 processors at 100 MHz. With this Card you
can run Windows and DOS applications under Windows
3.1, 95 or 98. You can use PC CD ROMs and, with an
Ethernet Card and our Network Links software, a Rise
PC can act like any other PC on a PC network. The PC
Pro software now supports VESA2 and DirectX stan
dards.

NEW LOWER Prices include VAT & P&P:

ACA57 PC Card with no software £225

ACA57 Card with PCPro3 Software for new user £285

ACA57 Card+PCPro3 if you return PCPro2 disc £260
The following prices apply if ordered at the same time:
Windows 95 on CD ROM £75

PCSound Professional (sound support by RCI) £35
IBM PC DOS v7 (not required for Windows) £10
Network Links Software for one user £20

Our Web page on Benchmarks shows the tiny effect of a
larger cache or a 133MHz processor; the processor we
offer here has a heat sink fitted and does not need a fan

DirectX/VESA support does not generally benefit from
more than 128KB cache anyway.
Aleph One Ltd The Old Courthouse Bottisham
CAMBRIDGE CB5 9BA Tel: 01223 811679 Fax: 223

812713 E-mail: sales@aleph1.co.uk
www.aleph1.co.uk/AcornProd/Software/PCPro3Demo/index.html
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Acorns in
control

Mike Battersby
looks at Data

Harvest's latest

products

Flowol 2 control software has
been described in previous
articles in Archimedes World in

Vol 15 issue 8 ('98) and Vol 16
issue 1 ('99). To recap for those who
have not seen those articles: it is a

flowchart control application that
will work with a variety of buffer
boxes; these are interfaces for a
variety of input or output switches,
which can be operated via an
application such as Flowol 2.

By programming Floivol 2, the
status of input switches connected to
the buffer box can be detected,
output switches can be turned on or
off and motors run forward or

backward. If the buffer box has

analogue inputs such as a for a
temperature sensor then Flowol 2 can
be programmed to react to these, for
instance if the temperature rises
above, or falls below, a particular
level.

One drawback with buffer boxes

is their price - typically over £200

FigureI:Gettingthewashingmachine to work
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each - which would make it

expensive for a school, say, to buy a
set for classroom use. However,
Floiuol 2 works with many different
types, even old ones such as the
Deltronics Control IT box from the

days of the BBC micro. Even so, it
may still be the case that a school has
only one of these, enough for a single
computer and connected inputs and
outputs.

This would cause problems, since
control technology is a required part
of the National Curriculum. One

way round this is to use on-screen
simulation of control scenarios, a
facility which Flowol 2 offers through
its use of 'mimics'. These are

animated simulations of real-life

control technology, enabling a
sequence of control instructions to be
written and then played out.

Data Harvest, the publishers of
Flowol 2, have released two new sets
of mimics: 'Control Pictures' and

'Commotion Mimics', each a set of

three simulations. They have also
released a model of one of the

Control Pictures mimics.

Control pictures
These are mimics which add variety
to those normally supplied with
Flowol 2 and consist of a Washing
Machine, Burglar Alarm system and
TrafficLight system. They come with
a booklet of instructions and

exercises with copyable worksheets..
Each mimic can be displayed with

or without labels showing the inputs
and outputs that can be controlled on
them.

Figure I shows the Washing
Machine mimic with labels on and

off. The labels act as reminders,
when constructing a program, that
input 2, for example, is the water
level sensor, or output 4 is the
outflow pump and so on. When
running the program it is better to
have the labels off so that they do
not intrude on the animation. This



Figure II: Catching theburglar

set of mimicscovers tasks of varying
complexity. The burglar alarm is the
simplest, with a number of inputs to
detect entry and just one output, an
alarm.

This is quite restricted in what it
can do, but is an entry point to
simple programs. The animation is
very limited: just a light from the
alarm when an input is clicked on to
simulate entry by an intruder. It is
difficult to see what animation could

be added here: passers-by ignoring it
or angry neighbours shouting at it to
shut up would have been more
realistic perhaps but not particularly
useful!

One feature of Flowol 2 is that it

can run a number of flowcharts

simultaneously. So, with eight
detectors, this mimic provides
practice in setting up concurrent
events; since each event is essentially
the same, it provides practice in
duplicating program elements.
Alternatively it may be activated
using a single flowchart which
continually monitors all the sensors.
Figure II shows the burglar alarm
mimic.

The Traffic Light system provides
a slightly more complex simulation,
with traffic lights at a crossroads as
well as a light-controlled pedestrian
crossing. This is a more developed
version of a different mimic that has

a pelican crossing which interrupts a
flow of traffic.

There is only one input, a
pedestrian pushbutton, but eight
outputs, the three colours of the
traffic lights in each of two directions

plus the green (walk) and red (don't
walk) lights of the pedestrian
crossing. This is a good exercise for
control programming, as the logical
sequence of events has to be
carefully thought out.

Also, there are differing levels of
sophistication that can be used: for
instance you can have the lights
change only when the button is
activated, or variably to allow for
different flows of traffic through the
junction. There is also the option of
having a green 'walk' light flash in
rapid succession just before it
changes to red (involving a
programming 'repeat loop'). Figure
III shows a program to control the
pedestrian lights while Figure IV
shows the mimic with traffic lights in
both directions set to red and the

pedestrian light on green (walk).
Unfortunately the printed page

cannot show the animation of the

lights changing. It is not instantly
apparent, but this mimic becomes
very complex if you wish to have the
traffic lights respond to the
pushbutton at any time in their
sequence; it is then quite a challenge
to maintain the traffic lights' normal
sequence and only activate the
crossing lights when both directions
are on red.

The most sophisticated and
therefore potentially the most
interesting simulation, is the washing
machine, which has a variety of
inputs including an analogue one
(val 1 in Figure I) for the water
temperature and five outputs
including a motor (the drum: mot c

in Figure I). This mimic therefore
allows for quite complex programs
and a variety of levels of difficulty by
setting tasks relating to different
wash cycles including the water
temperature, duration of the cycles,
number of rinses and so on. It also
requires some careful thought as to
the purpose of the inputs and
outputs; be sure to check the door is
closed before filling with water, for
instance.

Commotion mimics
These mimics are designed to imitate
three models produced by
Commotion but marketed by both
Commotion and Data Harvest. The

advantage of these is that a school
may afford one or two buffer boxes
and one or two of these models so

that after the mimic has been

experimented with by many children
they can take turns with the box and
models to see their Flowol program
acted out on a real model.

The models are not more than £30

each: fairly affordable if you already
have buffer boxes. The mimics

consist of 1) a clown with spinning
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Figure III: A Flowolflowchart
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Figure IV: Traffic light COtltro

bow-tie and flashing lights; 2) a
house with light level detector,
magnetic sensor on the door, various
internal lights, a street light and a
burglar alarm, allowing for a variety
of programmable actions; and 3) a
set of traffic lights (again) with red,
amber and green lights, a pedestrian
pushbutton switch and a wait light.

These are generally simpler
mimics than the Control Pictures,
which are aimed at primary schools.
Their particular usefulness is that
they represent the actual models
with which they can be
interchanged. Figure V shows these
mimics' screen shots.

Traffic lights control
In addition to the mimics there is a

'model' of the Traffic Lights Control
Picture, which is a printed version on
a circuit board with raised light
bulbs where the light would be.
There are 'banana' plug sockets
along the side of the board for
connecting to a buffer box and the

FigureV:TheCommotions mimics
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Data Harvest

picture and sockets are mounted on a
metal frame. Apart from the missing
input switch, this is the same as the
mimic but with the advantage of
being separate from the computer
and helping to convey the concepts
of controlling a device external to the
computer as opposed to pure screen
simulation. As with the Commotion

Control Pictures this allows the

traffic lights to be programmed via
the mimic on a variety of computers,
but also acts out on an external

model if desired.

Oddly the banana sockets are
arranged in an order which bears no
resemblance to their order on the

mimic, but once the connections
from the model to the buffer box are

made this should not pose a
problem.

Conclusion
These mimics are a useful resource

for Flowol 2. They provide a series of
simulations of varying complexity,
designed to develop the ability to

construct control

flowcharts to increasing
levels of sophistication.
Being on-screen,they
represent a cost effective
solution to the teaching
of control technology
where expensive
peripherals cannot be
afforded.

The materials

accompanying the
Control Pictures have
been well thought out
and provide the teacher
with ready-made
worksheets if they do
not have the time, or the
inclination, to design
their own.

The animation is

usually limited to
turning a light on or off,
but still manages to
convey the idea that a
real item is being
controlled by the
program flowchart.
The options of the
Commotion models for

the Commotion mimics

and the Traffic Lights
circuit board for the Traffic Lights
mimic also help convey the idea of
controlling external devices. These
resources for control technology are
generally well constructed, well
thought out and quite affordable.

Data Harvest have a long
association with the market,
developing products for BBCs
through to pocket books and later
Acorns, and it is encouraging
to see that this development
continues.

roduct details J
Product:

Price:

Control Pictures

£35

Product:

Price:

Commotion Mimics

£35

Product:

Price:

Traffic Lights Control
Picture model

£30

Product:

Price:

Clown model

£23

Product:

Price:

House model

£30

Product:

Price:

Traffic Lights model
£30

Supplier:

Tel:

Data Harvest, Woburn Lodge,
Waterloo Road, Linslade,

Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7
7NR

01525 373666

Supplier:

Tel:

Commotion, Unit 11 Tannery
Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN9
1RF

01732 773399 ,
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See http://www.riscos.com
for ordering details



PCs Built to Your Specifications
Why spend on a PC card when you can have a genuine PC for less money.

Using a Dual Data Switch Box share your monitor, keyboard & printer

Example PC:Q3
ATX Mini Tower

ATX I00MH/.PCB

' 128 MB PC 100 RAM

AMD K6-2 350 Processor

Heat Sink & Fan

6.4 GB IDE Hard Disc

2nd IDE HD Rack

40x CD ROM

8mb ATI Expert AGP
Sound Blaster PCI 128

80w PMPO Speakers
Monitor/Keyboard
& Printer Data Switch

Example PC:Q2
ATX Mini Tower

ATlOOMHzPCB

64 MB PC 100 RAM

AMD K6-2 350 Processor

Heat Sink & Fan

4.3 GB IDE Hard Disc

2nd IDE HD Rack

40x CD ROM

On Board 8mb Graphics
On Board Sound Card

80w PMPO Speakers
Monitor/Keyboard
& Printer Data Switch

Sony 1.44 Floppy
Mouse, 2x USB Ports

A11 pricf^ Sony'-44 F,°ppyMLL rHIUtZS Mouse> 2x USB pofts

£449.00 ZV17.L £599.00
No more Compatability Problems!

CD Backup
External Case 2 bay SCSI £69.00c
External Case 4 bay SCSI £89.00d
Plextor 40x CD SCSI £94.00c

Yamaha CDRW4416s SCSI £229.00c

Easy Copy Device 1-1 SCSI £189.00c
CD Backup System

le.40x Reader + Yamaha 4416CDRW

Double Case +1-1 EasyCopy Controler
Just Requires Mains Socket £579.00d
CD Blaze (Cumana) £69.00c
CD Burn (WSS) £58.00b
CD Gold writable x10 (Sony) £13.00b
CD Gold writable x10 (Verb) £15.00b
CD Disc rewritable each £7.00a

RiscStation The now t/500bom Sisrtrrion will change Ihe
way you look at RISCOS based computers forever.

Specifications

RISCOS 4

16 Mb Memory
4 Mbflash Memory
4.3Gb [IDC HardDrive

40x Alaprl/Df CDROM

Onboard

4 x 32bil PCISlots

1 x HighSpeed IDt Port
2 x Serial Port

1 x 10 baser Network
I x Parallel Port

I x Infrared Pari
I x PCStyle Camtporl
I x MicrophonePort
I x Audio tine In Port

1 x HeadphonePort
I x PS2 Style Keyboard
1x3 Bolton PS! Mouse

Midi In/Out/Through

Casing

MicroDesktoplayout or
Towerconfiguration

Upgrades

StrongAKM Card
Multiprocessor SA Card

PC Card

SitilSCSICard
100 baseT Network Card

USB Port

Int. 56k t ISDN Modems
3DfX Voodoo OfX Card
VideoDigiliser
16Mb flash Rom

, and many more

Siipix.rliiiu miui loiul iliul.-

Professional

FiuaDrmm 4.5
* *, III! ><>*,...11..,,,

With an amazing standard feature count,
upgradability beyond Ihe limits of previous RISCOS

based machines and great FREE software
Ihe H7S00ti\\\ BLOWYOU AWAY I

Base Unit Only
£680.00d

With 14" Monitor

£762.00e

With 15" Monitor

£793.00c

With 17" Monitor

£880.00e

Additional bundled software packs by

Software :R<W

Order NOW to avoid disappointment

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE

Davyn Computer Services

Tel: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 258036

E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
For a full catalogue visit our web site
WEB: http://www.davyn.demon.co.uk

Used Rcorn Computers
A3010 2MB

A2020 2MB
A5000 2MB

A5000 4MB

l .6 Floppy
l .6 Floppy

210MBHD

210MBHD

ARM250

ARM250

ARM3/25

ARM3/33

£!29.00d
£l89.00d

£239.00d

£299.00d
All computers include Keyboard Mouse & 3monihs RTB Warranty

Used monitors

Acorn AKF11/12 £59.00d

AcornAKF17 £99.00d

Acorn AKF30/40 (swivel stand)£119.00d
Acorn AKF18M/S (swivel stand) £99.00d
Acorn AKF60 SVGA (swivel stand) £89.00d

monitor cables from £10.00

Other refurbished hardware available

ie: interfaces, drives, PSUs. PCBs Etc:
ring for details or visit our web site

All Used/Refurbished Hardware comes

witha 3 Months RTB Warranty

new monitors

Acorn AKF60

14" Digital SVGA
15" Digital SVGA
17" Digital SVGA
17" Digital SVGA
19" Digital SVGA

.28dot

.28dot

.28dot

,26dot

.26dot

£159.00d

£99.00d

£119.00d

£199.00d

£219.00d

£349.00e

3 Years On Site Warranty
A7000+ 8Mb EDO RAM

A7000+ 16Mb EDO RAM

A7000+ 32Mb EDO RAM

RiscPC 32Mb RAM

RiscPC 64Mb RAM

RiscPC 2Mb VRAM simtec

A7000 Backplane
RiscPC 2 Podule Backplane
Access+ Card

Audio Mixer

Movie Magic
Rise OS 4 Chips + Software
Second Slice no PSU
Acorn Parker Pen

Acorn HTML Mouse Mat

4.3gb IDE 3.5" HD
6.4gb IDE 3.5" HD
8.4gb IDE 3.5" HD
Parallel 250mb Zip + 1 Disc
Zip Software
IDE DVD / 24xCD (Cumana)
Rise OS 3.1 Upgrade Chips
Oscar Parallel CD (Cumana)
RiscTV (Irlam)
Teletext module for above
SCSI 1 16bit (Cumana)
SCSI 2 32bit (Cumana)
TV Tuner + Teletext

All Upgrades fitted free if ordered
with Computer else £18.00

Epson GTX5500 scsi £239.00d
Epson GT9500 para/scsi £539.00d
Image Master/Twain Driver £35.00
Epson

Stylus 440 (colour)
Stylus 640 (colour)
Hewlett Packard

LaserJet 1100 (Black)
A3010/A3020/A4000/A5000/A7000/RPC

1.6 Floppy Drive New Only £29.00
A300/A400/A4000/A5000/A7000/RPC

Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
We carry an extensive stock of new and

used spares for all Acorn computers

£25.00b

£49.00b

£65.00c

£ 129.00c

E95.00C

£29.00b

£34.00b

£139.00c

£39.00b

£279.00c

£116.32b

£88.00d

£4.50a

£5.50a

£89.00c

£119.00c

£129.00c

£179.00d

£29.00a

£59.00c

£30.00a

£189.00d

£295.00c

£45.00a

£99.00c

£179.00c

£159.00c

£109.00d

£139.00d

£329.00d

80W,M„,

380W, M.P.O.

Audio Control • Volume

Treble, Ban & Loudness
i 4" Woofer It 2' Tweeter

. Magnetic*]!)Shielded
-Frequency Response

40-20KH*

£19.00 ^e

. Audio Control - Volume & Tone

•SpeakersJ" \ 2
• frequency Response

20-20KH

£9.99 .,.

Pax Ivl06
£59.0(

4 OR/GO

How To Order

Cheques: should be made
payable to Davyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may also pay
byVisa, Delta. Euro, Switch, Electron,
or Master Card. We normally make no
charge for litis, and take no payment until
goods are ready for dispatch, We need the
card holders name . address and telephone
number, card number an. issue number if
any and the expiry date.
Carnage: charges are as follows
a Small Recorded £2.00
b Medium Recorded £3.50
c Med/Large Recorded £5.00
d Courier £10.00
e Courier Large £15.00
Official Orders: are welcome from UK
education and government institutions
(invoices are due for payment within 14
days and are subject to carriage and late
payment charges).

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send your orders
to:

Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,
Wakefield, West Yorks. WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Mon-Wed 9.30- 5.30

Thur-fri 9.30- 7.30

Saturday 9.30- 5.30
Terms: All products, prices and
specifications are offered in good faith and
are subject lo change without notice. We
Process all orders immediaily, but suppliers
do sometimes keep us waiting. Goods are
guaranteed but are not supplied on approval.
Returns and cancellations can only be
accepted by prior agreement and there may
be a restocking and administration charge A
full copy of our terms are available upon
request. E.&.O.E 8lh August 1999



Getting them youn
SEMERC (0161 827 2927) have added a
new product to their enormous My
World range. Entitled My World Literacy:
The Early Years, this is a huge
educational resource which,
unsurprisingly, aims to meet the literacy
needs of early readers.

The package consists of 19 sets of
screens some of which concentrate on

core vocabulary for reception-aged
children, while others teach the alphabet
in its phonetic and named varieties as

well as in upper and lower case. Mean
while, other screens cover medial vowels,
initial letters and initial sounds, as well
as rhyming, word searches and so on.

Whichever screen you want to use
they are all accessible via the single
navigation window. These use real
speech audio instructions to help you on
your way by picking up, moving,
dropping or deleting pictures to
complete tasks. The cost is £39.

Commenting on the new addition to
the range, SEMERC said "It is
fundamental to the My World
philosophy that the screens make no
attempt to give marks for the way they
are used, instead, they invite users to
apply their imagination and creativity to
find meanings and relationships for
themselves. One of the most valuable
activities in learning is to be asked why
you've done something in a certain way,
and to be able to justify it."

Schools online
According to a recently published
NOP survey, over half the primary
schools in the country are connected to
the Net. Commissioned by the British
Educational Communications and

Technology Agency (BECTa), this NOP
telephone survey, carried out in April,
suggested that 51 per cent of primary
schools were connected to the Internet,
compared with a mere 17 per cent in
1997.

Government spokesmen, Charles
Clarke, put the increase down to the
National Grid for Learning initiative.
Meanwhile other estimates and research

indicate that around 90 per cent of

His world
Granada Learning (0161 827 2927) is
now playing a major role in
Singapore's educational computing
market and is preparing to move into
Hong Kong, Australia and the
Republic of Ireland with Mai Hilton
in the position of Director of New
Business. A former teacher, one of his
aims is to initiate a strong presence
over the Internet.

secondary schools have access while all
universities boast connection.

Meanwhile, Chancellor Gordon
Brown has reaffirmed the Government's

commitment to link every school in the
country to the Internet by 2002. Speaking
in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Mr Brown said
the city will receive £885,000 to enable it
to become the first to have all schools

fully linked - three years ahead of the
original national target - with all schools
in the local authority having at least two
multimedia machines with Internet
access. In addition, the region will
benefit from a computer learning centre
in every community.

Mr Brown reminded his audience that

the Government has already pledged
£500m to launch a scheme to make the
country a world leader in the computer
age.

What's on
Design Technology with Science
4-6 November

NEC Birmingham
Admission: Free

Contact: 01425 272711

ducatior

In brief

Web costs
At present Voss Net (01753
737800) provide a Free Internet
for Education service, and they
have just announced that they
plan to provide Internet in the
Sky to schools in the UK.This
will operate via the Astra satellite
through the Luxembourg-based
EuropeOn Line.

The aim is to provide Internet
access at high speeds in excess of
current ISDN-based access. In

addition to normal Internet

usage, this service will also
provide streamed audio and
video programming. The higher
bandwidth and cost savings,
coupled with extra services could
well make it a very cost effective
Internet solution and it has the
bonus of being available
anywhere in the UK; something
ISDN cannot boast.

Quick browsers
If you are planning to design a
Website in the coming term, then
take a look at a new survey from
Noomedia (020 7488 9800). This
reveals that 63 per cent Web
visitors site-hop within 30
seconds if a site is too slow to

load, bland to look at or difficult
to navigate. Consumers cited
lack of interaction, unclear links
and pages under construction as
prime symptoms of a poor site.

Art resource
A new centre for visual arts is
opening on Saturday 4th
September in Cardiff city centre.
Wales' largest gallery for national
and international exhibitions of
new and historical art it also plays
host to Fantasmic. This is the UK's
firsthands-on interactivegallery
for schools and families to
explore the fun and fascinating
world of 'art and seeing'.

There are over 100 hands-on
exhibits to push, pull, touch and
see. Aimed at children aged from
5-12, the emphasis is on
participation and creativity. Two
large galleries contain exhibits
that change each term with
resources and staff on hand to
help. For more information on
Fantasmic and the Centre for
VisualArts ring 02920 388922.

Contacting me J
Pam Turnbull:

educ@acornuser.com
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Last issue we looked at

Numbertime Time; well, in the
same series comes Nttmbertime

Tl-20. Using the same characters
from the television series - Bill and

Bernie- they are very similar in style
and format.

Loading is very straightforward
and you can choose to play the six
games at either Normal or Challenge
level. They differ in length and
complexity and can be accessed is any
order depending on what area of
mathematics needs introducing or
consolidating. In addition, games can
be played over and over by simply
clicking the loop icon.

Counting with BillandBernie
involves children in number

patterns. The screen reveals a
numberline and a sequence is spoken
(and replayed by clickingon Bernie)
such as 11,12,13,14 at Normal level,

longer activity is provided
with Put the Numbers Back.

Bernie has bumped into a
number rectangle (2 x 10, 4
x 5, or 5 x 4) and knocked
some of the numbers out

which the children need to

replace. When complete the
next step is to click on all
the odd (or even) numbers
as requested by the
program. A mistake
launches an animation

where the bricks are shared

between Bill and Bernie allowing
children to see if the piles are of equal
(even) or unequal (odd) height.

Bernie's Number Machine was

particularly popular. You have to
count the balls in the hopper and find
the matching digit on the numberline.
Bill then pulls the lever and the balls
fill two columns marked with

Buildin
numbers
Pam Turnbull looks at a new addition

to Logotron's Numbertime range
while at Challenge level such a
sequence will increase or decrease in
steps of one or two. Click on the
number you think comes next and the
sequence is repeated as Bill jumps
along the numberline.

This is quite a short activity; get it
right and you're back at the main
menu looking for a new game. An
incorrect response gives you another
go but not the correct answer. A

October 1999 hit

1 2 3

5 6 7 8

9 10 In

19

gradations from 1 to 10.There are
always more than ten balls in the
hopper and these are shown as a 10
and a 5, for instance. The 5 then slides
over the 0 to give you 15.This
reinforces the concepts of a number
between 10 and 20 being made up
from a ten plus a unit value. As the
hopper is triangular in shape an
extension activity is to look at
triangular numbers, such as 10.

Each activity comes with
a user guide giving advice
for teachers and ideas for

similar activities. The Dice
Race practices counting-on
skills and is a game which
could easily transfer off the
computer. A die is rolled
and the child must click the

matching digit on the
numberline to move Bill.

Roll again and count on; the
addition sum is also shown

on screen. A spotted die is

used at the Normal level, a numbered
one at the Challenge level.

In The Counting Tree, you move
from addition to subtraction. First the

child has to identify the number of
apples on the tree, then some falloff
and he or she has to click on the

numberline to show how many are
left, while an equation builds up
alongside. Incorrect responses result
in apples being lined up above the
numberline, which makes them easy
to count.

The two levels differ as follows: in

Normal mode the finale involves

counting how many apples are left on
the tree to complete the sum; in
Challenge mode the tree is covered by
a fluffy cloud and children have to
work out the final element of the

equation themselves.
The final game is Counting in Steps

which asks children to use their

number knowledge to predict where
Billwill land by moving in leaps of 3,5
or 4. Three leap sizes are always on
offer and if you get to the top Bill tips
Bernie into a bowl of gunge - very
satisfying - but get it wrong and Bill
ends up in the glop. Working on
factors and multiples in this way is
very enjoyable and at the Challenge
level success is sometimes only
possible with a step of one, thus
introducing the idea of prime numbers.

The activities are varied, different
and contain ideas which can be used

away from the computer within the
oral element of the Numeracy Hour. A
nice touch are the clear instructions,
which exercise listening rather
than literacy skills.

Product details

i=^i»j

Product: Numbertime 11-20

Price: £27

Ages: 6 to 9

Supplier: Logotron, 124 Cambridge
Science Park, Milton Road,

Cambridge CI340ZS
Tel: (+44/0) 1223 425558
Fax: (+44/0) 1223 425349
E-mail: sales@logo.com

Web: www.logo.com
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Past lives
Enter a typical Tudor settlement, Pam Turnbull explores

If you are unfamiliar with the
ZigZag range then, to give a brief
re-cap, this history series started life
as a BBC Schools TV series and

covers thecorestudy units in Key
Stage2 History. You can therefore
access videosand computer programs
on Vikings,Anglo-Saxons, Ancient
Greeks and Romans - all of which
stand alone but work well with the
videos, books and resource books
supplied by BBC Education (0181 746
1111). The Tudors is the first of these
programs to be available on tri-format
(RISC OS, Macintosh, PC) CD-ROM.

Starting the program is simplicity
itselfand you find your character (male

or female, you choose) standing on the
outskirtsof an imaginary village called
Walden. Bringing together details from
a range of known sites, you can place
the villageduring the reign of Queen
Elizabeth I. By using the mouse you
move your guide along the paths to
(and into) houses and workshops.

Step inside and you'll find a task
awaiting you and a useful line of text
telling you where you are and what
you should try to do next. This help
can be accessed via the Help button or
you can choose to have it always there
by pressing the relevant button on the
start-up screen. As other information is
minimal, and sound is restricted to

incidental footsteps and work noises,
I'd always take this option.

A map is included in the user guide
as are detailed explanations of the nine
locations/activities to visit. By the end
children should not only know what

pargetting means, but how to do it. The
activities allow children to experiment
and if they make a mistake they can
start again by leaving the location and
re-entering later.

We wandered into the Pewterer's

Workshop initially. Following the on
screen prompts, we heated the fire
with the bellows before pouring the
lead and tin mixture into the mould

then putting the cooled casting on the
lathe to chisel away the excessand
polish our finished plate. Creating a
piece of pewter in this way impressed
the children with the time and skills
involved and led to discussion on how

you knew when the pewter was hot
enough and why a lathe was
needed.

The Kitchen was our next

port of call where not only
did you have to collect a
bucket of water from the

well before entering but then
had to make soup and roast

chickens on a spit. It was here that we
started to run into problems though.
Quite simply the program requiresyou
to place your pointer in tooprecisea
spot before it will respond. In addition,
response is not always instant so you
are unsure whether you are doing
something wrong.

For instance, put the bone into the
pottage and it disappears instantly into
the cauldron, but placing the cut leek
into the mixture is a little more

problematical. This is a major niggle
especially as you have to be careful
where you click or you can find
yourself unable to get into the Parlour
or Printer's Workshop.

Although the graphics are

consistent with the others in the series,
the style is starting to show its age.
However, the activities are excellent
and well thought out. Once we
worked out how to move the tailpost
on the windmill - a wooden

construction based on one from

Cambridgeshire - and so turn the
whole structure into the wind, the
cutaway interior was nicely presented.
The program also allows you to save
as a drawfile and print out any images
you particularly like or want to use
again.

Logotron missed an opportunity in
the Printer's Workshop, I thought.
Here you have to create a poster -
John-Bull-printing-set style- but you
don't have to correctly position the
letters; just drag them to the plate and
the program puts them into position.
This does mean that you can't make a
mistake but my testers would have
liked to have made and printed their
own posters.

However, the children did become
immersed in tasks as varied as

shooting a duck, dressing a lord and
lady,and making butter.The program
lends itself to small group work,
allowing for discussion and
explanation of topics drawn from the
program and from other work done in
class. Logotron have provided eight
practical and theory worksheets which
support and extend the CD-ROM with
ideas for further work. An excellent
addition to school resources - but

ensure you know your way around its
idiosyncrasies yourself, before
letting the children loose on it.

Product details

Product: The Tudors

Price: £34

Ages: 7 to 11

Supplier: Logotron, 124 Cambridge
Science Park, Milton Road,
Cambridge CB4 OZS

Tel: (+44/0) 1223 425558
Fax: (+44/0) 1223 425349
E-mail: sales@logo.com
Web: www.logo.com
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Cannon Computing
Castle Technology
CJE
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Electronic Font Foundry
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ITS Consultancies
Kosovo CD
Liquid Silicon
Pilling
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RiscStation
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in the ultimate collection of Repton
games for RISC OS computers.
Featuring Repton 1,2,3 &4 for
jUSt £15 +£3 p&p! "p\ interactive
ProAction Software i\&<HHfi
WEST YORKSHIRE

THECHOICE OFEXPERIENCE Ftar the best service in Yorkshire
(-we think)

CALL US! for A7OOO.RiscPC & Pocket Book II

Visit our Showroom
Open9.30toS.30

Man, Tucs, Weds, Sat.

9i30to7.30

Davyn Computer Services Thurs&Fxt
Primers. Riblxms. Ink Cartridges. ...... . .
Refills
ExpertAdvice & AfterSales Sen ice
Mail Order Master Card. Visa. Snitch
Ringfar Prices
Sen'ice &Repair to all Equipment c*«i2ni!ifir-^^
Full RangeofAcornHardware &Software Ul jg^ion «
(Weoperate lite Acorn Finance Schemes)
Full Range ofEducational Software ^ S/ofk^p^
Tel. 01924 2548(H) Fax. 01924 258036 °« **».. s.r0«

Sandal

e-mail salcs(3>davyn.demon.co.uk wanmeki
WFI 5NY

Acorn
Pocket Book I

aUIJunOkxiM

RBCPClGaiSiffi SSSISa Canon

SOUTH EAST

Acorn Educational Reseller

Key independent Educational
suppliers of customised 'switch on
and go* Acorn Computer systems,

associated peripherals for 15 years.
We specialise in the installation,

supply & configuration of complete
intergrated multi-platform networks.

Please see our main page advert for
more details of some of our products.

Incorporating

[CCUMANA
The beslntmeinmemoty

Whitegate, Dunmow Road
HatfiekJ Heath, Bishop's Stortford
Hertfordshire. CM22 7ED
Tel +44 (0)1279-730800 (Cannon)
Tel +44 (0)1279-730900 (Cumana)
Fax +44 (0)1279-730809
www.cumana.demon.co.uk
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P R I N T M A K E R
www.printmakenco.uk/

ACORN FRIENDLY SCREEN PRINTERS

LARGE FORMAT INKJET PRINTING

AND VINYL GRAPHICS BUREAU <

Cr.T>{r:ri (7rris:-f,r,r.rrjr.r \/-Ad [irir.r, "icsrars-. ffwrJiiijifsi^Jr^ifrfi Trf=t/fi>f

sales@printmaker.co.uk

01T8 956 7947
HIGHLANDS

Ward Iaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer,

for all your needs from
supply, service, repair

& full after sales.

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

CARDIFF

Z/NiQUEway
SOUTH WALES* ONLY DEDICATED ACORN

DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

Technical Support •Repairs •Hire •Internet Connections
Low cost finance available on all systems.

3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff CF3 7JD
Tel 01222-464020 Fax 01222-440071

http:IIwww.uniqueway.co.uk

SCOTLAND

LONDON

G$! FOR SIXTEEN YEARS, PUTTING THE
EMPHASIS ON THE VERY BEST SERVICE...

THE DATA STORE
Visit our well-equipped showroom just 30 minutes from

Central London. For more information, look for our
full-page advertisement elsewhere in this issue.

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel (020-8)460 8991 • Fax (020-8)313 0400

Web lilip://www.ri.ustore.demon.co.uk/ • Email info@riatsiore.demon.co.uk

LONDON &? ESSEX

Pineapple
Software

Pineapple have been in the Acorn marketplace for over eleven
years and wc have recently moved into large new premises
where you can see a variety of Acorn equipment in action. We
specialise in building RiscPCs lo your specification and we also
supply scanners, printers, harddrives or anything else you may
need for your Acorn system. We also undertake repairs and
upgrades to Acom computers. Come and visit us for a chat!

Open 0900 -1730 Mon - Sat
352 Green Lane, Ilford, Essex ICJ3 9JS

Phone 0181599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- snles@pineiiplt'.demon.co.uk
littp://%v\vw.pine»ple.demon.co.uk

SUFFOLK

Atom $ CASTLE TECHNOLOGY o
Full range of Acorn Computers

Comprehensive back-up service

Call 01728 621222 or
fax us on 01728 621179

NORTH WEST

Ltquid StUconl
•Computers &Music Hardware •Upgrades •Software •Cables etc* I Ik

168 Elliott St.

Ty Ides ley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Registered
Developer

•*.

Authorised
RISCOS4(DIY)£120.00
Fining (ROMs only)-: l o.oo
Fitting (ROM*, hard drive
reformatting and software
trans!erFrom £25.00

Carriage on machines is extra.
Please call lor details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01502 592265 Fax: 01502 506102

email: Liquid@cablelnet.co.uk
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquld/

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs
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While looking back through
my projects I can see there
are basically two types, ones
that show you how to make

a specific item and others that give
you the basic building blocks of this
interfacing business. I like to call the
second of these 'enabling projects',
and this month we have one of those.

Next month we shall see how it can

be used in a specific project but for
now let's just concentrate on this
simple interface.

As you know all computer
operations are digital but most of the
world is analogue. While I have
covered analogue-to-digital converters
you have to go right back to February
1987since we looked at an 8-input
converter. Then I used a parallel chip,

+5V

T

Mike Cook makes

his data digital

this month I would like to look at a

more flexible serial chip. The chip in
question is the ADC0838 and is in the
same family as the ADC0831 that I
used in the sound sampler and
oscilloscope projects last year.

While it is simple to use in any one
application the ADC0838 is also very
flexible and it is this flexibility that
complicates matters; you have to
know what you can ignore. The data
sheet for this device won't fit on the

cover disc as it is about 650K.

However, I will put it on the next CD
and in the meantime you can
download it as a PDF file from

http://www.national.com/ds/AD/
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It's important to remember with

chips like this that they don't contain
eight A/D converters but only one,
with an 8-way switch on the front
end. This chip is more complex than
most in that you can configure the
inputs in different ways. For example
you can have eight single-ended
inputs. This means that the voltages
are measured on all the inputs with
respect to earth or zero volts.

You can also have eight pseudo-
differential inputs, that's where all the
input voltages are measured against a
single reference. This means that if
there is an offset voltage, or constant
DC voltage on the lines you want to
measure you can put this voltage on
the common input and it will
disappear from the reading, leaving
you with a more accurate and wider
range of measurements.

Then you can have a true
differential input. With this you are
only measuring the difference
between two voltages, the chip uses
pairs of inputs for this so you can
only have four differential voltages.
Finally you can have a mixture of
single-ended and differential inputs.

The reference voltage is what you
feed into the device that defines the

input voltage that produces the
maximum digital reading. For an 8-bit
converter this means that each digital
step is one 256th of the reference. In

+5V

TJ

Status

FigureI: Experimental testcircuit

ref
12

15

Figure11: A
simplified

timingdiagram
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MUX Address Analog Differential Channel-Pair #

SGL/

DIF

ODD/

SIGN

SELECT 0 1 2 3

1 0 0 t 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 * -

0 0 0 1 ♦ -

0 0 1 0 * -

0 0 1 1 ♦ -

0 1 0 0
- +

0 1 0 1
- ♦

0 1 1 0
- ♦

0 1 1 1
- ♦

selected by setting the SGL/DIF bit.
It's a bit difficult to see at first but the

ODD/SIGN bit now becomes the

least significant bit of a channel select
word with SELECT 0 and 1 making
up the other two bits.

I think this is a prime example of
bad data sheet writing, surely it
would have been better to simply

renumber the

analogue inputs
so that the

ODD/SIGN bit

became the most

significant bit of
the select word.

After all, it is sent
before any of the
other select bits.

Anyway that's
how it is on the

data sheet. Note that the common

input now becomes the negative
input for the pseudo differential
mode. To use this mode simply
connect the common to the common

negative signal. Note that when this
is connected to earth you
automatically get single-ended inputs,
there is nothing else to do.

Armed with all this we are ready
to write the code to drive the

converter. There are two versions on

the cover disc, one in BASIC and the
other in machine code. It's simple
enough in BASIC as we don't have to
bother about timing; even on the
fastest machines it's too slow to

exceed the converters speed limit.
With machine code it is slightly more
complex, however when accessing the
printer port you can't get any faster
than 0.5 uS because of the hardware.

If you want a delay you simply use
dummy reads or writes. A dummy
read is simply a read you do to waste
time not to do anything with the
result. In this way you can get delays
that are consistent across all flavours

of ARM processor. As is normal I
have embedded the machine code

inside a simple BASIC program.
If you are running this with the

hardware you will need to supply a
test input voltage, this can simply be
done by connecting a potentiometer
across the 5 volt supply and wiring
the wiper to the input. To test the
differential mode you need two
potentiometers one for each input.

Well there you have it, a flexible 8-
input analogue-to-digital converter.
Next month we will see this in

action for a real application.

Table I: Differential MUX Mode

most chips this ranges from 3V to 5V
which means that any signal you feed
in has to be in this range. This chip
however allows that reference voltage
to be down as low a 0.1 V so that in

some cases you don't need to amplify
the signal you are trying to measure
at all. However, when running at
such a low reference voltage you need
to make sure that any noise pick-up is
minimised.

Figure I shows the circuit of an
experimental test set-up you can use
as a basis for most projects. The
converter is operated using just four
signals, chip select, clock, data in and
data out, these are waggled up and
down and sampled according to a
timing diagram. Now a timing
diagram is simply a story of what the
signals do in time, it shows the
sequence of operations that have to
take place to get the thing to work.

The one in the data sheet is more

complex because it shows options for
getting the data out, least significant
bit first, as well as most significant bit
first, hence Figure II is a simplified
timing diagram showing all the
signals you need to use in our
configuration. You read it from left to
right, a bit like a story.

A conversion cycle starts when the
chip select line goes low and the clock
starts going up and down. Then the
converter chip reads the state of its
data input line on the rising edge of
each clock, so here our computer has
to waggle this line just before or after
the falling edge of the clock. As our
program to control the converter is
generating the clock this is a
relatively simple thing to do. This
data sets up how the converter's
going to operate and what channel it
is going to read.

The diagram shows these bits high
and low respectively but it is only the
first or start bit that needs to be high.
Once the converter knows how to set

it's input switches, or multiplexes,
there is then one clock period when
they settle down. Therefore on clock

MUX Address Analog Single-Ended Channel #

SGL/

Di?

ODD/

SIGN

SELECT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 COM

t 0

i 0 o o ♦ -

1 0 0 1 * -

1 0 1 0 + -

1 0 1 1 • -

1 1 0 0 ♦ -

t 1 0 1 ♦ -

l 1 1 0 ♦ -

l 1 1 1 + -

Table II: Single-Ended MUX Mode

cycle 6 the first and most significant
bit, of the result is put on the data
output line. Subsequent clock pulses
produce the other bits of the
conversion. Not shown on the

diagram is the status line, this is high
throughout the settling time and data
clock out time and could be used to

gate a sample-and-hold circuit if the
application called for one.

So if you want to use this
converter you will have to write a
program that waggles and samples
the input/output lines according to
that diagram. Before you can do this
however, you have to know how you
want to set up the multiplexes.

The SGL/DIF bit determine if the
conversion is going to be single-ended
or differential, the bar in the timing
diagram over the DIF means that a
differential mode is selected when this

bit is low and a single-ended input
when it is high. This bit being high or
low affects how the other bits operate.
Table I shows how these other bits

work in the differential mode. You

will see that basically the select bit
chooses the differential channel which

consists of pairs of inputs, where as
the ODD/SIGN bit allows you to
swap the polarity of the differential
inputs. Remember in a differential
input you are measuring the
difference between two inputs and so
you will get a positive measurement if
the +ve input is greater than the -ve
one, it will be a negative result if it is
the other way round.

Now look at Table II, this shows
what happens in the single-ended
mode or the pseudo-differential
mode. You can see that this mode is
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A Rambles though

Acorn Mike Cook

harvests more

questions

y pet hate this month is reserved for
those who think it is correct to put
two spaces after a full stop. This
really is a hang-over from manual

typewriter days but seems to have got itself
into all sorts of books. It's even taught as
correct at schools and no amount of

argument concerning proportional-spaced
fonts and kerning seems to cut any ice with
some dullards. The attitude is that as it is in

a book so it must be right - well Mein Kampf
was a book and was that right?

Here's another problem that's been
driving me mad, we have serial numbers, so
why don't we have parallel numbers?

Apologies to all those who have been
trying to download my articles from
http://math.mmu.ac.uk/Physics/Acorn
there has been a bit of trouble with the

server which meant that the articles and

software were not available for some time. I

have now fixed this, so hopefully all should
be well.

Now, this contributor wants to remain
anonymous, which is fine by me. However,
if you want to contribute but don't want the
world to know then at least tell me your
name; I won't publish comments sent to me
anonymously:

"I have only just seen the discussion
in Acorn User issue 209 about the 'Noisy
Rise PC. Another possibility for the
source of noise on the Rise PC is the CD-

ROM drive. The 8x drives supplied with
the more recent machines are a bit

'rumbly' and noticeably noisier than the
fan and ADFS/SCSI harddiscs put
together.

"I am not entirely sure why the CD-
ROM drives remain spinning after start
up. I suspect it is linked to the PC cards
but I have not investigated fully. A simple
work around to stop the racket is to issue
the following commands under RISC OS,

M
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after the machine has finished its Windoze

start-up routine:

*CDFS

*Stop

*ADFS

"This can be done manually via the
command line, by setting up a simple
Obey file, or whatever. Unfortunately,
putting it in the IBoot file doesn't seem to
work, perhaps because Windoze starts up
the CD-ROM drive after RISC OS start-up
is complete?"

Next Russell Palmer has found he now has

to face up to a bit of bragging, he writes:
"I've recently been helping a friend

with some lighting in our college theatre
and have boasted to him that I would be

able to produce an interface and necessary
software to allow him to control the lights
from my Rise PC and, ultimately, his
laptop PC. At present, we are struggling
with analogue lighting boards which are
time-consuming and limiting. Having
done nothing more than GCSE electronics,
I am a bit lost as to where to start with the

hardware side of things, although I'm
more than capable of writing the software.

"Hoping for inspiration, I have flicked
through all the 'Run The Rise' articles I
have copies of, before finding the whole
list on your Website. I got my hopes up
when I spotted an article detailing a
lighting controller but soon realised that
the dimmer racks I am working with are
antiquated compared with the ones you
used. So I thought I'd start from the basics
and study your May/June 1995 articles
introducing how to write software and
make an interface which can be controlled

from the parallel port.
"Would you be so kind as to suggest



where you would start on this
project. I'd like to be able to control
two dimmer racks, each with six
channels on them, ideally by
specifying the channel then
updating its intensity in one
command. As far as I can tell, there
is a control line for each channel, on
which the voltage is held high (15V)
and must be varied from 15 to 7.5

for intensity 0-100%. A fixed 15 volt
supply is provided from the
dimmer racks. I have determined

this by poking around with a
multimeter.

"Am I right in choosing the
parallel port rather than the serial
port? Can you also give me a few
leads on porting the software to PC?
I can program in C so that shouldn't
be a problem. I just have no idea
how to access any I/O ports.

"The hardest part for me will be
the electronics, but I'm fairly
competent with a soldering iron
and am willing to experiment.
However please remember that up
till now, I have done little more
than play around with a few simple
timers, op-amps and the odd logic
gate, as well as your basic
components. With a bit of luck this
could be the start of my age-old
intention to do more electronics."

It sounds like what you need is a
Digital-to-Analogue converter, well,
several in fact. This will allow you to
generate a variable voltage between 0
and 5 volts. You will then need to get
this into the voltage range you want,
which will involve use a times-two

amplifier and a level shifter to elevate
it into the voltage range you need.

Assuming that there is no
common earth between the control

voltage and your computer you can
connect one end of the desk's control

voltage to the negative supply of
your op amp, and the other end to
the output. If you choose to use a +/-
7.5 volt supply for this then this will
serve as the level shifter itself. If this

isn't practical then you will have to
use +/-15 volt op amp supply and
use the common earth. The level

shifter can be made by having a
potential divider and your D/A
signal feeding into an analogue
adder or mixer circuit.

However, pick your op amp
carefully as it needs to be able to
operate at this voltage, some can't
work that high. Maplins sell a dual
D/A converter PM7528HP for £5.40
that is suitable for this method. They
also have the DAC0801 for £3.00 that

looks like it works up to +/-18 volts,
so that could simplify the level shift
requirements at the expense of some
resolution of the control level. That

is, you only put in a restricted range
of high numbers. Another alternative
is that you could use a digital pot
like the one in the September '99
article. Then all you would need is a
resistor in the earth leg of the
potentiometer, but again make sure
that it can handle voltages as high as
15 volts.

Assuming you go for the D/A
option, get one channel working
first, then you have the problem of
driving 12 D/As from the printer
port. It's quite simple, connect the
inputs to the D/As in parallel to the
data outputs of the printer port.
Then use a demultiplexer on 4 of the
printer control outputs to generate
your 12 (16 actually) individual
strobe signals for each separate D/A.

Look at the 'New Ports for Old'

article in September '95 for details on
multiplexers; note you only need a
small part of this circuit. Then in

software all you need to do to set a
channel to a brightness is to output
the value to the printer port, then
output the channel number to the
control lines.

So that's just two calls to the
operating system if you do it in C or
BASIC. For writing a bit-pattern in a
number stored in X to the data bits in
BASIC use:

SYS "Parallel_Op",l,X

Before the port will act as an output
bit 5 in the control register must be
zero. The control register is a bit
more tricky as the end result is
determined by a formula:

new state of bits = (old state of
bits AND R2) EOR (Rl)

Using:

SYS "Parallel_0p",l,Rl,R2

Basically a 1 in any bit position of R2
zeros that bit, and a 1 in any bit
position of Rl toggles or inverts that
bit. So to clear a bit to zero have it set

in R2 and not set in Rl, and to set a
bit to one have it set in both R2 and

Rl. So to set the printer ports to
output use:

SYS "Parallel_0p",l,0,&20

As to porting it over to a PC you will
find accessing the printer port is not
so easy, your best bet is to look at the
book PC Interfacing by Pei An,
published by Newness.

Contacting me J
Mike Cook:

rambles@<icomuser.com J
Louise from Todmorden is having trouble waking up her
elderly machine:

"I have been experiencing a minor problem with my
four year old SA Rise PC recently. Occasionally when I
switch on, the computer will freeze up at some point,
usually soon before or after the banner has appeared on
screen. From then on the only way to come out of this
situation is to switch off and on again. However this
problem is now becoming more frequent, perhaps
approximately one out of 15 power-up, instead of once
in a blue moon. It's quite irritating actually due to
increase in frequency of this fault. Have you any idea
what the cause or problem might be."

One thing you must avoid at all costs is turning your
machine on and off, if you didn't have disk problems before

you certainly will after doing that. Use the reset button at
the back of the computer, this is a hard reset and to the
processor is the equivalent of turning the computer on and
off but without the potential damage to the disc drive.

It is likely that you are having trouble in one of two
areas. First of all it could be that the rechargeable battery
is going, if so your computer is likely to forget the time as
well. The other is that it is your harddisc giving problems
during boot-up.

You can bypass the harddisc access during boot-up by
holding down Shift as you power it up or by pressing the
reset key. If this starts up every time then it is your disc
that is the trouble. Back up everything and then run a
disc repair utility, it is likely that the bad sectors can be
mapped out. If not, reformatting the disc might help.
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letters

new
I noted of late a few comments in

this page as to how more users
could be brought into the RISC
OS community. In other words

how to advertise on the cheap. One
possibility for someone with more
programming skill than me would be
to write a RISCOS-like replacement
shell for Windows, and release it
onto the net.

Such things are quite popular
among many PC users. A lot of
whom spend much of their time
trawling the net for software to make
their 'preferred OS' more pleasant to
use. And with the advent of more

worthy native equipment appearing
this may result in 'defectors' to RISC
OS proper.

There is also the point that many
of us are saddled with PCs at home

or work who may welcome the
chance to make them behave more

like RISC OS.

Any Takers?
Dr Charles Lane, by e-mail

I've just spent thelast twentyminutes
trying to track down a Website where
I've seen just that; a RISC OS shellfor
windows. I couldn't find it, but it would
have been useful to illustrate what you
mean.

During thesearch I cameacrosssome
articles covering thiswhole business of
shells. Apparently companies such as
Compaq areshipping theircomputers
with their own shells (in this instance
Compaq TabWorks), which arelaunched
before Windows can display it'sbanners.

These shells help provide a corporate
image and tosome extent bind the user
to the hardware company.

Microsoft have 'persuaded' OEMs
(like Compaq) to drop thescheme. The
american DOj, as part of it'santitrust
suit, want toforce Microsoft togive
manufactures thefreedom to ship their
products withany desktop interface they
want.

Microsoft are refusing to back down
and claim 'customer confusion' led to the
decision to clamp down on shells.
"Customers thought they hadn't received
Windows when an OEM's shell sat on

topof it".
Of course, they soon realised theydid

have Windows installed when the

computer started to crash every ten
minutes. Ifanyonefinds thesite I was

shell
lookingfor, orproduces their own RISC
OS shell for Windows then do let me
know.

Dunstan Orchard

Eurofighter -
author's notes
I would like to comment on the review

of Eurofighter Typhoon in the August
issue of Acorn User. I think Richard

Goodwin found out that this software

does unfortunately require the current
highest spec machine. It was a
dilemma I was faced with, whether to
write a game or a true flight sim. I
decided on the latter, partly for selfish
reasons and also as there was no such

animal for RISC OS.

The M1G29 software is the nearest

anyone has come to a real flight sim
for RISC OS, but the machines of the
time lacked the necessary power to
run a high res 'virtual world' with all
its complexity, plus there was also the
concern of selling enough copies to
make it commercially viable.

A true flight sim with a 'virtual
world', by it's very nature, will not
have the crash-bang-wallop of a shoot
'em-up game. If the world is to be
'virtual', things have to run in real
time, all the time. So if you fly 100
miles at 500 knots it must take as long
as it does in the real world. It

certainly doesn't make for immediate
action, which explains why so few
software houses consider producing
flight sims. I had no such commercial
constraints. It was a pity that no
mention was made of Typhoon's
Mission scenario, as that is the major
part of the software and where all the
'action' is.

I know the 300 square kilometre
area of operations will be at the limit
of most peoples endurance and time
constraints, but that is the nature if
the beast.

Also the flight school is extremely
hard, but if it is to represent anything
like the full size aircraft then it has to

be. The 'dumb bombs' are really
wicked, but that shows how

hopelessly inaccurate real bombs are,
although the situation is better on the
missions aircraft as you can use them
in diving attacks which is much more
effective. If anyone finishes flight
school they can be justly proud of
themselves, as it's no mean feat, and
I'm sure they would be welcomed
with open arms by the RAR

The game is very difficult, but I
make no apologies for it as it has to
be that way. Perhaps when some of
the Typhoon pilots master the flying I
can get some suggestions on future
upgrades.

You might get frustrated with
Typhoon, but at least you now have the
choice of a real flight sim for RISC OS.
It's a curious thing in the old Acorn
community compared with the PC
world. If they get a piece of software
that requires the latest Pentium they
seem to relish it, where as we seem to
want it to run on an A3000. Perhaps
the new machines that are on the way
will cure that, and who knows, maybe
I'll write a complementary 'game' that
will run on a RiscStation 7500 and

keep Richard happy.
Dave Watts

Good deal
I recently had an urgent requirement
for an unusual type of ribbon cable
and e-mailed several companies who
advertise in Acorn User. The response
I had was absolutely wonderful,
especially considering the nominal
amount of profit to be made by the
respondents. I would like to thank
Stuart Tyrrell Developments, Eesox,
Alsystems and Alephl for their
assistance. I was a soul lost at sea but

the Acorn Community lifeboat
rescued me!

Malcolm Brooks, by e-mail

Well done those companies. Again and
again we hear of excellent servicefrom
theAcorn Community dealers; I'm sure
this customer care has been a

contributing factor to theloyalty of so
many RISC OS users.

Dunstan Orchard
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| There is
a future,

but only if
everyone in
the RISC OS

market

decides that

there is one,

and those

people who
do not agree
should get

out 3

/ i I I am a cat person, but I take the dogs
11! j 11 for their walks." That's how Steve

11 Turnbull sees himself. His daughter
LI Deanna has a different view: "He sang

this song and he did it really loud and asked if
everyone at the back could hear him. He was
really funny."

The rest of us know Steve better as MD of

Tau Press and owner of Acorn User - the seeds

of which were sown when IDG Media decided

to take Acorn User from perfect bound to
stapled.

"I got very, very angry," claims Steve - this
is hard to imagine; Steve is one of the calmest
people I know. "I save it up for effect, it makes
more of an impression. I went to the MD of
IDG Media and told him: 'This is no good!' He
said: 'What are you going to do about it?' I
said: 'Give me the magazine,' and he said: 'All
right'."

It took a year to get it sorted out, so on
Steve's 40th birthday he was officially in
charge of Acorn User, little knowing what was
just around the corner. Steve had his first staff
meeting on BlackThursday, during which he
got a phone call telling him what had
happened at Acorn.

"I have always had faith in the RISC OS
market; if I hadn't I wouldn't be doing this. It is
my personal feeling that if anyone thinks: 'We
are never going to last, so we might as well just
carry on for another couple of years and that
will be it.' they might as well leave now.

"We have done things at Tau Press that an
ordinary businessman would not dare do. I
calculated that when I started, I needed £90k
capital and I did not get anywhere near that.
Yet we are running a successfulcompany with
a magazine in a market that is supposed to be
dying. There is a future but only if everyone in
the RISC OS market decides there is one, and
those people who do not agree should get out."

It's hard to believe that Steve nearly got
kicked out of school for skipping lessons; his

October 1999 http://www.acornuser.com
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excuse is that he had found the school's

computer and the delights of programming.
It's also hard to imagine him as a singer in a
rock-and-roll band when he was at

university. It's easier to think of him on some
local paper, working his apprenticeship in
journalism, but that wasn't how it happened
at all.

"My father had been a magazine editor, so
it was something I swore I would never do.
After typing in a game from Beebug magazine
I thought T can do better than that', so I
wrote a little adventure game in which you
had to stop your ship from being smashed to
pieces in an asteroid storm. Micro User
bought it and used it as part of their Arcade
Games Compendium.

"Then out of the blue in 1986 I got a
phone call from Pete Davidson, asking me if I
wanted to come and work for Micro User. I

did and I worked my way up to editor,
getting my wife Pam involved along the way
and changing the magazine's name to Acorn
Computing."

When Redwood, the publishing part of the
BBC, decided that Acorn User did not fit with
the rest of its portfolio, Europress bought it.

"Eventually Europress decided to close the
smaller of the two Acorn magazines. I
thought I should have been editor of Acorn
User, but they decided to maintain continuity.
I left and spent a year in the wilderness
doing programming. Eventually Mark
Moxon decided he did not want to play that
game anymore and they invited me back."

Steve is a Scientologist and has been since
he was a teenager - he runs the business
along Scientology principles, although there's
only one other Scientologist working there.

"Sometimes I look back and realise that, in
a way, Scientology rescued me. I was 14 and
so horribly geeky and introverted, in the
worst possible sense, I would not have been
able to hold down a job. It was my father
who suggested I should do it. What
Scientology does is teach you how to be
extrovert and handle life, so that life does not
handle you. It let's you think for yourself.
You don't get 'saved', it's non-
denominational and you don't need faith -
it's just practical application of principles.

"If it weren't for Scientology, Acorn User
probably wouldn't exist any more. I would
not have had the will, guts, knowledge or
determination to take over and Acorn User

would have been closed after Christmas just
as Archimedes World was."

Wherever Steve - a Scientologist helping
to keep the Acorn market alive; or a cat
person taking dogs for a walk - gets his
determination from, the result is that Acorn
Useris still here, and that's surely something
to be grateful for.

Jill Regan
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New 1600 x 1200 Olympus
Megapixel Camera

New Camera prices (again!)

PHOTODESK 3is the tayer, package which NeW Can0" BJC2000 D™er
defines studio quality image editing and artwork
on RISC OS machines. It is easy to use but has many powerful features, including LAYERS and
a sophisticated colour management system (CMS) for the full-time graphics professional. £299.50

PHOTODESK 2 is still available, retaining theCMS but not layers, now only £199

PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK3 retains most of its creative
features apart from the Colour Management System, Layers and some features essential to the
professional user. £134.75

Plug-in Effects Packs are available for all Photodesk
packages. Each pack contains 10special effects: £19.95

Purchasers ofPhotodesk 3 or Photodesk Light will receive a
complimentary CD-ROM ofuseful resources, itlililies and
Tutorials. This CD is available to existing users for£14.95

A NEW CD-ROM "An Introduction to Digital Art"
featuring bitmap and vectorgraphics tutorials by the well-
known artist, David Cowell, is also available for £24.95

A New Version of TopM()del2 V.2.14 isnow available for £152.75. Existing users may upgrade for £29.95
or buy the NEW CD-ROM packed with resources, the new plug-in Top3DFonts! and a free 2.14 upgrade for only£58.63

TopBones Skeleton Management System now ready £39.50 ...aswell as TopModel CD-ROM #3! £49.95

A presentation package on CD-ROM from Spacetech
Makesyour slide shows quick and easy to create!

• Start building your presentation 5 minutes before the lesson? - No Problem
# Use your existing work in a presentation? - No Problem, just drag 'n drop it in! Only £29.95

PhotoLink is an Acorn multi-driver for the most popular makes ofdigital camera. Cameras currently
supported include the new Olympus range including the fantastic C900 ZOOM, the C830L a new
replacement for the 840L the C1400XL SLR Zoom and now the fantastic 2.1M pixel (1600x1200) remote
control. 7x zoom C2000 Zoom (illustrated). Superb hard copy can be obtained via Epson or Canon
PhotoReal. PhotoLink is available on its own at £69.00 or bundled FREE with a camera.

New Prices! C830L £399.99! (was £549)
C900ZOOM Zoom megapixel compact with OpticalAND Digital zoom£499.99 (was£649.99)
C2000 Zoom (1600 x 1200) £749.99

PhotoReal is theAcorn driver extension for theCanon BJC4300, BJC4650, BJC7000, BJC 7100
BJC2000, Epson Photo, Pholo700 and PhotoEX printers with photo-realistic capability. PhotoReal
makes use of the same advanced techniques for producing high-quality four colour separations as
Photodesk and comes ready calibrated for the special dye-based inks used for photo-realistic printing. A
calibration application is also supplied to allow you to tailor the results lo your own specification.

Driver only £69.00 inc.VAT. or FREE if purchased with printer!

Examples: Stylus Photo700 was £249.50 NOW £204.45
Canon BJC2000 £149.95

BJC4650 A3 £299.99

B.IC7000 £245.00

BJC7100 £299.00
Epson PhotoEX A3 was £454.73 NOW £363.07
(all prices include PhotoReal Driver)

All prices include VAT

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ, UK
Telephone: +44 (0)1305 822753 Fax: +44 (0)1305 860483

Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk Web: http://www.spacetech.co.uk



Lightning-fast
computing

Castle's lightning-fast Acorn R'iscPC233t sets

the standard for robust, trouble-free computing.

The 233MHz processor is further enhanced by

the exceptionally efficient and robust

RISC OS architecture. This puts the RiscPC233T

among the leaders for raw computing power.

• INTEL StrongARM 233MHz (revision T)

processor - ARM designed

• Modular expansion - increase the case size

quickly and easily

• 2nd processor slot - eg use with PC card

for Windows applications

• CE marked - your evidence of top

quality and safety

• 100% Acorn - the original tried and tested

Acorn design further enhanced

RiKfiPCi9A&r

8MB, 2GB, RiscOS 3.7
£749 + vat

18MB.4GB, 40xCD,
RiscOS 4.0

£879 + vat

RiscPC233t Web Wizard
Internet Suite, JAVA, 32MB, 2VMB,
8GB, DVD-CD, 56K modem,
17" monitor, RiscOS 4.0
£1149 +vat

'Acorn' & Ihe acorn mil device are trademarks ol Element 14 Ltd

Order now!

Call 01728 723200

FreeFAX 0800 783 9638

Delivery £11 (£12.93 inc. VAT) per system.

CASTLE
Computers for Education
Business and Home


